
BACTRIAN PERSONAL NAMES

1. [ m.: B BD2, ja2f, 13*. — P Aba[...], addressee of a letter. — D

Unclear.

2. ,  m.: B (i) ° SW 2005, Tt7f*, 18; (ii) °
ibid., an2. — P (i) Abgas (fl. 705 C.E.), son of Kanag [Gozgan] (201, ii), 
inhabitant of Lizg, party to a contract. Possibly the same person as (ii)
Bagas, party to a contract (see SW 2005, 9). — D If the two spellings 
represent the same name, as seems likely (cf. *  beside -

, 77), a derivation from *baga- “god” must be ruled out. Hypoco-
ristic in -  to  “Afghan”, with loss of nasal before - -? Alter-
natively, one could consider a derivation from a Greek or Indian form of 
the Indo-Parthian royal name Abdagases (Gk. gen. , ALRAM
no. 1142 ), cf. also Pth. ’bdg y, Greek  = *  ( KZ), 
Khar. Avagada a etc. < * bda-ga a- (HUYSE 1999, 172). The Khar. 
variant Avaka a, if it is genuine (cf. SALOMON 2005, 369 n. 19), would 
provide a parallel for the loss of the syllable -da-.

3.  m.: B BD1, A6. — P Abdabuk Pabugan (fl. 332 C.E.), 
witness to a contract. — D Hypocoristic in -  to a PN containing the 
component , cf. 185.

4. ( )[ ] m.: B Hc110. — P Abmatak(?), owner of a seal 
with bilingual inscription (Brahmi gen. [...](ta)kasya (?)). — D Perhaps 
Skt. PN *Abhimataka, from abhi-mata- “longed for” (suggested by H. 
FALK).

This interpretation is of course dependent on the assumption that the Bactr. and 
Brahmi inscriptions both represent the same name and may be restored on a mutual basis.
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5. *  m. PN(?): B EN (?) SW 2009b, Nn19*. 
— D Unclear. It is not certain that the EN (?) is derived 
from a PN.

6. , *  m.: B (i) °  BD1, T22; (ii) °  ibid., V5; cf. 
also the FN  BD2, bb7*, 9. — P (i) Absih (fl. 700 C.E.), an 
o cial of Kadagstan, witness to a contract. Possibly the same person as 
(ii) Absih (fl. 729 C.E.), son of Wahran (320, iii), whose estate is called 
Spandagan, party to a contract (see SW 1999, 250 n. 11). — D In view of 
the FN  (see above),  is presumably a late form for 
* . If this is a derivative of  “water”, it could be understood as 
“(man) from the water, waterman” (cf. BD2, 263b, on the function of the 
su x - ).

* : see  (77)

7.  m.: B BD2, ed6f. — P Angad-spal (fl. 475 or 465 
C.E.), named in a letter. — D Identical with the Sogd. PN ’n tsp’’ ,
which has been interpreted as “he who assembles the army” (SW 1992, 
34). The derivation from *hangata-sp da- and the interpretation of the 
second component as “army” (cf. “army-chief, general” and 
many PNs containing ( ) ) can hardly be doubted, but *han-gata-
is multivalent and can equally well be understood as “fortunate, rich”, cf. 
Pth. 'ngd, MP hangad (and perhaps Bactr. ( ) “whose da n
(?) is fortunate”, Rab18), or “whole, complete”, cf. Sogd. ’n t’k. Com-
parison with the formation of (171),  (261) and 

(470) suggests the possibility that  might here be a 
divine epithet, so that could alternatively be understood 
as “belonging to the army of the Fortunate (God)”. Cf. also s.v. -

 (164), the only other Bactr. PN containing .

8. (?) m. PN(?): B SKB27f. Unclear form, variously read as 
(BENVENISTE 1961, 131), (or ° , ° , ° , GÖBL

1965, 12), (HUMBACH 1966, 86; DAVARY 1982, 64, 149), 
.. (HUMBACH 1970, 48), (GERSHEVITCH 1985, 72). —

P Name of one of the masons who carved the inscription? — D If the
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reading  should happen to be correct, one might perhaps compare 
the MP PN dig < * tika- “duck”, IPNB II/2, no. 20.

† : see  (129)

9. (?) m.: B NumH 85-7. — P Aduman(?), a “Hunnish” ruler. 
— D Unclear. According to TREMBLAY 2001, 184, a compound con-
taining *manah- “mind”.

Although the reading /  seems fairly clear, it cannot be ruled out 
that  may sometimes stand for /  or vice versa. Thus a reading *  “Wahman”, 
as implied by HUMBACH 1966, 57-8, is theoretically possible, though there is no real 
reason to expect a name of Iranian origin. Both  and  (139) bear the title 

, possibly to be interpreted as a variant or corruption of *
(* ?)  “king of the East”, cf. DAVARY 1982, 302. ALRAM (no. 1474-5 and 
1476-7 respectively) lists both rulers under the heading “Miirosano”, i.e. * ,
assuming this to be the PN. HUMBACH 1998, 250, also takes this word to be a PN, but 
reads it as .

10.  m. PN(?): B BD2, co6, 9. — P Adurig, person(?) men-
tioned in a letter. — D If this is indeed a PN (rather than a noun meaning 
“the rest”, cf. BD2, 188) it may represent a MP * dur g (= Arm. Atrik,
JUSTI 1895, 50), hypocoristic to a PN containing the DN dur “Fire” (cf. 
the next).

11. *  or *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD2, 
bh1, 12f*. — D MP dur-farn (’twrpln, ’twrplny, read as dur-farr in 
IPNB II/2, no. 53) or hypocoristic * durfarn g? The unexpected preser-
vation of -rn-, as opposed to standard MP (and Bactr.) -r(r)-, suggests 
that this PN may allude to the name of the fire dur-farn-bay (also attes-
ted as a PN, IPNB II/2, no. 54), whose characteristic spelling with -n- in 
Book Pahlavi as well as in Inscriptional MP and Pth. seems unlikely to 
be merely graphic. Cf. also 491, where *  may form part of a MP 
honorific title. Most of the other names containing *  (56, 208, 292,
490) are probably Sogdian, but a Sogd. origin of *  is not 
likely, both because of the formal di erence between *  and Sogd. 
’’tr “fire” and because the latter is quite rare in Sogd. onomastics. Cf. 
also  (487).
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12.  m.: B BD1, ab19f, 20f. — P Azad-fardar, a scribe, 
writer of a contract. — D Combination of the adjectives “noble, 
free” (< * -z ta-, Av. z ta-, MP z d etc.) and “more, better, 
best” (apparently < *faru-tara-, Sogd. frtr, prtr, comparative of *faru-
“much”, Khot. pharu, which may have merged with *fra-tara-, Av. and 
OP fratara-, see SW–TUCKER 2006, 591 n. 7). It is not clear whether the 
compound has a meaning (e.g. “noble (and) best”) or whether it is merely 
a mechanical combination of components taken from two other names: 
cf. in 223(?), 438, 564, in 39 and 333. While cognates 
of , especially MP z d, are common as name-components, the 
only parallels to the Bactr. names with seem to be the Sogd. 
PN ’’ tprtr, understood by SW 1992, 34, as “more welcome” (i.e. as a 
comparative to the PN yr’’ t “well-come; welcome” with inversion of 
the two components), and perhaps rtr(?), HAMILTON 1986, 224b, an 
uncertain reading of a PN in a Tk. text, to which P. LURJE has kindly 
drawn my attention.

13.  m.: B BD2, jb5. — P Azgarak, o cer ( ) of 
Ramin, sender of a letter. — D Hypocoristic in -  to a PN containing an 
otherwise unattested name-component * . Cf. Av. PN Zi ri-,
IPNB I/1, no. 420, Sogd. PN(?) ’z r, IPNB II/8, no. 265? Alternatively, if
 here stands for [ ], one could envisage a connection with Sogd. j ’r,

NP a r “cry” (GERSHEVITCH 1975, 209 n. 13); cf. also Bactr. 
 (GERSHEVITCH 1967, 40 n. 19), which may represent the past 

stem of the associated verb (Sogd. j yr “to call” < * ag raya-). Yet 
another possibility, suggested to me by R. SCHMITT, is a derivation from 
the title *azd -kara- “herald” (Aram. ’zdkr’, MP/Pth. ’zdygr etc.; cf. 
Bactr. - “to give notice”, BD2), with simplification of the clus-
ter *-zdg-. Connection with Sogd. z ’r “dampness”, NP za r “moist 
soil” (SW 1985, 60) seems improbable.

14. [ , : according to DAVARY 1982, 169-70, 
and ALRAM 1986, 338, this word on NumH 244 and 246 may be a PN, 
but it is more likely that the PN is the following word ( , 412, on 
NumH 244; , 366, on NumH 246). In place of ( )
one should probably read ( ) , which, despite the objections 
of SCHMITT 2007, 361 n. 52, may be a derivative of the title *hazahra-
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pati- “chiliarch” (cf. also  on NumH 245, interpreted by SW 
1997b as an abbreviation for *  “id.”, and , 479),
here with syncope as in  beside  (BD2, 188-9)].

15.  m.: B BD2, xj1. — P Akan, addressee of a note enclosed 
within a letter to Nawaz (282, iii). — D Unclear. Postvocalic [k] may 
indicate non-native origin. LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 516, suggests that this 
name is related to  (201), but does not explain the initial vowel.

16. (?) m.: B Sig 2 (BIVAR 1968, pl. I/4; CALLIERI 1998, pl. 
62, Cat. U 7.29). — P Aldsh(?), name or title of the owner of a seal. — D

Unclear. Possibly a compound containing -  “king” as in the DN 
(cf. 167). The derivation of - from *aryat - “Arierschaft, Adel” 
(HUMBACH 1966, 70; 1969a, 34-5) is not compatible with what is now 
known of Bactr. phonology.

17.  m.: B (i) NumH 33 etc.; (ii) Sig 25 (BIVAR 1968, pl. 
XXVII/7; LERNER 1999, 276, fig. 9). — P (i) Alkhan, name or title of 
one or more “Hunnish” rulers (Brahmi r j lakh na, NumH 80 etc.). One 
or another of these may be the same as (ii) Alkhan, owner of a seal. — D

Unclear. Many scholars (e.g. HUMBACH 1966, 28-31; 1969a, 35-6; 
GRENET 2002, 206 with n. 5) have regarded this word as the name of a 
people, at least in origin, and compared it with ethnic names such as 
Arm. Alxon and Skt. Halah a-, of which the latter seems to have been 
influenced by the name of the Huns (Skt. H a-). The spelling - -
makes it unlikely that actually contains the ethnic name “Hun” 
(Bactr. * , pl. , see AMAN UR RAHMAN et al. 2006). 
TREMBLAY 2001, 184-5, regards as a compound of (pre-)Tk. 
xan “ruler”, and lists various suggestions for the etymology of the prior 
component. However, the assumption that should be divided -

 is by no means inevitable: in view of  (18), an analysis -
, perhaps with patr./FN su x - , may even be preferable.

The reading  is clear at least on the seal. On the coins the name often occurs 
in corrupt forms, some of which have been read ,  etc., but it is likely 
that the supposed internal  is a defective  (thus DAVARY 1982, 46, 154) and that the 
supposed  is merely a variant form of the single ; cf. the W-shape of  on the seals of 
Vishnudasa (90) and Nanebaguk (279). If the apparent pl.  (NumH 44 etc.) is 
not yet another corruption, it would imply the use of Alkhan as an ethnic name.
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18.  m.: B Tang-i Safedak inscription, lines 2, 10. — P Alkhis 
(fl. 714 C.E.), son of Khuras (540), lord of Gazan, founder of the stupa at 
Tang-i Safedak. — D Unclear. Possibly a hypocoristic in -  to the base 
of (17), see LEE–SW 2003, 166.

19. ( ••)  m. or f. PN(?): B Hc107. — P Al[...]shag, a ruler(?), 
owner of a seal. — D Unclear. If this word is a PN, it is not clear whether 
it should be that of a woman, as is suggested by the portrait on the seal, 
or of a man, in agreement with the accompanying Brahmi inscription 
r (?)-p tthivva for * r -p rthiva  “king” (read by H. FALK).

20. [ , : according to DAVARY 1982, 155, this word on 
NumH 273-280 may be a PN, but there is no real doubt that it represents 
the name of the city of Amb r (modern Sar-i Pul), where these coins were 
presumably minted (see SW 2004, 1049-50)].

, : see  (262)

21. ,  m.: B (i) ° Inscription on the lid of a clay 
vessel from Kara-Tepe (Kara-Tepe VI, 143, fig. 60a; SEIPEL 1996, 269); 
(ii) ° (beside Khar. gen. bhikhusya(?) Jivana dasya and Brahmi 
gen. bhik usya J vanandasya, both read by H. FALK) Trilingual inscrip-
tion on a clay pot from Kara-Tepe (State Oriental Museum, Moscow, 
46136 KP 1619 Kr-IV, unpublished). — P (i) Ananda, probably a monk, 
owner of a vessel. Possibly the same person as (ii) Ananda, also known 
as Jivananda (Khar. Jivana da, Brahmi J vananda), a monk (bhikhu/
bhik u, hence emend  to *  [bihi e]?), owner of a pot. — D

Buddhist Skt. PN nanda, at least in the case of the second inscription 
short for J v nanda.

22. *  or *  m. PN(?): B patr./FN °  BD2, ce2, 
11f*, cf2, cg3*, xa3. — D Cf. NP r m < * -r ma- “rest, peace”? For 
the use of this word as a PN see JUSTI 1895, 20a. Derivation from an 
ethnic adj. *  “Aramaean” (cf. Syr. r m y  etc.) is a conceiv-
able alternative.
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23. [*  m. PN(?): B FN °  BD1, ag16f*. — D In 
theory the FN  could be derived from a PN, but it is more 
likely that the underlying *  is an ethnic adj. referring to the 
river and district of the Ar and- b or b-i Ar and in southern Afghan-
istan (as suggested to me by P. LURJE)].

24.  or  m.: B Coins in the British Museum 
(CRIBB 1985, 320-21; 1990, 154 with n. 4, 159 n. 11, 186). — P Arda-
shar or Ardashir, name of one or more Sasanian Kushan-shahs (Pahl. 
’rt try, ALRAM no. 1406-7). — D MP Arda(x) a(h)r (MP ’rt tr, IPNB
II/2, no. 126) < * ta-x a ra-. The variant Arda(x) (h)r (Pth. ’rdx yhr), 
later Arda r, which ultimately became the standard form of the name, is 
derived by SW apud BOYCE 1992, 7-8, from * ta-x ai ra-; cf. further 
HUYSE 1999, 12-13; 2006, 57. Di erently SCHMITT, IPNB V/4, 22 
(with references to earlier studies), who derives the form Arda r from a 
hypocoristic * ta-x -ira-.

CRIBB, loc. cit., argues that these coins belong to two Kushan-shahs bearing the same 
name. Apart from the ambiguous fourth letter, the reading is certain.

25. [† [•] : DAVARY 1982, 114, 163, gives this reading 
of a seal (“Sig 72”) published by FUSSMAN 1972, 39-40, pl. 2/17, but 
the item is probably a forgery as FUSSMAN indicates].

26.  m. PN(?): B Sig 22 (BIVAR 1968, pl. II/8). — P

Asbar-bid, name or title of the owner of a seal. — D At least in origin a 
title meaning “chief of cavalry”, whether *aspa-b ra-pati-, with simpli-
fication of *-sp-b- to -sb- as in  (27), or its Persian equivalent
*asa-b ra-pati- as assumed by HENNING 1962. HUMBACH 1966, 73, 
regards this form as a PN, but HENNING’s view that it is “the seal-
owner’s title rather than his name” is also possible.

27.  m.: B (i) BD2, dd2, 11*; (ii) BD1, F4, 9, 12, 15, 18f, v1. 
— P (i) Asbid (fl. 421 C.E.), a minor o cial, addressee of a letter. (ii)
Asbid Nunukan (fl. 470 C.E.), party to a contract. — D In origin a title 
*aspa-pati- “master of horse”, cf. MP ’sppt, Pth. ’sppty, MP PN ’spt
(IPNB II/3, no. 41), with simplification of *-sp-b- to -sb- as in
“horseman” (cf. 26 and SW 1999a, 196). Cf. also *  (517).
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28.  m.: B BD1, B2. — P Aspal-bid (fl. 359 C.E.), party 
to a contract. — D In origin a title *sp da-pati- “army-chief, general”, cf. 
Sogd. sp’dpt, MP sp hbed, NP isbahbad etc., and attested as such in the 
variant spelling  (SW 2000a, 5). Cf. also ,
(449).

Arabic ’l-’ bhb , an adaptation of the Persian form, is also attested as a PN in docu-
ments from Afghanistan, see KHAN 2007, 101.

29.  m.: B BD1, A6. — P Aspal-mihr Yolikan (fl. 332 
C.E.), witness to a contract. — D Inverted variant of  (261).

30.  m.: B BD1, D5* (cf. BD2, 35, ad loc.); cf. also the 
patr./FN and EN  ibid., L3,  ibid., U2 , 

 ibid., V3, 6, 14f, 17,  ibid., V15, with its 
derivatives  ibid., V15 ,  ibid., V39 . — P

Aspand (fl. 417/8 C.E.), perhaps a tenant farmer. — D Short name 
derived from a compound containing the DN *Spanta-, cf. the following 
names and ( )[ ]( ) (450).

31.  m.: B (i) Hc160, 194, Saeedi no. 16; (ii) Hc030, 
031, 032, Saeedi no. 10, 11. — P (i) Aspand-lad Pabug[an], owner of a 
seal. Possibly the same person as (ii) Aspand-lad, owner of another seal.
— D *Spanta-d ta- “given/created by the Holy (Spirit)”, Av. PN Sp t -

ta-, IPNB I/1, no. 288, MP PN Spand-d d, IPNB II/3, no. 306, etc.

32.  m.: B BD2, xe1f, 27f. — P Aspand-far, a ruler or 
nobleman, addressee of a letter. — D *Spanta-farnah- “(possessing) the 
glory of the Holy (Spirit)”.

: see  (451)

33.  m.: B BD2, da16*(?), dd2, 9f*. — P Asp-yun (fl. 421 
C.E.), a minor o cial, addressee of a letter. — D May contain  <
*aspa- “horse”, but otherwise unclear. The noun , possibly “appren-
tice” < *yuwan- “young (man)” (BD2, 218b), does not seem to provide a 
plausible meaning for the second component.
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: see  (452)

34. *  m.: B FN °  BD1, aj6f*. — D Short name derived 
from a compound containing the DN *Srau a-. Cf. Greek PN 
(SCHMITT 2002, 149).

* , * : see *  (480)

35. [† : supposed PN on Sig 11 (thus DAVARY 1982, 109, 
167). Di erently SW 2005a, 337-8: title  (cf. PN ,
115?) or ].

36.  or  m.: B BD1, ac2. — P Atiy-sas or Utiy-
sas, son of Baz-punag (65), father of Yol (192), party to a contract. — D

If the correct reading of the first component is -, one may perhaps 
compare the Khar. PN Ati (gen. Atisa) on a 2nd-cent. seal (GARBINI
apud CALLIERI 1998, 297) and even the Scythian PN  (MAYR-
HOFER 2006, 19). For the second component, which also has possible 
Scythian connections, see the material referred to s.v.  (425). This 
explanation implies that  is not a real compound but merely a 
juxtaposition of two PNs.

: see  (37)

37.  m.: B (i) adj.(?)  SW 2005, S6f; (ii) [ ](?) 
ibid., Ss2; (iii) ibid., Ss3, 8. — P (i) Akhsh(?) (fl. 693 C.E.), a ruler or 
landowner. Possibly the same person as (ii) Akhsh(?) (fl. 698 C.E.), wit-
ness to a contract. (iii) Akhsh (fl. 698 C.E.), son of Y[amsh-bandag](?) 
(168, ii), market-trader of Amber, party to the same contract. — D

Unclear. Cf. MP PN A  (IPNB II/2, no. 152) or x  (JUSTI 1895, 12b)??

In SW 2005, the form  in S6f was interpreted as a PN Akhshang and the 
same name was tentatively restored in Ss2. Such a name could perhaps be understood as 
cognate with Sogd. ’x nk- “excellent, magnificent, beautiful”, NP qa ang (on which see 
SW 1983, 47-8). However, it seems more likely that the attested PN  should be 
restored in Ss2 and that  in S6f should be interpreted as an adj. of the same type 
as  “of Bab” (see s.v. , 41).
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38.  m. PN(?): B Silver cup in a private collection (SW 
1994, 173). — P Asht-suzd, name or title of the owner of the cup. — D

Unclear. Presumably a compound, whose first component may be the 
same as that of the title . The latter presumably consists of a 
noun *  (for older * , as implied by the overlining of the initial 
letter) plus *  < *w daka- “leader” (BD2, 200a). Unfortunately the 
meaning of *( )  is unknown, as is that of the second component 
* .

39.  m.: B BD2, ce4. — P Ash-fardar, a hostage. — D A 
compound containing “more, better” (see s.v. ,
12). Comparison with  (333) suggests that the preceding 

- may represent the name of a god, perhaps “Fire” (earlier , so 
spelled in the Rabatak inscription and on Kushan coins). Hence: “best 
(through) Fire” or “best (gift) of Fire”?

40.  m.: B (i) SW 2005, Tt7, 14, 17, 24; (ii) ibid., Uu6. — P

(i) Babay (fl. 705 C.E.), son of Kanag [Gozgan] (201, ii), inhabitant of 
Lizg, party to a contract. (ii) Babay (fl. 722 C.E.), witness to a contract.
— D MP PN B biy, IPNB II/2, no. 176 (written b’pydy, which could 
equally well be read B b ), derived from the next by means of a hypoco-
ristic su x -ay. Cf. also the frequent Syr. PN bby, variously vocalized as 
Babay, B bay, B bi etc. (PAYNE SMITH 1879, 443; JUSTI 1895, 54-5)?

41.  m.: B (i) BD1, A9, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, A sealing (see ibid., 
14); (ii) BD2, cr1*, 7; (iii) ibid., xl5, 12; (iv) BD1, X4, 11, 23, Y5, adj. 

 ibid., Y9, 20 (x2), 24. — P (i) Bab (fl. 332 C.E.), son of Bag-
farn (56), party to a contract. (ii) Bab (fl. 380 C.E.), a minor o cial, 
addressee of a letter. (iii) Bab, an inhabitant of Marg. (iv) Bab (fl. 750-
772 C.E.), son of Bek (79, iii), party to a contract. Also named as a tax-
payer and landowner in Arabic documents from Afghanistan, where his 
name is spelt b’b, once w’b, see KHAN 2007, 115. — D MP PN B b,
GIGNOUX, IPNB II/2, no. 169. In origin *b ba- may be an informal 
word for “father, papa” (cf. , 367, and , 463) as suggested by 
GIGNOUX, or merely a “reduplicative hypocoristic”, cf. the similarly-
formed names listed s.v.  (425). Cf. also  (40).
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: see  (2)

42. *  m.: B FN °  BD1, aj7. — D Perhaps a mechanical 
combination of the common name-components *baga- “god” and *aspa-
“horse”, Bactr.  and  (rather than a compound meaning, e.g., 
“horse of (the) God”). See also s.v. *  (66).

43. *  m.: B patr./FN ° B BD2, ci1, 16*. — D Presumably 
a compound with  “god”, but the second component is uncertain. If 
the name is of native origin, the obvious source for -  would be 
*-a ta- (cf. Av. a ta- “messenger”?), though in view of  < *kas-
i ta- “least, youngest” one could also consider *-i ta- (cf. Av. i ta-
“desired”?). If it is WIran., it could be an allegro-form of *Baga-d ta-
(Bactr. , 48), like Pth. b’ty, Coptic Baat, Arm. Bat (HENNING
1952, 511).

44.  m.: B Silver cup in a private collection, unpublished 
( “property of Bagiz”). — P Bagiz, owner of the cup. — D

Evidently a derivative of *baga- “god”, Bactr. , Pth. b , etc. The 
ending -  may be a WIran. or dialectal variant of the hypocoristic 
su x -  < *-i a-. Here the component preceding the su x could also 
be WIran.—apparently Pth. rather than MP—but this does not apply to 
the parallel case of (496), where the first component of the 
name is clearly Bactrian.

45.  f.: B BD1, T1, 20. — P Bag-aziyas (fl. 700 C.E.), 
“the great Turkish princess ( ), the queen ( ) of Qutlugh 
Tapaghlïgh Bilgä Sävüg (542), the princess of the Khalach, the lady 
( ) of Kadagstan (see SW 2008, 98-9)”, party to a contract. — D

Compound of  “god” and an otherwise unattested * , the f. 
form of the honorific adj. , with simplification of - - - to - -
(cf. BD2, 189a). As suggested to me by I. YAKUBOVICH,  may 
be a secondary past participle of - “to be born”, with a semantic 
development similar to that of Russian rodnoj “related by birth” > 
“dear”.
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46.  m.: B (i) abbrev. °  BD1, A7; (ii) °
ibid., F5. — P (i) Bag-bandag (fl. 332 C.E.), a master craftsman ( -

), witness to a contract. (ii) Bag-bandag, father of Zer (153, fl. 470 
C.E.). — D *Baga-bandaka- “slave of the God”, Sogd. ntk (SW 
1999a, 196).

“ ” in IPNB VII/1B, no. 225, is of course a misprint.

47.  m. PN(?): B BD1, ak11. — P Bagwyeshan, person or 
family named in a list. — D At least in origin a patr./FN meaning “son/
descendant of Bag-w(y)esh” (SW 2000a, 12). The underlying PN * -

, a compound of  “god” and the DN , *  “W(y)esh” 
(see 330), may be attested in an earlier form on a sherd from Zar-tepe, 
see ZAV’JALOV 2008, 242-3 [partly misprinted!], fig. 67 on p. 141: 
[? ] .

48.  m.: B BD1, C4. — P Bag-lad Mashukan (fl. 380 C.E.), 
witness to a contract. — D *Baga-d ta- “given by the God(s)”, MP PN 
Bay-d d, Assyrian Bagd ti, IPNB II/2, no. 198, VII/1A, no. 33, etc. Cf. 
also s.v. * (43).

A related name is attested as b ddy and b dy in Arabic documents from Afghanistan, 
see KHAN 2007, 160.

49.  m.: B (i) abbrev.  Hc162; (ii) BD1, P10 ; 
(iii) ibid., ak15f. — P (i) Bag-mareg, owner of a seal. (ii) Bag-mareg, 
father of Fanz, Wind-marg and Pusk (487, 340, i, 382, all fl. 669 C.E.). 
(iii) Bag-mareg, named in a list. — D “Slave of the God”, a compound 
of  “god” and  “slave, servant”.

The Bactr. name is also attested as Va amare a in the Khar. inscription on the 
Wardak vase (BAILEY 1957, 66 n. 42).

50. (?) m.: B Seal in the Rosen collection, New York 
(LERNER 1999, 276, fig. 8). — P Bag-nug(?), owner of a seal. — D If 
the reading is correct (see below), possibly a compound of  “god” 
and  “new”, cf. Manichaean Sogd. nwyy < *Baga-nawaka- “New 
God”, i.e. “New Moon”. Other Bactr. PNs in which  probably 
refers to the New Moon are 291-292.
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This reading is based on a better photograph kindly provided by J. A. LERNER. Could 
also be read , less likely  or .

51.  m.: B BD1, J3, v5. — P Bag-wanind Mashan (fl. 
517 C.E.), witness to a contract. — D “Victorious through (the) God(s)”. 
Cf. the next.

52. (?) m. PN(?): B Kara-Tepe inscription B3 (LIV IC in 
Kara-Tepe II, 79). — P Bag-wan(?), perhaps the name of a visitor to 
Kara-Tepe. — D Compound of  “god” and *  “victorious” (as 
in 303-304), synonymous with the preceding name?

The reading seems clear from the drawing (Kara-Tepe II, fig. 18a), but no photo 
seems to have been published. It is quite uncertain whether this is a PN or even a com-
plete word. According to HARMATTA, Kara-Tepe II, 91-2,  is probably a title and 

 a name (in which case cf. 303), while LIV IC in Kara-Tepe IV, 57, interprets 
 as a month-name.

53.  m.: B BD2, cc2f. — P Bag-waraz, sender of a letter. 
— D *Baga-war za- “boar of (the) God”. Bactr.  and are
both common name-components. See further s.v. * (336).

, : see  (326)

: see (47)

54. ,  m.: B ° ° BD1, J8, 15, 
° ° ibid., J5, 21, 23, 28, 7 , 12 f, v2. — P Bag-re-mareg (fl. 517 C.E.), 
son of Bur (102, i), inhabitant of Malr, whose estate is called Wyesh-
warazan, party to a contract. Presumably a cousin of Wyem (335). — D

“Slave of the Rich God”, synonymous with the Sogd. PN ryw ntk (SW 
1992, 46). Compound of *  “the Rich God” (i.e. Mithra? or the 
Moon? cf. SW 1992a, 183; or the Sun? cf. LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 281)
and  “slave, servant”. For the loss of the final [w] of *  (= 
Sogd. -ryw- < *raiw h, nom. of *raiwant- “rich”, cf. 394-4) before the 
following labial cf. the parallel cases of  (172) and 

 (536).
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55. * [ m.: B patr./FN ° [... ] BD2, xh2*. — D Unidenti-
fiable compound containing  “god”.

56.  m.: B BD1, A8, 9, 10, 12. — P Bag-farn (fl. 332 
C.E.), son of Zamod (144), father of Bab (41, i) and Piduk (372, i), party 
to a contract. — D “(Possessing) the glory of the God (Mithra?)”. As 
noted s.v. *  (11), the form *  (~ Bactr. ( ) )
suggests a foreign origin. In this case the source is probably the Sogd. PN

yfrn (WEBER 1972, 196).

57. ,  m.: B (i) °  BD2, 
bh10; (ii) °  ibid., ci1, 15*. — P (i) Bag-ormuzd, an o cial or 
minor ruler. Possibly the same person as (ii) Bag-ohrmuzd Bagatan, a 
ruler, addressee of a letter. — D Compound of  “god” and the DN 

 (cf. 546), MP Bay- hrmazd, IPNB II/2, no. 199.

58. [ m.: B Hc023(?), BD1, ai4*, BD2, bd6, xp2f. — P, D Vari-
ous persons whose names begin with the component  “god”.

59.  m.: B BD1, L7, 8, 15, 19, 23, 29, 20 f. — P Bazanuk 
(fl. 602 C.E.), son of Peshtams (370), father of Zun-lad, Sag and Tut 
(160, i, 403, iv, 474, all fl. 602 C.E.), inhabitant of Malr, whose estate is 
called Hunsekhan, party to a contract. — D Presumably a hypocoristic in 
- . The underlying *  may have originated as a patronymic 
formation to  (61).

: see  (62)

60.  m.: B ALRAM no. 1390 . — P The Kushan ruler 
Vasishka (Brahmi V si ka, Khar. Vajhe ka etc.), who probably ruled ca. 
245-260 C.E., successor of Kanishka II (203, ii) and father of Kanishka 
III (203, iii). Cf. also s.v.  (63). — D The derivation from 
an Iranian superlative *w zi ta-ka- proposed by HENNING 1965, 84, and 
EILERS 1970, 116-17 (cf. also MORGENSTIERNE 1927, 107; BAILEY
1968), is hardly compatible with the initial - of the Bactr. form (cf. 
HUMBACH 1966, 43); moreover, it “ignores the evident relationship 
between the names of Vasishka and his grandfather (?) Vasudeva” (SW 
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2002a, 237). Thus it is likely that the name consists of an element -
taken from the name of Vasudeva ( , 62) plus hypocoristic su x 
-( )  as in (203), q.v.

61.  m.: B SW 2005, S7, 9, 15, 18. — P Baz (fl. 693 C.E.), 
inhabitant of Lizg, party to a contract. — D Short name derived from a 
compound containing a component : probably *b zu- “arm” as in 

 (64),  (65), rather than Skt. v su- as in -
 (62) and (60). Cf. also  (59).

62. ,  m.: B (i) ,
ALRAM no. 1349 , 1359 ; (ii) ALRAM no. 1400 . — P

Vasudeva (Brahmi V sudeva), name of two Kushan rulers, (i) Vasudeva 
I, who probably ruled ca. 190-230 C.E., successor of Huvishka (354), (ii)
Vasudeva II, who probably ruled around the end of the 3rd cent. C.E. —
D Skt. PN V sudeva. The ingenious suggestion of HUMBACH 1966, 42-
3, that the Indian form may be a folk-etymological adaptation of a genu-
ine Bactr. PN  < *B zu-t waya- “strong-armed” is much less 
likely. Cf. also the Tumshuqese PN W sudewa.

63. [† : name of a late Kushan ruler supposedly 
attested on coins (ALRAM no. 1396 ), regarded by GÖBL (1979, 120; 
1984, 75 with n. 137) as identical with Vasishka (60). If correctly read, 
presumably a combination of - as in  (62) and 
(60) plus the dynastic name  “Kushan”. In proposing this
reading, GÖBL was no doubt influenced by the occurrence of a royal 
name Vasku a in a Brahmi inscription from Sanchi (thus read by N. G. 
MAJUMDAR apud MARSHALL–FOUCHER 1940, 386; THOMAS 1947, 
297; LOHUIZEN-DE LEEUW 1949, 313 with n. 43; BASHAM 1953, 97). 
However, some of the coins attributed by GÖBL to  clearly 
bear the name , and the longer name found on some of the 
others is most likely to be a blundered variant of the same. The coins in 
question are attributed to Vasudeva II by ODDY–CRIBB 1995, 285].

64.  m.: B BD2, jh12, 13. — P Baz-wanind, named in a 
letter. — D “Victorious (by means of his) arm”, compound of *  < 
*b zu- “arm” (see 61) and  “victorious”.
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65.  m.: B BD1, ac3. — P Baz-punag, father of Atiy-sas 
(36). — D “(Providing) refuge (by means of his) arm”, compound of 
*  < *b zu- “arm” (see 61) and *  < *pati-n a-ka- “refuge, 
protection”, cf. MP/NP pan h < *pati-n a- “id.” (SW 2000a, 10).

66. *  m. PN(?): B patr./FN(?) °  BD2, df3. — D

Uncertain, since  could equally well be a title equivalent to 
MP and Pth. by’sp’n “messenger” < *dwiy-asp- na- (cf. BD2, 201a). If 

 is in fact a patr. or FN, the underlying PN *  can 
perhaps be derived from *dwiy-aspa- “(having a) two-horse (chariot)”, 
cf. Arm. despak “chariot”. For the meaning of the name cf. the Av. PN 
Biiar an- “mit zwei Hengsten (fahrend)”, IPNB I/1, no. 86. A MP equi-
valent of *  (42), with MP bay “god” for Bactr. , seems less 
likely.

67.  m.: B (i) SW 2009b, Nn7, 11, 13, 16, 20; (ii) Jaghatu in-
scription, line 1 (SW 2008b). — P (i) Bay (fl. 659 C.E.), son of Yoz (187,
i), inhabitant of Lizg, whose house is called Nanan, party to a contract. 
(ii) Bay, son of Tayamsh (460), visitor(?) to Jaghatu. — D The spelling 
of the Bactr. name as b’y in an Arabic document from Afghanistan 
(KHAN 2007, 165) suggests a pronunciation [b y], with long vowel. A 
short name derived from a compound such as the next? Or Tk. bay
“rich”, as suggested to me by P. LURJE?

68.  m.: B BD1, U3. — P Bay-rizm (fl. 712/3 C.E.), o cer 
( ) of Madr, witness to a contract. — D Presumably a com-
pound, whose second component  presumably derives from *raz-
man- “(line of) battle” (Av. rasman-, MP/NP razm, etc.). This term is at-
tested as a name-component in many Iranian languages, see IPNB I/1, no. 
208, II/2, no. 808-809, II/3, no. 291, and especially IPNB II/8, no. 1055 
(with numerous references); for Bactrian cf. also [ (396), -

 (506) and the GN /  (BD2, 260a). The prior compo-
nent, which may be the source of the short name  (67), is etymologi-
cally obscure. Connection with *  (66) seems unlikely.

69.  m.: B BD2, cr2, 7f. — P Bandag (fl. 380 C.E.), a minor 
o cial, addressee of a letter. — D Short name derived from a compound 
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ending with  “slave”, MP PN Bandag, IPNB II/2, no. 184, Sogd. 
PN ntk, SW 1992, 46. Cf. the next.

70.  m.: B (i) Sig 27 (BIVAR 1968, pl. II/3); (ii) six impressions 
of another seal from Penjikent (LIVSHITZ 1970, 257 n. 4, cf. drawing in 
BELENICKIJ 1964, 65, fig. 5). — P (i-ii) Two persons named Band, 
owners of di erent seals. — D Possibly a short name derived from com-
pounds such as  (280) and  (536), see SW apud
CALLIERI 1998, 308. Hardly *b want- “shining” as suggested by HUM-
BACH 1966, 74.

71. *  or *  m. PN(?): B FN  BD1, ah10. — D Cf. 
*b nu- “ray”, occasionally attested as a component in PNs, in particular 
the widely-disseminated * ta-b nu- (El. Ir-da-ba-nu-i , Greek -

, Aram./Pth. ’rtbnw, MP Ardaw n etc.), on which see SCHMITT
1980, 199-200? But it is possible that the FN  is derived from 
the common noun *  “queen” (BD2, 201b) rather than from a PN.

72. [*  m. PN(?): B EN/FN °  BD1, V14, 
°  ibid., V14 . — D The two forms °  and °  can per-
haps be analysed as *  plus -  and -  respectively. The 
underlying *  could be a variant of the adj.  “bro-
therly, belonging to brothers” (BD2, 204b), cf. the late spellings 
for  “brother” and  beside  (see s.v. 

, 105). Although a PN meaning “brotherly” is not unthinkable, it 
seems more likely that /°  is primarily an EN meaning 
“(estate) belonging to the brothers”. LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 301, com-
pares the Sogd. PN r’t’nh].

73.  m.: B BD1, T22f (cf. BD2, 36, ad loc.). — P Bar-
albag (fl. 700 C.E.), commander of the army ( ) of Kadagstan 
(see SW 2008, 98-9), lord of the people of Warlugan. — D Presumably a 
compound, whose second component *  or *  almost cer-
tainly contains  < *dw, cf.  “court” < *dwar-a- (BD2, 189b). 
Hence *bara-dw ga- “standard-bearer”?? This is to attribute the meaning 
of OInd. dhvajá- “flag, banner, standard” to the related noun *dw ga-,
attested by Pth. ‘db’g, Chor. ’  “-fold” (mostly compounded with 
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numerals), cf. also Sogd. wy ’  “explanation” < “unfolding”, which be-
longs to the root *dwa  “to flutter, fold and unfold” (Av. ° . a-).

74.  m.: B SW–DE BLOIS 2006, Aa3. — P Basuk (fl. 357 
C.E.), party to a contract. — D Hypocoristic in -  to an unidentified 
base.

75.  m.: B BD2, za18. — P Batr Sinapidan, owner of an amulet. 
— D In view of his Indian patr./FN (432), Batr’s name seems likely to be 
the common Skt. PN Bhadra. The spelling with  is unexpected, but cf. 

 beside , ,  “Buddha” (SW 1992, 27).

76.  m.: B (i) BD1, W5; (ii) ibid., X6, X sealing B (see ibid., 19). 
— P (i) Bah, father of Wurol and Hilitber (360, 481, ii, both fl. 712/3-747 
C.E.). Possibly the grandfather of (ii) Bah (fl. 750 C.E.), treasurer of 
Kur(w)ad, witness to a contract. — D Unclear.

77. , *  m.: B ° BD1, ak20f; cf. also the 
patr./FN  ibid., L4, 16. — P Bakharag, named in a list. — D

Unclear. The two variants may imply an underlying * , cf. the 
case of  beside  (2).

78. *  m. PN(?): B FN(?) °  BD1, T6, 9, attested as part of 
an EN , perhaps “the canal of the Bashunan 
(family)”. — D Unclear. LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 121, tentatively com-
pares the Sogd. PN ’p ’wn.

† : see  (82)

79.  m.: B (i) BD2, je1, 12; (ii) BD1, T2; (iii) ibid., U5 (x2), 6, 
7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 20, 13 , W10, X4, 5 , Y3; (iv) ibid., X24 . — P (i)
Bek, father of Meyam (244, iii). Possibly the same person as (ii) Bek, 
father of Kamird-far (200, i, fl. 700-712/3 C.E.), grandfather of the next. 
(iii) Bek (fl. 712/3 C.E.), son of Kamird-far (200, i), father of Kamird-far 
(200, ii), Wahran (320, iv), Mir (253, ii) and Bab (41, iv), grandfather of 
the next, party to a contract. Also named as the father of Mir and Bab in 
Arabic documents from Afghanistan, where his name is spelt bk or byk,
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once b’k, see KHAN 2007, 93. (iv) Bek (fl. 750 C.E., son of Kamird-far 
(200, ii). — D The same name may be reflected in the form wyk, given 
by abar  as the name of ruler of Kesh in 721/2 C.E. (POWERS 1989, 
178), to which P. LURJE has kindly drawn my attention. Hypocoristic in 
-  to an unidentified base? LURJE 2009, 49 with n. 1, suggests that 

 may either be derived from the Tk. title beg or cognate with the 
Sogd. PN pykk, but both suggestions are problematic from a phonological 
point of view. A connection with Tk. bek “firm, solid, strong”, also 
attested as a name-component, would be easier in this respect.

: see  (87)

80. *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD2, eb3. — D Unclear.

The alternative reading , though less likely according to BD2, 111 n. 164, 
would allow connection with a PN attested as byrwny in an Arabic document from 
Afghanistan (see KHAN 2007, 149, who interprets this name as “the outside one”, cf. NP 
b r n, MP b r n “outside”).

81.  or  m.: B SW 2005, Ss3. — P Berd or Beraw, father 
of [...]tis (581, fl. 698 C.E.), a native of Bokhara. — D As P. LURJE has 
suggested to me,  might be a short name from a compound con-
taining the past stem of *abi-ar “to find, obtain”, Bactr. -, which is 
attested as  or , BD2, 184b, 186b (cf. also ,
321), perhaps also as -  in the PN  (552). If this etymo-
logy is correct, the vocalization of  suggests that it is non-Bactrian, 
perhaps Bokharan: cf. Sogd. ’ y’rt, ’ yrt as the second component of 
compound names (SW 1992, 40).

82.  m.: B Unpublished coins in the Aman ur Rahman
collection (see SW 2009, 119 with fig. 2); Km 71 and variants (see SW 
forthcoming (c)). — P Besut (fl. ca. 690 C.E.), a ruler, probably of some 
part of Gozgan or an adjacent region. Possibly (according to a suggestion 
by P. LURJE, for which see now IPNB II/8, no. 973) to be identified with
Sogd. pycwtt, whose son ck’yn cwr y k’’ was king of Penjikent in the 
first decade of the 8th cent. C.E., perhaps also with Chinese *Bizhuo
[= ] , prefect of Penjikent ca. 658 C.E. (cf. YOSHIDA 2003a, 60). 
This *Bizhuo might be the grandson of another Bizhuo  who is 
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named in the Sui shu as the lord of the city of Penjikent and a descendant 
of the king of Samarkand (cf. YOSHIDA, ibid., n. 48). — D Sogdian has 
no [ ] or initial [b], so pycwtt [p ut] would be a natural transcription of 

 [b ut], see SW 2009, 119 n. 2. Such a name would probably be 
of non-native origin, since OIran. initial *b- and postvocalic *-p- both 
result in Late Bactr. [v] (written < > in the orthography of the Mani-
chaean Bactr. fragment).

 and other readings cited by DAVARY 1982, 106, 176, are not consistent with the 
evidence of the new coin.

83.  m.: B BD1, N12. — P Bet, father of Tak (461, fl. 629 C.E.). 
— D Unclear. See further s.v.  (512).

84.  m.: B BD1, ak25f*. — P Bib-sen, named in a list. — D

Skt. PN Bh ma-sena, Niya Pkt. Bi masena (BURROW 1940, 87), with 
denasalization of m before s?

85.  m.: B Tochi inscription ITSB, line 4. — P Bigaharay 
(fl. 853 C.E.), son of Zenib (151), writer of the inscription. — D Middle 
Indian PN *Viggha-r ya for Skt. PN Vighna-r ja?

86.  m.: B Sig 40 (BIVAR 1968, pl. II/9). — P Bizan, owner of 
a seal. — D The connection suggested by WHITEHEAD 1950, 231-2, 
with the Syr. PN wyzn, Arm. Vizan, and by DAVARY 1982, 177, with the 
NP PN B an, implies that  represents a late form of the MP PN 
W zan, IPNB II/2, no. 995; cf. also JUSTI 1895, 367. Di erently HUM-
BACH 1966, 75, who suggests a connection with MP ab zag “pure”.

87. ,  m.: B (i) ° BD2, da13*, de2*, 
° ibid., da1f*, db1f*, 8f*, dc1, 10, dd1f, 9*; (ii) ° BD1, 

N10; cf. also the EN  ibid., N11. — P (i) Bena-bid/Biyan-
bid (fl. 421-422 C.E.), a minor o cial, addressee of several letters from 
the governor Keraw Ohrmuzdan (210, ii). (ii) Biyan-bid, father of Samsit 
(411, fl. 629 C.E.). — D In origin a title ending with -  “chief, master” 
< *-pati-, but the first part of the compound is obscure and the 
relationship between the two variants is problematic. For - - between the 
two parts of a compound cf.  beside  (369).
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: see ( ) (o)  (542)

88.  m.: B BD2, cm4. — P Bip, named in a letter. — D Unclear. 
Postvocalic [p] suggests non-native origin.

89.  m.: B Shatial 34:122 (SW apud FUSSMAN–KÖNIG 1997, 
195). — P Vishnu, a visitor to Shatial. — D Skt. PN Vi u, cf. the next.

Of the various readings suggested,  “ r  Vi u” seems much the most 
likely.

90.  m.: B Seal in the Rosen collection, New York 
(LERNER 1999, 276, fig. 6; SW 2005a, 342, fig. 2). — P Vishnudasa, a 
treasurer ( ), owner of a seal. — D Skt. PN Vi u-d sa “slave 
of Vishnu” (SW 2005a, 336).

The letter  in both name and title has an unusual W-shape (cf. 17, 279).

91. , , ( )[ ]( )  m.: B ° ( )[ ]( ) ,
° , Indian(!) gen. °  Bilingual and trilingual inscriptions on 
three clay pots from Kara-Tepe (VERTOGRADOVA 1995, 107-110 with 
pl. 97-8, 105-6; LIV IC in Kara-Tepe VI, 179-184). — P Buddha-shri 
(Brahmi Buddha ira, Khar. Budha ira), a monk ( /bhik u) and 
preacher (dharmakathika), owner of two pots, who also inscribed a third 
pot belonging to Buddhamitra (92). — D Buddhist Skt. PN Buddha- r .
For -  < Skt. r  cf. ( )[ ?] ( ) representing Skt. r -Camp -
(Rabatak) and perhaps ]  (580).

The reading - ( )[ ]( )  is more likely than any suggested previously (- ( )[ ] ,
- ( )[ ] , - ( )[ ] , cf. SW 1994, 174-5 with n. 7). — The same name can perhaps be 
restored on a fragment of a fourth pot, see VERTOGRADOVA 1995, 106-7 with pl. 99: 

[ or [.

92.  m.: B Inscription on a clay pot from Kara-Tepe 
(VERTOGRADOVA 1995, 108-9 with pl. 94-5). — P Buddha-mitra
(Brahmi Buddhamittra), a monk (bhik u), owner of the pot. — D Bud-
dhist Skt. PN Buddha-mitra.

The trilingual ownership inscription was written by Buddha-shri (91), who mistakenly 
put his own name instead of that of Buddhamitra in the Khar. version.
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93. (?) m.: B Inscription beside a painting at Kara-Tepe 
(STAVISKY 1980, 1988, etc.). — P Buddha-muzd, a visitor(?) to Kara-
Tepe. — D Probably a hybrid Indian-Iranian name meaning “reward 
(bestowed by) the Buddha”, cf. *  < *mi da- “reward” as the second 
component of  (228).

For this reading and interpretation see SW forthcoming (a). The inscription was read 
 by STAVISKY 1988, 1400, who stated elsewhere (1980, 91) that the inscrip-

tion “may be discerned quite definitely”. The inscription was apparently destroyed in the 
attempt to remove the painting from Kara-Tepe, as I learned from the sta  of the State 
Scientific Research Institute of Restoration in Moscow, and no usable photo seems to 
exist. The traces visible in STAVISKY’s drawing (Kara-Tepe VI, 63, fig. 20) are com-
patible with either  or  (as well as many other readings).

[ or [: see s.v.  (91)

94.  m.: B BD1, ag6. — P Buz Kawan, producer of wine at Golg. 
— D *Buza- “goat” (Av. b za-, Sogd. bz-)? A derivation from the root 
*bau  “to save” is equally possible, perhaps as a short name derived from 
a compound such as Av. Bu a-srauuah- (or B i-srauuah-), IPNB I/1, no. 
89; cf. also  (108) and ]  (576). Cf. SCHMITT, IPNB
VII/1A, no. 47, on the Assyrian PN B zî, which is ambiguous in exactly 
the same way.

: see  (232)

95. m.: B BD2, xl1, 15*. — P Burzad-wishnasp, 
an o cer ( ), addressee of a letter. — D MP PN *Burz d-
wi nasp, the final component being an older form of Gu nasp, a common 
MP name and name-component (IPNB II/2, no. 408-418). The only 
question is whether *Burz d-wi nasp contains the MP PN Burz d (IPNB
II/2, no. 226a) as its first component, cf. the formation of Burz d- buhr,
IPNB II/2, no. 227, or whether, as suggested to me by R. SCHMITT, it is 
a shortened form of *Burz- dur-wi nasp = Burz- dur-gu nasp, IPNB
II/2, no. 229; II/3, no. 65 (cf. the next).

96. *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD1, C3. — D MP PN Burz-
dur, IPNB II/2, no. 228; II/3, no. 64.
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97. (?) m.: B Coin “E27” (GÖBL 1987, 215 with Taf. 31, Abb. 
30). — P Burz(?), a ruler. — D If the unique specimen has been correctly 
read, presumably a short name derived from a compound containing 
Bactr. *  “high” (see s.v. , 98) or its equivalent in ano-
ther Middle Iranian language; cf. names in MP Burz- (and especially the 
short name Burz, IPNB II/2, no. 226), Pth. brz- (DIAKONOFF–LIVSHITS
2001, 189) and Sogd. rz- (SW 1992, 46). R. SCHMITT kindly draws my 
attention to the Arm. PN Bowrz (Moses of Chorene, II, 73).

98. , , , ,
 m.: B (i) °  SKM21, 25, °  SKB24f; (ii)

°  Kara-Tepe inscription B1, line 2 (see LIV IC in Kara-Tepe IV, 56; 
the reading conforms to the drawing, Kara-Tepe II, fig. 19a, but no photo 
seems to have been published); (iii) °  BD2, bg2, bh2, 14*; (iv)
°  BD1, J5; (v) °  BD1, J7; cf. also the FN/EN °
ibid., J6 , °  ibid., L16, N13. — P (i) Burz-mihr, son of Kuzgashk 
(217) and father of Mihraman (262), a native of (H)astilgan, builder of 
the well at Surkh Kotal. (ii) Burz-mir, a visitor to Kara-Tepe. (iii) Burz-
mihr Khahran, an o cial or minor ruler, sender of two letters. (iv) Burz-
mihr, father of Wyem (335, fl. 517 C.E.), whose estate is called Wyesh-
warazan. (v) Burz-mihr, father of Waraz-shabur (314, ii, fl. 517 C.E.), 
whose estate is called Burzmihran. — D Compound containing a name-
component derived from OIran. *b zi- “high” (cf. IPNB I/1 no. 83-84; 
I/2, no. 20) and the name of the god Mithra. In some of its later occur-
rences the name may well represent the MP PN Burz-mihr, IPNB II/2, no. 
244, but this can hardly apply to the Kushan period. Cf. also the Pth. PN 
brzmtrk, DIAKONOFF–LIVSHITS 2001, 189.

As shown by SW 1975, 95-7, the former interpretation of the words 
“son of Burz-mihr (i)” in SKM25 as a PN “Burzmihr-puhr” is 

an unnecessary complication. — According to HARMATTA there are many further occur-
rences of the PN  in the Kara-Tepe inscriptions, see Kara-Tepe II, 90, 97, 98, 
108 (lines 10 and 12), 119, but these cannot be verified.

† : see  (98)

99. (?) m.: B Sig 16 (CUNNINGHAM 1893, pl. XIII/11). 
— P Burz-sang(?), owner of a seal. — D Combination of the name-com-
ponents *  “high” (cf. 96-98, 100) and  (cf. 401-402)? Thus 
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HUMBACH 1966, 73, who takes the meaning of the second component to 
be “stone” (older * , pl. , SKM13), while DAVARY 1982, 
180, o ers the alternatives “community of monks” (Bactr.  < Skt. 
sa gha-) or even “estuary” (Av. sanaka-, probably “source” with GER-
SHEVITCH 1959, 254). Yet another possibility is to derive
from a GN *  “the heights”, thus “man from Burz”, cf. BD2, 261a, 
on the su x -  “forming adjectives from words referring to persons 
or places”. The interpretation of ABAEV 1979a, 13 n. 1 (  = Oss. 
sag “stag”) is phonologically impossible.

CUNNINGHAM’s photo is better than that in BIVAR 1968, pl. I/9. The drawings in 
HERZFELD 1930, 16, fig. 4, and GHIRSHMAN 1948, 55, fig. 64, are based on CUNNING-
HAM’s plate and have no independent value. The first five letters are clear. The last five 
may well be - , but, since no photo shows the expected line joining these letters, 
alternative readings such as -  cannot be excluded.

100.  m.: B Hc004, 021, 022, 143, Saeedi no. 3. — P

Burz-ormuzd, khar of Malr/Madr, owner of two seals. — D As in the 
case of the similarly-formed name (98), it is impossible to 
determine whether this name represents a MP PN *Burz- hrmazd or the 
equivalent Bactr. form.

101. *  m.: B patr./FN  BD1, C7 , G4*, H5*, aj5f, 
BD2, ca4, ee7f*, ef5*, eg1,  BD1, C6,  BD2, 
eh20f*,  ibid., jd1. (There is little doubt that all these spellings 
represent the same name:  in C6 and  in C7  occur in 
two copies of the same passage, while lines 9-10 of eh, a letter addressed 
to , seem to relate directly to the contents of eg, a 
letter addressed to .) — D Unclear. The sequence 
-rn- (as opposed to standard Bactr. -r(r)-) suggests non-native or at least 
dialectal origin. A connection with the Pth. EN brnkn, brynkny (DIAKO-
NOFF–LIVSHITS 2001, 189) does not seem likely.

102.  m.: B (i) BD1, J5; (ii) ibid., m16. — P (i) Bur, father of 
Bag-re-mareg (54, fl. 517 C.E.). (ii) Bur (fl. before 610 C.E.), party to a 
contract. — D Presumably identical with the Sogd. PN wr (SW 1992, 
47), proto-Oss. PN  (ABAEV 1979, 284), which may be cognate 
with Oss. bur/bor “yellow”, MP/NP b r “reddish brown, bay (horse)” 
(also attested as a name-component, cf. IPNB II/2, no. 208-211), and 
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which is probably a short name derived from a compound such as the
proto-Oss. PN  “having bay horses” (ABAEV, loc. cit.; JUSTI
1895, 70b). The etymology is problematic: the routine reconstruction 
*baura- gives a form which is hard to reconcile with likely cognates, 
while the tempting derivation from OIran. *babru- (= OInd. babhrú-
“reddish brown”, inter alia as an epithet of horses) implies an irregular 
development in several languages (perhaps under the influence of
*gaura-, MP/NP g r “wild ass”, cf. OInd. gaurá- “bos gaurus; whitish, 
yellowish, reddish”?). For discussion and literature see MAYRHOFER
1960, 146 n. 74; 1973, 144, no. 8.301 (on El. Baurakka); 1996, 210. Note 
also BARTHOLOMAE 1925, 5 (NP b r etc. < *barwa- = Latin fulvos).

Connection with  (362) and  (430) is possible but unlikely.

103. •••  m.: B BD2, xp28*. — P Bu[...]khwar Khwasraw-
[gan], a ruler or nobleman, addressee of a letter. — D Unclear.

104.  m.: B SW 2009b, Nn9, 16, 22, 23, 28, SW 2007, O9f, 
11, 13, 15*, 21, 8 , 11 . — P Bramarz (fl. 659-662 C.E.), son of Laguk 
(225), whose house is called Lagukan, party to two contracts. — D

Unclear. Connection with the NP PN Far marz (Shahnama etc.) seems 
possible.

105.  m.: B (i) BD2, cm1, 25; (ii) SW 2008a, am22*; (iii)
BD1, V9, 22, 28, 35 . — P (i) Bredag Watanan, a nobleman or minor 
ruler. (ii) Bredag, title or name of a landowner. (iii) Bredag (fl. 729 
C.E.), party to a contract. (The attestations listed above are only those 
where  is certainly or possibly used as a PN. In BD1, T7, 19, it 
is attested as a royal title; cf. also the derivatives  “belonging 
or due to the bredag”, ibid., F17, T19 , U25, X27, , ibid., V38, 
W31; ,  “belonging to the family of the 
bredag”, ibid., T15, 16, 15 .) — D It is not clear whether  is pri-
marily a PN or a title. A connection with the dynastic name of the l-i
Far n, the rulers of Guzgan during the Samanid period, has been sug-
gested by SW 1999a, 198-9. Other speculative etymologies are mooted 
by TREMBLAY 2003, 125 n. 15; 2005, 426 n. 30.
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106. [ ]  m.: B Inscription on a clay pot from Dal’verzin 
Tepe (SW apud TANABE et al. 1999, 161-2). — P Bresman, maker of 
the pot. — D Perhaps, as suggested by SW, loc. cit., derived from the 
Buddhist Skt. DN Vai rama a- (earlier Vai rava a-), which is attested in 
Bactrian as  (BD2, 202b). For the metathesis of -r- cf. Late 
Khot. Vrr ama , Sogd. r’y mn (see BAILEY 1942, 912; GRENET
1996, esp. 287 n. 50), as well as the parallel case of the Bactr. month-
name  <  (SW–DE BLOIS 1998, 152-3, 165b; 
2006, 189). This explanation implies that  is a short name 
derived from a compound such as the Sogd. PN r’y mn ntk, IPNB II/8, 
no. 303.

107.  m.: B BD2, ea2, 15. — P Briyog (fl. 461/2 C.E.), a 
minor o cial, addressee of a letter. — D Unclear. Possibly contains a 
name-component  (cf. , 185) or the MP hypocoristic 
su x - g (cf. , 216).

108.  m.: B Kara-Tepe inscription B4 (LIV IC in Kara-Tepe II, 
79, with pl. 17). — P Bozan, a visitor(?) to Kara-Tepe. — D It is not 
clear whether  is a complete name or, as suggested by DAVARY
1982, 180, the final part of a compound name (cf. also 576). In either 
case it may be derived from *bau ana- “salvation”, cf. Pth. PN bwzny
(DIAKONOFF–LIVSHITS 2001, 189), Greek  (JUSTI
1895, 209), etc.

The name or name-component  is fairly clearly legible from the published 
photo. HARMATTA (in Kara-Tepe II, 92) reads the preceding letters as ] , while 
HUMBACH 1984, 93, suggests [ ]  “homage to the Saviour”!

109. *  or *  m. PN(?): B EN °  BD1, P6. — D

Unclear. It is not certain that the EN  is derived from a PN.

110.  m.: B SW 2005, R4. — P Gazar (fl. 675 C.E.), son of 
Sawug (419), inhabitant of Gaz, party to a contract. — D Unclear. R. 
SCHMITT refers me to the Arm. PN Gazrik (apud E i ê and azar), itself 
equally unclear.
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111.  m.: B SW 2005, R4. — P Gamanig (fl. 675 C.E.), son 
of Sawug (419), inhabitant of Gaz, party to a contract. — D Apotropaic 
name derived from  “wrong, trouble” (BD2, 206a)? Cf. 113.

112. [ m. PN(?): B BD1, ai10. — P Gano[...], person or family 
named in a list. — D Unclear.

113.  m.: B BD1, al8. — P Gawan, a scribe. — D If this name 
is identical with the common noun  “fault, misdeed; need, obli-
gation” (BD2, 206b), it presumably has an apotropaic function (cf. 111). 
But it seems more likely to derive from the common name-component 
*gau- “cattle” (cf. 117, 559), with a su x which may be either possessive 
(cf. MAYRHOFER, IPNB I/1, no. 160) or patronymic in origin.

114. [ : according to DAVARY 1982, 197, and ALRAM 1986, 
340, this word on NumH 273-280 may be a PN, but it is more likely that 

 is a title “king of Gar” or “king of the mountain-country”, 
see SW 2004, 1049, 1055].

115. *  m. PN(?): B patr./FN °  BD1, Ii4*. — D In origin 
a title ending with -  “chief, master” < *-pati-, perhaps a variant of 

, the title of Kirdir-warahran (215, i), with loss of initial * - as 
in ( )  beside ( )  (BD2, 188a) etc.

Since the title  is evidently that of an important minister of the king, in this 
case the Kushan-shah, it may be worth considering the possibility that it corresponds 
functionally to Pth. nywdpty “master of ceremonies”, lit. “invitation-master” (~ MP ’dnyk,
Greek  in the KZ), see HUYSE 1999, 128-9. The first element could be 
compared with Av. gar “to welcome”, -gar “to praise”, aibi-gairiia- “(worthy) to be 
accepted” (antonym paiti-riciia- “(worthy) to be rejected”), gar  nm na- “house of wel-
come” (antonym dr j  nm na-), cf. KELLENS 1974, 23-9, perhaps also with OP a-g-r-i-y-
(~ Babylonian pitqudu “trustworthy”), if this may be interpreted as -gariya- “(worthy) to 
be accepted” (antonym ar ka- “disloyal”).

116.  m.: B BD2, ci2, 18*. — P Garsug, a hostig, addressee of 
one letter and sender of another. — D Cf. Sogd. PN rck’, IPNB II/8, no. 
488, probably from *gari- “mountain” + hypocoristic su xes *-i a- and 
*-k(k)a-. Since the su x combination - -  is not found elsewhere in
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Bactrian, it seems likely that  is in fact a slightly adapted form 
of the Sogd. name rather than its native Bactr. equivalent.

117.  m.: B Dilberjin inscription, fragment 5, line 7 
(LIV IC–KRUGLIKOVA 1979, 108:  [LIV IC °]

 “me myself, Gew Liyag”). — P Gew Liyag, author(?) of the 
inscription. — D If the word-division and interpretation suggested above 
are correct,  may be understood as a name consisting of two 
parts, the first of which may be compared with the well-attested Iranian 
PN *G wya- (NP G w, Pth. gyw, Sogd. yw, IPNB II/8, no. 509, a deri-
vative of *gau- “cattle”), the second with the name of the aka ruler 
Liaka Kusulaka/  (see LIV IC–KRUGLIKOVA 1979, 
103), which, as suggested to me by P. LURJE, may represent the genuine 
Bactr. form corresponding to the WIran. name  (131).

(?): see  (371)

† , † : see  (472)

: see  (121)

118.  m.: B SW 2005, R5. — P Gugn, father of Kanag (201, iii,
fl. 675 C.E.). — D Unclear. Cf. ,  (121).

119.  m.: B (i) BD2, dg1*; (ii) ibid., eb1f. — P (i)
Gurambad Kerawan, perhaps the son of Keraw Ohrmuzdan (210, ii, fl. 
421-422 C.E.), sender of a letter. Probably the same person as (ii)
Gurambad Khwadewan, a nobleman, addressee of a letter. — D Identi-
fied by SW 1997a, 13, with Grumbates, the name of the Chionite leader 
at the siege of Amida (360 C.E.) as recorded by Ammianus Marcellinus. 
Probably *W ragna-p ta- “protected by W ragna”, attested in KZ in 
the forms Pth. wrtrgnpt, MP wrt<r>gnpt, Greek  (HUYSE
1999, 126). If so, the name is Iranian but, as is to be expected, non-
Bactrian. For the initial - of the Bactr. and Greek spellings cf. also the 
Georgian forms Guram, Gurandu t etc. (JUSTI 1895, 121). For -  < 
*-p ta- cf. also 547.
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TREMBLAY 2001, 188, suggests *Grahma-pati-, cf. Av. PN Gr hma-, IPNB I/1, no. 
162, but the formation PN + *-pati- seems to be otherwise unattested. Note also that 
*-pati- elsewhere results in - .

120. [ m.: B BD1, m8. — P Gob[...] (fl. before 610 C.E.), party 
to a contract. — D Unclear.

121. , ,  m.: B (i)  SW 2005, S9, 
15, 18,  ibid., S7; (ii)  ibid., an2f. — P (i) Gognag/
Gugnag (fl. 693 C.E.), inhabitant of Lizg, party to a contract. Possibly the 
same person as (ii) Gognig, party to a contract (see SW 2005, 9). — D

From  (118) + hypocoristic(?) su x - .

122. or m.: B SW 2005, S7, 9, 15, 19. — P Gord or 
Goraw (fl. 693 C.E.), inhabitant of Lizg, party to a contract. — D Un-
clear. If the correct reading is , a derivation from MP gurd “hero”, 
also attested as a PN (JUSTI 1895, 121), may be worth considering, 
though the vocalization with - - is unexpected.

123.  m.: B GKg019 (unpublished seal in the Aman ur Rahman
collection). — P Dab, owner of a seal. — D Unclear. Initial - probably 
indicates a foreign name.

124.  m.: B BD2, ba4, 6f, 9f, 10. — P Dathsh-mareg, a 
eunuch, probably a servant of the princess Dukht-anosh (135). — D

“Slave of the Creator”, based on a day-name *  < Av. Da u
“(day) of the Creator”, see SW–DE BLOIS 1998, 151. The corresponding 
day-name may also be attested in Sogd. onomastics, see IPNB II/8, no. 
448, 465.

125. *  m.: B FN °  BD1, ag18. — D Initial - probably 
indicates a foreign name. If the reading  is correct, the under-
lying PN *  [Day n] may perhaps represent the MP PN D h n,
IPNB II/2, no. 310 (perhaps, despite HUYSE 1999, 135 n. 224, to be read 
Deh n and derived from dahy, deh “land, etc.”, cf. 131). In any case, 
* is likely to be a WIran. form, as are probably all other Bactr. 
names with the su x -  (251, 392, 448) or -  (387). The alternative 
reading  (thus BD1) would imply an underlying *
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[Dy n], which could be explained as representing the MP PN D n, IPNB
II/2, no. 311, with [dy] from [d] before a palatal vowel (cf. SW 1999a, 
197). However, other features of the document ag, in particular spellings 
with - [wu-] for older - [wi-] or - [wa-] (355, 357, 358), suggest 
that it dates from a period considerably later than that in which [dy] from 
palatalized [d] is attested.

126. *  or *  m.: B patr./FN [ ] (or abbrev. 
?) Hc081. — D Perhaps formed from a MP PN containing the 

component d m “creature”, e.g. D m- hrmazd, IPNB II/2, no. 300.

127.  m. PN: B Hc087. — P Darut, owner of a seal. — D Con-
ceivably a late form of *  < *druwi ta-, MP dryst, NP durust, super-
lative of / , Sogd. rwk < *druwa-ka- “healthy”. Cf. the MP 
PN Druwag, IPNB II/2, no. 324, and patronymics Druw n, Druwag n,
IPNB II/2, no. 323, II/3, no. 114. Regarding the letter here transliterated 
as  see above, p. 6.

128. ,  m.: B  BD2, ea2,  ibid., ea15f, ed3, 15*. 
— P Das (fl. 461/2-475 [or 465] C.E.), a minor o cial, addressee of two 
letters from the governor Meyam (244, i). — D The spelling  may 
stand for [d s] rather than the apparent [dahs], cf.  (425). Probably 
a short name derived from an Indian compound PN ending with d sa-
“slave” (cf. 90, 155).

129.  m.: B  BD1, Q9, 11, (!) Qv1*. — P Deva (fl. 
671 C.E.), son of Yalgan (166), husband of Wiraz-finz (346), native of 
Tarmid, whose house is called Horigan, party to a contract. — D Skt. PN 
Deva, cf. the next.

It is not clear whether the variant  is a mere mistake or a hypocoristic form 
(though in the latter case one would expect a form equivalent to Skt. Devila). —
(previously interpreted as , see DAVARY 1982, 149, HUMBACH 1998) is also attes-
ted on coins, e.g. NumH 244, 246, where it seems likely to be a title rather than a PN. The 
earlier spelling  is attested in a Buddhist text in the sense “god” (BD2, 208b).

130.  m.: B BD1, P3f, v5*, Q7, v6. — P Devaraja (fl. 669-
671 C.E.), senior overseer of the market ( , see SW–
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TUCKER 2006, 589-90, 594) of the khars of Rob, witness to two con-
tracts. — D Skt. PN Deva-r ja (SW 2002a, 230). 

Regarding devar ja- as a title of Toramana in a copper scroll inscription in the Schø-
yen collection see MELZER 2006, 258.

: see  (129)

† , † : see  (125)

131.  m.: B BD2, ea5, 6. — P Deyag Peshladan (fl. 461/2), 
probably brother of Shabur Peshladan (548, iv) and perhaps son of Pesh-
lad (369). — D Initial - probably indicates a foreign name. Its imme-
diate source is probably a MP form, perhaps *Dehag < dahy, deh “land, 
etc.” (cf. 125) plus hypocoristic -ag, in which case it would be ultimately 
connected with the Sogd. PN xyw’k, Greek (Median)  etc. < 
*Dahyu-ka-, as proposed by LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 459. Cf. also 

 (117).

132.  m. PN(?): B BD2, jf18. — P A person mentioned in a let-
ter? Or a common noun “family, household”, loanword from MP d dag?
Both possibilities are mentioned in BD2, 209b. — D Probably WIran.,
perhaps a PN identical to El. Du-tuk-ka < *D ta-ka- (MAYRHOFER
1973, 151, no. 8.398), cf. also the Sogd. PN wt’yk (IPNB II/8, no. 453).

133.  or  m.: B Sig 73 (FUSSMAN 1972, pl. 2/22). 
— P Duzrish(?), owner of a seal. — D Unclear.

The name is fairly clear apart from the first letter, which might be /  or ; an incom-
plete  is also possible, but there seems no justification for the tail which is added to it in 
the drawing by DAVARY 1982, 114, who reads  (on the basis of FUSSMAN’s 
plate). FUSSMAN himself, loc. cit., 43, reads , but his drawing (p. 48) rather sug-
gests .

134. *  m.: B FN °  BD1, ag11. — D Hypocoristic in -
to an unclear base.

135.  f.: B BD2, ba1*. — P Dukht-anosh, a princess 
( ), perhaps the wife or daughter of the Kushan-shah 
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Warahran (315, ii), with whom she is associated as sender of a letter. —
D MP f. PN Duxt-an , IPNB II/2, no. 326 (see SW 1997a, 12).

136.  m.: B (i) BD2, da3, dc3, dd3; (ii) ibid., ed4, 16*. — P (i)
Dog (fl. 421 C.E.), a minor o cial, addressee of several letters from the 
governor Keraw Ohrmuzdan (210, ii). Possibly the same person as (ii)
Dog (fl. 475 or 465 C.E.), a minor o cial, addressee of a letter from the 
governor Meyam (244, i). — D Unclear. LURJE’s tentative comparison 
with the Sogd. PN wk’yn, IPNB II/8, no. 450, is feasible if the Bactr. 
form derives from a WIran. cognate with initial [d].

137. [ : this sequence in SKM24, interpreted as a PN by 
GERSHEVITCH 1985, 70-71, and LAZARD et al. 1984, 215, is almost
certainly to be understood as  “this” +  “by me”, see HUM-
BACH 1970, 48, and 2003, 162-3].

138.  m.: B Seal in the Saeedi collection, London (CALLIERI
2002, 135, fig. 1b; SW 2002b). — P Eshkingil, lord of [Ga]rokan (for 
this restoration see BD2, 207, s.v. ), owner of a seal. — D SW 
2002b, 144, argues that  can be understood as a variant of the 
name Khi gila/  (520), Sanskritized as *K i gila, whence * ki gil
(by metathesis) and ultimately E ki gil (with prothetic vowel before dou-
ble consonant). For a di erent explanation of the first syllable see DE LA 
VAISSIÈRE 2007, 129, who, accepting TREMBLAY’s comparison of the 
name Khi gila with the Xiongnu word for “sword” (see 520), interprets 

 as a compound “Companion (Tk. e ) of the sword”. However, 
it is not clear why such a compound should have been spelt with - -
rather than - - (which is an acceptable sequence in Bactrian, as shown 
by  “merciful”, SKM8f).

Even if is accepted that the name Eshkingil is a variant of Khi gila, it is unclear 
whether the owner of this seal should be identified with (one of) the ruler(s) bearing that 
name known from coins, inscriptions and historical texts. For discussion of some of the 
chronological problems involved see CALLIERI 2002; SW 2002b; MELZER 2006, 258-60.

139.  m.: B NumH 96-107. — P Javukha, a “Hunnish” ruler 
(Brahmi Jav kha, Ja kha, son of S dav kha, see MELZER 2006, 261-2). 
— D Unclear, probably non-Iranian. Despite HUMBACH 1966, 27, the 
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phonetic similarity to the title yabghu (Bactr. , Tk. yab u, Chinese 
xihou and, on the coins of Kujula, Pkt. yavuga-/yaüa-, Greek gen. )
seems too slight to justify a connection.

Regarding the interpretation of this word as a PN see note to  (9).

140.  m.: B Hg016. — P Zag, owner of a seal. — D Perhaps 
“crow”, NP z  (also attested as a PN, see JUSTI 1895, 378a), Sogd. z’ .
Probably not to be equated with the Sogd. name or name-component z’k
(IPNB II/8, no. 1550), for which one might expect *  in Bactrian.

141.  m.: B Inscription on a funerary urn (LIV IC 1953 [not 
seen]; GRENET 1984, 102, 110 n. 37). — P Zad, a person whose remains 
were interred in an urn inscribed with his name. — D Short name derived 
from a compound ending with *z ta- “born”, as proposed by GIGNOUX
apud GRENET 1984, 110 n. 37 (where previous interpretations are 
listed). Cf. also the Sogd. PN z’tk, IPNB II/8, no. 1553.

142.  m.: B BD2, jf12f. — P Zad-smar, addressee of a 
draft letter. — D Probably a Buddhist name derived from Skt. j ti-
smara- “recollecting a previous existence”.

† : see  (143)

143. (?) m.: B Sig 68 (BIVAR 1968, pl. IV/1). — P Zazb(?), 
owner of a seal. — D If the reading could be confirmed (see below), the 
comparison with Av. zazuuah- “victorious” (suggested by HARMATTA
in Kara-Tepe II, 85) would be worth considering.

Sig 68 was first published by BIVAR 1961, with an illegible photo and the reading (p. 
322)  (or - ?). Only - is clear on the plate in BIVAR 1968. The reading of 
the last letters as -  (HUMBACH 1969, 71, who compares the Niya Pkt. title cojhbo etc.; 
DAVARY 1982, 114) is based on BIVAR’s plate and has no independent value. — Accor-
ding to HARMATTA in Kara-Tepe II, 83, 85, a similar name  is attested in the Kara-
Tepe inscription B1, line 3, but the drawing (ibid., fig. 19a) rather supports LIV IC (ibid., 
77) in reading a form ending in - .

144.  m.: B BD1, A8. — P Zamod, father of Bag-farn (56, fl. 
332 C.E.). — D Perhaps a Saka name, cf. that of the aka k atrapa ruler
Ysamotika/Ys motika (LÜDERS 1913, 413, 427).
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I abandon without regret my former suggestion (BD1, 191b) that  may be an 
abbreviation for * . HARMATTA 1994, 413, o ers an unlikely derivation of 
Ysamotika from *zama-pati-ka- “landlord”.

: see  (156)

145. (?) m. PN: B Kara-Tepe inscription B8. — P Zaw-
mard(?), a visitor to Kara-Tepe. — D If correctly read (see below), 
perhaps a compound of  “life” (BD2, 211b) and  “man” (cf. 

, 332, and MP PNs with mard as second component, IPNB
II/2, 208).

Read  and interpreted as a PN by HARMATTA in Kara-Tepe II, 102, while 
LIV IC, ibid., 79, reads ( )  as two words (not  as stated by DAVARY

1982, 301). From the original in the State Scientific Research Institute of Restoration,
Moscow, I read •• , possibly , followed by a clear  “[came(?)] 
hither”, which tends to confirm that the preceding word is a PN.

146.  m.: B BD1, W5, 26. — P Zard (fl. 747 C.E.), son of Wurol 
(360), elder of Gandar (cf. BD2, 37, ad W6), whose house is called 
Wurolan, party to a contract. — D Probably from *zarita- “yellow”, 
well-attested as a PN (Av. Zairita-, IPNB I/1, no. 413, Sogd. zyrt, IPNB
II/8, no. 1575, NP Zard). Derivation from *zarta- “old”, Av. zar ta- etc., 
is also possible.

147. ,  m.: B (i) ° BD1, V8 , ° ibid., V9; 
(ii) ° ibid., V8, 22, 35 , miswritten (!) ibid., V27f. — P

(i) Zar-yol, father of the next. (ii) Zar-yol (fl. 729 C.E.), son of Zar-yol 
(i), party to a contract. — D *Hazahra-yauda- “having a thousand (or: 
thousands of) warriors” (SW 1999a, 197) or, as suggested to me by R. 
SCHMITT, “fighting (against) thousands”. The loss of the initial syllable 
is unexpected in Bactrian (cf. ( )  “thousand”, BD2, 271b), which 
suggests the possibility that this form may not merely be etymologically 
identical with the Sogd. PN z’ryw  (MÜLLER 1913, 10, line 53), but 
may actually represent the Sogd. form. Cf. also  (405).

148.  m.: B (i) BD1, F3, v2*; (ii) BD2, ed3, 14f*. — P (i)
Zar-wer Wibriyan (fl. 470 C.E.), witness to a contract. Possibly the same 
person as (ii) Zar-wer (fl. 475 or 465 C.E.), a minor o cial, addressee of 
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a letter from the governor Meyam (244, i), in which case he may be the 
son of Wibriy (334) and have inherited the position of his father, who ap-
pears amongst the addressees of similar letters from the governor Keraw 
Ohrmuzdan (210, ii). — D Probably equivalent to the Av. PN Zairi.-
vairi-, IPNB I/1, no. 414, MP Zar r, IPNB II/2, no. 1079, II/3, no. 380, a
name which stems from the OIran. heroic tradition. Cf. also  (329).

According to SW 1999a, 196, the fact that Zar-wer (i) is the first witness to document 
F indicates his high status and may even suggest that he is the  “governor” at 
whose court the document was signed. However, it now seems likely that the -

 at this time was Meyam (244, i). Possibly Zar-wer (i) acts here as Meyam’s repre-
sentative, which would be consistent with identifying him with Zar-wer (ii).

149.  m. PN(?): B Inscription on a clay vessel from Kara-
Tepe (Kara-Tepe II, fig. 9a). — P Zakhfay, owner of the vessel? — D

Unclear.

The interpretation of  as a PN was tentatively suggested by W. B. HENNING

in 1964 in a letter, see LIV IC in Kara-Tepe II, 76. If the proposed word-division is cor-
rect, one may perhaps reconstruct [  ... ] [  ...] “t[his vessel(?)
belongs] to Z., [the ... of the] vih[ ra]”.

150.  m.: B Inscription on a silver cup in a private collec-

tion, unpublished (  “property of Zbart ...”). — P

Zbart, owner of the cup. — D Perhaps from Sogd. zprt “holy”, with [zb] 
in place of the typical Sogd. cluster [zp]?

The reading above is the most likely, but the possibility that the fourth letter is  or 
the fifth  cannot be ruled out entirely.

151.  m.: B Tochi inscription ITSB, line 4. — P Zenib, father of 
Bigaharay (85, fl. 853 C.E.). — D *Zaini(ya)-p - “he who protects what 
is entrusted (to him)”, cf.  “royal infant”, lit. “in the queen’s 
charge” (BD2, 201b), and other compounds ending in - , -  or 
-  (239, 264, 350, 472)? For *-p - see s.v.  (188).

DAVARY 1982, 71, 298, and HUMBACH 1994, 143, 149, interpret the sequence ° 
 “son of Z.” as a single word, a PN .

152.  f.: B BD1, X10. — P Zeran (fl. 747 C.E.), a slave jointly 
owned by the brothers Kamird-far (200, ii), Wahran (320, iv) and Mir 
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(253, ii). Also named as zrn in an Arabic document published by KHAN
2007, 152-4, which records her emancipation in 755 C.E. after bearing a 
daughter (’Umm ‘Abd All h) and three sons (‘Umar, Muslim and Na r) 
to her master Sa‘ d (evidently the name taken by one of the three brothers 
on his conversion to Islam, perhaps Kamird-far, according to DE BLOIS
apud KHAN 2007, 60, who suggests that sa‘ d “fortunate” may translate 
the name-component -far “fortune”). — D Sogd. zyrn “gold” as a f. PN?

153.  m.: B BD1, F4f, 6, 8, 9, 13, 15, 16. — P Zer (fl. 470 C.E.), a 
slave, son of Bag-bandag (46), subject of a manumission contract. — D

From * ra- “intelligent”, cf. MP PN Z rak, IPNB II/2, no. 1085? Or 
*z riya- “pitiful”, Sogd. z’ry, Pth. z’ry ?

154.  m.: B BD2, cr4. — P Ziy Mirbandagan (fl. 380 C.E.), an 
o cial. — D Unclear. Cf. perhaps the MP PN Z k or Ziyak, IPNB II/2, 
no. 1086, HUYSE 1999, 128, 156-7.

155. *  m.: B EN °  BD1, L6f. — D Skt. PN Jina-
d sa “slave of the victorious one”. In this context “the victorious one” is 
probably to be understood as the Buddha, cf.  “Jinalaka” in the 
Tang-i Safedak inscription, apparently as a designation of the stupa 
(LEE–SW 2003, 169-70).

Since the doubling of  even before  is a peculiarity of document L (see BD2, 38 n. 
3), it is equally possible to read  (without a ecting the etymological inter-
pretation).

156. ,  m.: B (i) ° BD1, Ii5, 5*, ° ibid., Iv1*; 
(ii) ° BD2, xl5, ° ibid., xl11f*. — P (i) Zinduk/Zanduk (fl. 483 
C.E.), father of Ram-gul (389), party to two contracts. (ii) Zinduk/Zan-

duk, an inhabitant of Marg. — D Perhaps *Zantu-ka-, El. PN Zandukka
etc. (MAYRHOFER 1973, 253, no. 8.1827), hypocoristic to a compound 
name containing *zantu- “clan” (e.g. Av. t r za tu-, IPNB I/1, no. 74).
Or cf. NP anda, Sogd. zynt’k “fierce”? If the Sogd. PN zwntyc(?) (IPNB
II/8, no. 1569) is hypocoristic to wnty “alive” < * want-aka-, as sug-
gested by LURJE, it can hardly be connected with / ,
contrast the phonological development of Bactr.  “alive”.
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157.  m.: B Inscription on a fragment of a clay vessel from 
Kohna Masjid (SW 1994, 175 with fig. 5, where wrongly read °
with DAVARY 1982, 300). — P Znit-man, owner of the vessel. — D

* naHi ta-manah- “whose mind is most knowing”, cf. Av. n i ta-?

The reading must be excluded, despite the attractive etymology which it 
would make possible (*zawi ta-manah- “most swift-witted”, cf. Av. z uu tiia- “swiftest”
and OInd. jávi ham + mána , see SW 1994, 175), since it has become clear that  is 
never joined to a following letter.

158.  m.: B BD1, ag19. — P Zuk, producer of wine at Golg. — D

Probably hypocoristic to * wa- “living”, Av. uua-. An ancient and 
widely-attested name, the Iranian equivalent of Skt. J vaka: Babylonian 
Zi-ma-ka-’, Aram. zywk, El. Zimakka (MAYRHOFER 1973, 255, no. 
8.1849; ZADOK, IPNB VII/1B, no. 642), perhaps also proto-Oss. 

 (according to ABAEV 1979, 310-11; di erently JUSTI 1895, 
385b). Cf. also  (162)? As noted in IPNB II/8, no. 1567, con-

nection with Sogd. zwk “healthy” < *druwa-ka- (Bactr. ) is quite 
unlikely.

, : see  (160)

159.  m.: B BD2, ja3*, 7f*, 15*. — P Zun-bandag, an 
o cial. — D “Slave of (the god) Zun”, cf. the next.

160. , ,  m.: B (i) ° BD1, L8, 19, 23, 
30; (ii) ° SW 2007, O4, 6 ; (iii) ° BD1, P3, Q5 (cf. BD2, 36, 
ad P4 f, Q5f); (iv)  NumH 271; (v) ° NumH 273-281 etc., 
Km 28, 40 (see SW forthcoming (c)); (vi) ° SW 2005, Tt8, 18; (vii)

° BD2, jf1; (viii) ° BD2, jf12; (ix) ° BD2, jf13; (x) SW 
2005, ° Uu12, 17, 20f. — P (i) Zun-lad (fl. 602 C.E.), son of 
Bazanuk (59), inhabitant of Malr, whose estate is called Hunsekhan, 
party to a contract. (ii) Zulad (fl. 662 C.E.), khar of Pidud/Pyud, witness 
to a contract. Possibly the same person as (iii) Zun-lad Shaburan (fl. 669-
671 C.E.), “the tapaghlïgh iltäbir of the qaghan prosperous in glory, khar
of Rob”, witness to two contracts. (iv) Zunad (Pahlavi zwn’d(?)), a ruler. 
Possibly the same as (v) Zulad Gozgan, king of Gar, who issued coins 
from Amber, and apparently ruled at least 685-703/4 C.E. Possibly the 
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grandfather of (vi) Zulad Gozgan (fl. 705 C.E.), son of Kanag (201, ii), 
inhabitant of Lizg, party to a contract (see SW forthcoming (c)). (vii)
Zulad, addressee of a draft letter. Probably the same person as (viii)
Zulad, addressee of another draft letter written on the same parchment. 
(ix) Zulad, writer of the two draft letters just mentioned. (x) Zulad (fl. 
722 C.E.), son of Piy (375, ii), inhabitant of Lizag, party to a contract. —
D The name  “given by Zun” evidently refers to the divinity 
Zun or un mentioned in Arabic and Chinese sources as the god of 
Zabulistan, whose king bore the title (or name?) * und d; see SW 1997a, 
19-20, and references given there. According to SCHAEDER 1941, 269, 
and HUMBACH 2002, 417-18, the name of this god may be derived from 
*Zr n-, cf. Av. Zruuan-, in which case  and * und d may be 
compared with the MP PN Zurw n-d d, IPNB II/2, no. 1091. The fact 
that a di erent development is seen in , earlier  “time” < 
*zrunaka- (BD2, 213a) is not necessarily an objection, as the latter may 
have escaped the change of *zr to *  as a result of an early metathesis to 
*zurnaka- (SKJÆRVØ 2006, 314). Whatever the etymology of -, it 
seems certain that  is a mere variant of , with loss of n
before the second element of the compound (cf. perhaps ,
162); HUMBACH 2002, 418, abandons his former interpretation (1966, 
66) of  as a title “der Erhabene” < *uz-d ta- “aufgesetzt”.

The names in the Arabic documents from Afghanistan published by KHAN 2007 
include both zl’d, corresponding to Bactrian , and the Persianized forms zwnd’d,
znd’d (see ibid., 16, and cf.  beside , 369). The style of naming—
Malik (“king”) b. und d, ul d J zj n b. al-J zj n, K nah (= ) b. und d (ibid., 
138, line 4; 155, line 8; 163-4, lines 20-21)—suggests that all these persons, who appear 
in documents dated between 765 and 777 C.E., belonged to the family of the earlier rulers
of Gozgan and maintained certain royal pretensions. See also s.v.  (201).

Ad (iv): The reading  suggested by GÖBL can now be confirmed on the basis 
of new specimens to be published by K. VONDROVEC. The Pahlavi inscription on the 
obverse of the same coins can perhaps be read zwn’d. The form  (i.e. un d?) 
may be a simplification of *  (= zwnd’d above), with dissimilatory loss of the first 
d, cf.  beside  “(inhabitant) of Pidud/Pyud”, BD2, 255b.

161. (?) m.: B Seal set in a ring from the great stupa of Mani-
kiala, now in the British Museum (ZWALF 1996, II, 348). — P Name of 
the seal-owner. — D Whatever the correct reading,  being more 
likely than  or , this form is most likely an abbrev. spelling 
of a compound name containing the DN Zun as its first component (SW 
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apud ZWALF 1996, I, 350-51). A possible reconstruction would be 
* < > “victorious through Zun” of which the attested -

 (162) is perhaps a variant.

162.  m.: B (i) SW–DE BLOIS 2006, Aa3f; (ii) BD1, B3. —
P (i) Zu-wanind Kharagan (fl. 357 C.E.), supplier of two gold dinars. 
Probably the same person as (ii) Zu-wanind (fl. 359 C.E.), a store-keeper
(?), supplier of grain etc. — D Compound name ending with 
“victorious” (cf. 302). The first component may be * - < * wa- “living” 
(cf. , 158) or the DN Zun, with reduction of - to - as in -

 beside  (160). The latter etymology may be favoured by 
 (161), q.v.

† : see  (157)

163.  m. PN(?): B SW 2008a, am17*. — P Ernang, name of a 
person or estate. — D Unclear.

164.  m.: B Hc120. — P Yazd-angad, owner of a seal. —
D “Fortunate (through) the god(s)”? Or “(dedicated to) the Fortunate 
God”, referring to a divine being who may also be alluded to in the name 

(7)? In the latter case, cf.  (54), where 
*  “the Rich God” would provide a close parallel both for the 
formation and for the meaning of the compound.

: see (182)

165.  m.: B SW 2005, Uu6. — P Yakan (fl. 722 C.E.), a tudun,
witness to a contract. — D Unclear. Originally a patronymic to 
(173), with dissimilatory loss of the first n?

166.  m.: B BD1, Q9*. — P Yalgan, father of Deva (129, fl. 
671 C.E.). — D In origin perhaps a patronymic in -  or - , but the 
underlying name is unclear.

167.  m.: B (i) BD1, C11; (ii) BD2, xr1*(?); (iii) BD2, xi3*; 
(iv) BD2, jc2; (v) BD1, I6 *, Ii17*; (vi) BD1, ag4; cf. also the patr./FN 
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 ibid., Ii4. — P (i) Yamsh, abbreviation or mistake for the name 
of Yamsh-spal (171, ii, fl. 380 C.E.). (ii) [Yam]sh(?), a “Persian satrap”. 
(A quite uncertain restoration.) (iii) Yamsh(?), sender of a letter. (iv)
Yamsh Homikan, hostig of Rizm, sender of a letter. (v) Yamsh(?) (fl. 483 
C.E.), party to two contracts. (Only the beginning of the name is pre-
served, so a compound name such as Yamsh-lad could equally well be 
restored.) (vi) Yamsh Ormuzdan(?), producer of wine at Golg. (Doubt-
ful:  could equally well be interpreted as a single 
word, a FN Yamshormuzdan derived from a PN *  = 
Yamsh-ormuzd.) — D Short name derived from a compound containing 
the DN Yamsh (*Yama- x wan- “Yama the king”, see GRENET 1984a, 
254-5, and SW 1999a, 196-7), cf. the following names.

The only certain attestation of the name Yamsh is (iv). If the name Yamsh is correctly 
read or restored in (ii)-(v), it cannot be excluded that two or more of these refer to the 
same person.

168.  m.: B (i) BD1, A22, 24f, 29; (ii) [ -
] (?) SW 2005, Ss3. — P (i) Yamsh-bandag (fl. 332 C.E.), son of 

Ninduk Okhshbadagan (287), party to a contract. (ii) Y[amsh-bandag](?), 
father of Akhsh (37, iii, fl. 698 C.E.). — D “Slave of Yamsh”.

The restoration in Ss3 is of course extremely hypothetical, but “a name of this length 
seems to be required” (SW 2005, 25b).

169.  m.: B BD1, F5. — P Yamsh-lad, former owner of the 
slave Zer (153, fl. 470 C.E.). — D “Given by Yamsh” (SW 1999a, 196-
7).

The Bactr. name is also attested as ym l’d in an Arabic document from Afghanistan, 
see KHAN 2007, 164.

170.  m.: B (i) BD1, aa7*; (ii) BD2, xn5, 8, 9f. — P (i)
Ya[msh-wani]nd(?), witness to a contract. (ii) Yamsh-wanind, a prisoner. 
— D “Victorious through Yamsh”.

171.  m.: B (i) BD1, C6; (i) or (ii) BD2, ca4, 11, 12f, adj. 
°  BD1, C9; (ii) ibid., C6, 11, 13, 16, 12 , abbrev.  ibid., C11. 
— P (i) Yamsh-spal [Burnikan], father of the next. (ii) Yamsh-spal 
Burnikan/Burkan (fl. 380 C.E.), an o cial, party to a contract. — D
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“Belonging to the army of Yamsh”. Regarding similar compounds with 
* “army” see s.v.  (7).

172. , ,
m.: B (i) ° ° BD2, cb2*, ° ° ibid., ca2f.; (ii) ° ° Hc014, 
015, 016, 018, 019, 020, 024, 074, 114, 129, 136, 140, 164, Saeedi no. 6 
(fourteen impressions of the same seal). — P (i) Yamsh-khwadew-
bandag Pabagan, an o cial, sender of two letters. Probably the same per-
son as (ii) Yamsh-khwadew-bandag, owner of a seal. — D “Slave of 
Yamsh the lord” (cf. , 504). For the loss of the final [w] 
of  before the following labial cf.  (54) and -

 (536).

* (?): see  (167, vi)

173.  m.: B SW forthcoming (b), jj18. — P Yanak, person(?) 
named in a letter. — D Sogd. PN y’n’kk, IPNB II/8, no. 1491, hypoco-
ristic to the next. For a possible derivative see 165.

174.  m.: B SW 2005, Uu10. — P Yan Gozagan (fl. 722 C.E.), 
king of Gar. — D Sogd. PN y’n, IPNB II/8, no. 1490, a short name 
derived from a compound containing *y na- “boon, favour” (SW 2004, 
1056 with n. 28, where “y‘n” is a misprint for y’n). Such names are 
common in Sogdian (SW 1992, 81), but the only example which has so 
far been noticed in Bactr. is the doubtful ( )[ ]  (252).

175.  m.: B BD1, ag10. — P Yawar, producer of wine at Golg. 
— D Perhaps, as suggested by LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 1525, identical 
with the Sogd. PN yw’rn, which probably derives from *yawa-arna-
“corn-grinder, mill” (SW 1992, 82).

176. [ : supposed PN in the Kara-Tepe inscription B11 
(see HARMATTA in Kara-Tepe II, 115). Di erently SW–TUCKER 2006, 
591: -  “the supreme god”].

177.  m.: B BD1, P4, 9f, v1*. — P Yaskul (fl. 669 C.E.), son 
of Kaw (204), inhabitant of Khwastu, party to a contract. — D Unclear. 
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Connection with *  (220) is quite uncertain, though in view of the 
name of his brother Yazdgird (182) a derivation from *  + *
(with simplification and assimilation of - ( )- - to - -) may be worth 
considering.

178. *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD1, A5. — D Unclear. 
LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 1520, suggests a distant comparison with a doubt-
ful Sogd. PN yst’tm.

In view of the case of  beside  (see s.v. * , 72), 
it is possible that the underlying PN is *  rather than * .

179.  m.: B BD1, J2, v3*. — P Yatak Sibukan (fl. 517 C.E.), 
witness to a contract. — D Hypocoristic to the next.

180.  m.: B BD1, A22, 25, 29. — P Yat (fl. 332 C.E.), son of 
Ninduk Okhshbadagan (287), party to a contract. — D Probably a short 
name derived from a compound such as the next.

181.  m.: B BD1, aj10f. — P Yat-asp, named in a list. — D

*Ya ta- + *aspa- “by whom horses are sacrificed” (TREMBLAY 2009, 
350).

182. ,  m.: B ° BD1, P4, 22 , ° ibid., 
P10. — P Yazdgird (fl. 669 C.E.), son of Kaw (204), inhabitant of 
Khwastu, party to a contract. — D MP PN Yazdgird, IPNB II/2, no. 1047, 
II/3, no. 376.

183.  or  m.: B BD1, ag9. — P Yet or Yest, producer of wine 
at Golg. — D Unclear. Theoretically,  could be equivalent to OInd. 
yé ha- “swiftest”, but such a form is not unambiguously attested in Iran-
ian (despite JUSTI 1895, 149-50, the Av. PN Y i ta- is probably identical 
with the adj. y i ta- “youngest”, see MAYRHOFER, IPNB I/1, no. 407).

/ : see /  (440)

184.  m.: B SW 2007, O7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 7 , 10 , 17 ; cf. also 
the EN  ibid., O7,  ibid., O6 . — P Yobig (fl. 662 C.E.), 
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inhabitant of Astof, whose house is called Yobigan/Yogan, party to a 
contract. — D Unclear. Possibly to the root of MP/Pth. ywb- “to su er”, 
NP y ba “desire, longing” (cf. JUSTI 1895, 149b, on a doubtful MP 
Y ba, supposedly the name of a daughter of Shapur II).

185.  m.: B (i) BD1, aa6; (ii) BD2, xo10. — P (i) Yog-
abdab, witness to a contract. Possibly the same person as (ii) Yog-abdab, 
named in a letter. — D Presumably a compound, whose latter component 
(also attested in , 3) may be compared with NP ft b “sun” 
(generally explained as b “lustre” < * -b - plus t b “heat” < *t pa-,
HORN 1893, 9, EILERS 1987, 46, though the Pth. EN ’ptp, DIAKO-
NOFF–LIVSHITS 2001, 185, might rather suggest a reconstruction with 
*-p- in the first syllable). A name-component  is also attested in

 (186), perhaps also in the unclear names  (107) and 
[ ]  (544), but it is not obvious whether it is the common Bactr. 

word  “one”. The Av. PNs A uu .gafiia- and A uu .sar d-, IPNB
I/1, no. 2-3, are unclear. If Sig 9 is correctly read as 
“Wakhsh the one god” (see 475),  can perhaps be under-
stood as “e ulgence of the One (God)” and  as “promoting 
the One (God)”; cf. perhaps MP S -buxt, IPNB II/2, no. 833, if this name 
means “saved by the Trinity”, and  (484). A possible alternative 
would be to interpret  as cognate with Sogd. ywk “teaching” < 
*yauka-, which would also yield religious names: “e ulgence of the 
(true) doctrine”, “promoting the (true) doctrine”.

186.  m.: B Bilingual inscription on a statue base in the 
Faisal Afridi collection, unpublished ( “Yog-
fral the commander of a detachment”). — P Yog-fral (Brahmi gen. Yoga-
hra(?)lasya, read by H. FALK), commander of a detachment (cf. Pth. 
tgmdr), presumably the owner or donor of the statue. — D Compound 
name, whose latter component is probably *fr da- “promoting” (SW 
2009a, 279 n. 7, cf. also , 489). Regarding the first component, 
and the possible meaning of the name as a whole, see 185.

187.  m.: B (i) SW 2009b, Nn11, 6  (first occurrence); (ii) ibid., 
Nn8, 12, 21. — P (i) Yoz, father of Bay (67, i, fl. 659 C.E.), whose 
house is called Nanan. Probably an uncle or cousin of (ii) Yoz (fl. 659 
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C.E.), son of Khwas (528), inhabitant of Lizg, whose house is called 
Nanan, party to a contract. (See SW 2009b, 196-7. The alternative suppo-
sition that the document mentions only one Yoz, the son of Khwas and 
father of Bay, as assumed by SW 2005, 23a, and HITCH 2009, 33-4, is 
hard to reconcile with the precedence given to Bay.) — D Probably a 
short name derived from a compound such as  (527). Or cf. 
MP y z “cheetah”? The Sogd. PN ywz-’’ncw(?), IPNB II/8, no. 1536, 
seems too doubtful for a comparison to be useful.

188. *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD1, J2, v4. — D *Yauda-p -
“protecting warriors”? For *yauda- see s.v.  (192); for the formation 
cf.  “satrap” < *x a ra-p -, perhaps also  (151), 
(449), *  (see s.v. * , 517) and  (557).

189.  m. PN(?): B BD1, ak5*. — P Yolan, person or family 
named in a list. — D At least in origin a patronymic formation from 

 (192, q.v. for another possible attestation of [ ] as a patr./
FN), see SW 2000a, 10a.

190.  m. PN(?): B obl. °  Surkh Kotal, “Inscription 
pariétale” (BENVENISTE 1961, 147-150). — P Yolesagog, uncertain 
word, possibly the name of the writer of the inscription as suggested by 
BENVENISTE, loc. cit. — D If  is indeed a PN, and assum-
ing that the initial - is not the article/ezafe (as suggested by SW 1975, 95 
n. 1, where the name is read as  “ lesa g”), it is most likely 
a compound of  (cf. under 192), though the interpretation as “Battle-
axe” (thus SW 1998, 88 n. 4, comparing Av. aku - etc.; cf. also the 
Sogd. PN ck’w ’k, IPNB II/8, no. 369) is very hypothetical.

191. * , *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD1, A7, °  BD2, 
xl8. — D Hypocoristic to the next.

192.  m.: B BD1, ac5. — P Yol, son of Atiy-sas (36), named as 
security for a loan. — D *Yauda- “warrior”, El. PN Ya-u-da (MAYR-
HOFER 1973, 251, no. 8.1800), proto-Oss.  (WEBER 1966, 90-91), 
a short name derived from the frequent compound names containing this 
element (cf. 147, 188, 190, 193-196, 390, 405, as well as the hypocoristic 
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, 191, and the patronymic , 189), see SW apud CALLIERI
1998, 309.

For another possible attestation of this name see (195), which could be 
interpreted as PN  plus patr./FN . The name Yol may also be indirectly 
attested by  (189), if this is a FN rather than a PN, and by an unpublished inscrip-
tion on a fragment of a jar from Yalangush-tepe in the Institute of Fine Arts, Tashkent, 
kindly shown to me by È. RTVELADZE, which can perhaps be restored as [...]( )

[ ], i.e. a PN ending in -g followed by the patr./FN Yola[n].

193.  m.: B BD1, aa7f*. — P Yol-[gu]zg, father of Lad-
guzg (226). — D Combination of the name-components *  “warrior” 
(cf. 192 etc.) and - , perhaps “request” (see s.v. , 217).

194.  m.: B BD1, ak12f*. — P Yolwyeshan, person or 
family named in a list. — D In origin a patr./FN meaning “son/descen-
dant of Yol-wyesh” (SW 2000a, 12). The underlying PN *  is a 
compound of *  (cf. the preceding and following names) and the DN 
*  (for which see s.v. , 330).

195.  m.: B Seal in the British Museum (CALLIERI
1998, pl. 58, Cat. U 7.4). — P Yol-orlan(?), owner of a seal. — D Ambi-
guous. Perhaps a compound name consisting of *  “warrior” and the 
DN < *W ragna-, attested on the Kushan coins, cf. the forma-
tion of -  (196) and * -  (attested via the Khar. 
PN Yola-mira, KONOW 1929, 175), with reduction of -gn- to -n- as in 
the equivalent MP name Warahr n (cf. 315). It is also possible that the 
inscription consists of two words, e.g. PN  (cf. 192) and patr./FN

, see SW apud CALLIERI 1998, 309, for discussion of these and 
other possibilities. However,  here certainly cannot be equated 
with the patr.  in U6 , see s.v.  (360).

196.  m.: B BD2, ci19f. — P Yol-ohrmuzd, addressee 
of a letter. — D Combination of the name-components *  “warrior” 
(cf. 192 etc.) and  (546).

197. , , ,  m.: B (i) ALRAM no. 
1408-10; (ii)  BD1, Q14, 15, 18, SW 2005, R18, 19, 
ibid., S26, Tt23, - ibid., Tt24,  ibid., S26*, Uu29, adj. 
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 BD1, M3. — P (i) Kavad, a Sasanian Kushan-shah. (ii) Kavad 
I, Sasanian emperor (ruled 484, 488-96, 498-531 C.E., Pahl. kw’t, kw’ty,
ALRAM no. 891 ), whose drachms are referred to in later Bactrian docu-
ments as a standard of value. — D MP Kaw d and Kav d, IPNB II/2, no. 
493; cf. HUMBACH 1966, 50.

198. [*  m. PN(?): B FN °  BD1, ag13, ai8*. — D In 
theory the FN  could be derived from a PN, but it is more 
likely to be connected with the Pashtun tribal name K ka  as suggested 
to me by P. LURJE.]

: see  (218) and 
 (352)

199. ,  m.: B (i)  BD2, 
cq2, abbrev.  ibid., cq15; (ii)  ibid., cj1. — P (i) Kalu-
ardag, sender of a letter. Probably the same person as (ii) Kulu-ardag, 
addressee of a letter. — D Unclear. If both forms represent the same 
compound name, as is likely, the two spellings of the first component 
must be read as kalu(w)- ( -, see BD2, 40, on the writing -  for 
final [w] or [u]) and kulu(w)- ( -) respectively, the latter probably 
showing u-umlaut as in  [mul] “wine” < *madu-. In that case both 
forms should derive from *kadu- or *kalu- (cf. BD2, 242a, s.v. ,
for the preservation of the -u- of the stem in pre-vocalic position), thus 
allowing connection with the name-components - (discussed below 
s.v. * , 220) and perhaps -  (see s.v. , 322). For 
*kalu- it is tempting to compare another word with unexpected -l-, Pth. 
kl’n, which seems to mean both “great” (= NP kal n) and “pure” (= 
Sogd. kr’n; cf. DURKIN-MEISTERERNST 2004, 205, with references to 
previous literature) and which could be related to *kalu- (< *k Hu-?) in 
the same way as MP/Pth. gr’n, Sogd. r’n “heavy” to Av. gouru-, OInd. 
gurú- “id.” (cf. GERSHEVITCH 1985, 244, though his reconstruction 
*gr una- is hardly plausible). The second component is also problematic. 
It looks like a past participle, but neither * rta-ka- “ground” (cf. ,

 “flour”, BD2, 193b) nor *arta-ka- “ploughed” (cf. 
“fallow”, BD2, 238b) seems a likely name-component. Derivation from 
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* ta-, Av. A a-, would be more plausible in this respect but would

leave the final - unexplained.

200. ,  m.: B (i) ° BD1, T2, 5, 8, 
13, 17, 4 , ( ) ° ibid., T17 , ° ibid., U5; (ii) ° ibid., 
U5, 20f, ° ibid., X4, 10, 11, 23, 24 . — P (i) Kamird-far/Kamid-
far (fl. 700-712/3 C.E.), a priest of the god Kamird, son of Bek (79, ii), 
father of Bek (79, iii), grandfather of the next. (ii) Kamird-far/Kamid-far 
(fl. 750 C.E.), son of Bek (79, iii), father of Bek (79, iv) and Khamir 
(514). Regarding the possibility that this Kamird-far converted to Islam 
and took the Arabic name Sa‘ d see s.v  (152). — D *Kam da-
farnah- “(possessing) the glory of the Chief (God)”, cf. , lit. 
“head, chief”, as the name or epithet of a god in BD1, document T. Cf. 
perhaps the name Kamalu, recorded by al-B r n as that of a late 9th-
cent. Hindu Shahi ruler of Ohind (SW 1997a, 23 n. 49).

201.  m.: B (i) SW 2009b, Nn8, adj. 
ibid., Nn10f; (ii) SW 2005, Tt8; (iii) ibid., R5, 8, 14, 19. — P (i) Kanag 
Gozgan (fl. 659 C.E.), a ruler or landowner. Possibly the father of Zulad 
Gozgan (160, v) and grandfather of the next. (ii) Kanag, father of Babay, 
Abgas and Zulad Gozgan (40, 2, 160, vi, all fl. 705 C.E.) (see SW 
forthcoming (c)). (iii) Kanag (fl. 675 C.E.), son of Gugn (118), inhabitant 
of Lizg, party to a contract. — D Sogd. PN k’n’kk, k’nk, IPNB II/8, no. 
516 (SW 2004, 1056 with n. 28).

Cf. also s.v. (15). — An Arabic document of 765 C.E. published by KHAN

2007, 162-5, includes among the witnesses K nah b. und d (spelt k’nh bn znd’d), who 
probably belonged to the same family as (i-ii) above. See further s.v.  (160).

202. *  m.: B patr. °  SW 2005, Tt9*. — D Unclear. In 
theory one could envisage a MP hypocoristic in -ur (cf. IPNB II/2, no. 
741?) from a name-component kand (cf. Kandag, ibid., no. 489?), but 
such a construction is too artificial to be plausible.

203. , -  m.: B (i) °  SKA1, SKB1f, SKM1, 
obl. ° ALRAM no. 1304 , SKA2, SKB3 (misspelt ), 
SKM1f, obl. °  Rab1, 7*, 14, 15*, 18, 22*; (ii-iii) ° ALRAM no. 
1375 ,  “great Kanishka” Sig 6 (BIVAR 1968, pl. I/8, see 
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SW–TUCKER 2006, 587-9). — P Kanishka (Greek gen. ,
ALRAM no. 1303, 1309, Khar. Kani ka etc.), name of three Kushan rul-
ers, (i) Kanishka I, who probably ruled 127 to ca. 150 C.E., son of Vima 
II Kadphises (352) and father of Huvishka (354), (ii) Kanishka II, who 
probably ruled ca. 230-245 C.E., successor of Vasudeva I (62, i), (iii)
Kanishka III, who probably ruled late 3rd cent. C.E., son of Vasishka 
(60). — D On the hypocoristic su x -( ) , attested in the Kushan 
royal names ,  (354) and  (60), as well as in 

 (217), see SW 2002a, 237-9. Explanations of the three royal 
names as containing a superlative su x -i ta-ka- or *-i ka- (HENNING
1965, 82-4; BAILEY 1968; EILERS 1970; BURROW 1983, 157-9) can 
hardly be applied to  or to the Khar. nom. Sada kano, the 
name of a son of Kujula Kadphises in the inscription of Senavarma 
(HINÜBER 2003, 29-30), which may be in origin a patr. derived from 
another name in - . However, the comparison with OInd. kani há-
“smallest, youngest” is possible in so far as the root element ( )- is 
concerned.

The translation “Kani ka- ‘The Brilliant’” (MORGENSTIERNE 1927, 107) is unex-
plained.

204.  m.: B BD1, P8 ; cf. also the patr./FN  ibid., ag6f. 
— P Kaw, father of Yaskul and Yazdgird (177, 182, both fl. 669 C.E.). —
D *Kawi- “prince, giant, hero”, Av. PN Kauui- (IPNB I/1, no. 210), 
Sogd. PNs kw’, kw’y (SW 1992, 54; IPNB II/8, no. 570, 573).

HARMATTA 1994, 403, mentions a Bactr. PN kw “in Aramaic transcription”, which he 
compares with Av. Kauui-, but he gives no reference and I have not been able to trace his 
source.

: see  (197)

205.  m.: B BD1, ah2, 7. — P Karas, named in a list. — D

Unclear, perhaps a hypocoristic in - . LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 546, tenta-
tively compares a doubtful Sogd. PN kr’ysk•.

206. *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD2, cd3. — D *K sa- “pig”? 
Thus LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 519, comparing the Sogd. PN k’s.
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207.  m.: B BD2, ea3, 16f. — P Kafan (fl. 461/2 C.E.), a 
minor o cial, addressee of a letter. — D *Kaf-wan-a- “old”, cf. Pth. 
qfwn? If so, probably a foreign (Pth.?) name, since the native Bactr. form
is  < *kap-un-aka- (BD 2, 219b).

208.  m.: B Sig 69 (BIVAR 1968, pl. IV/6). — P Kash-
farn, owner of a seal. — D As noted s.v. *  (11), the form 
*  (~ Bactr. ( ) ) “glory” indicates a foreign, possibly Sogd., 
origin. If *  here represents Sogd. frn, the preceding component 
could perhaps be interpreted as the name of the Sogd. city of Kesh, cf. 
Sogd. PN k ’ykn c (IPNB II/8, no. 560), thus: “(Possessing) the glory of 
Kesh”. For the deification of a city (or its river?) which this would seem 
to imply we have a possible parallel in  (373).

The second letter is clearly  with DAVARY 1982, 114, 209, rather than  with HUM-
BACH 1969, 71-2 (where it is suggested that - is “likely to be the tribal name from 
which  is derived”).

, † : see  (213)

209. [† : a sequence of illegible letters in the “unfinished 
inscription” of Surkh Kotal is read thus by HUMBACH 1966, 100-101, 
and interpreted as a PN (“Fehler für  < *k vya-pu ra- ‘Kavi-
sohn’”; similarly HUYSE 2009, 105 with n. 138), but there is no real 
basis for either the reading or the interpretation].

210.  m.: B (i) BD2, cr1; (ii) ibid., da1*, db1*, dc1, dd1, de1*; 
(iii) BD1, D2, D3f*(?); (iv) SW 2008a, am36; (v) BD2, ed12; cf. also 
the patr./FN  ibid., dg1*. — P (i) Keraw Ormuzdan (fl. 380
C.E.), a governor ( ), sender of a letter. Perhaps the father or 
grandfather of, but probably not the same person as, (ii) Keraw O(h)r-
muzdan (fl. 421-422 C.E.), who also bears the title governor ( -

), sender of several letters. The latter may well be the same person as 
(iii) Keraw (fl. 417/8 C.E.), a landowner. (iv) Keraw, a landowner, possi-
bly to be identified with Keraw (i), (ii) or (iii). (v) Keraw (fl. 475 or 465 
C.E.), an o cial who “authorizes” a letter for the governor ( -

) Meyam (244, i). — D Unclear. Probably to be read [k r w], as 
indicated by the preservation of internal - - in the patr. form ,
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and therefore unlikely to be connected with (211) as suggested

in BD2, 222a. A reading  [k rd] is less likely, though not impossi-
ble if this is an old *-u-stem (cf. the city-name < *Warnu- with its

derivatives , , BD2, 242a).

211. { }  m.: B BD1, Y1 (cf. BD2, 
37, ad loc.). — P Kera Tonga {Tonga} Spara (fl. 771/2 C.E.), “governor 
( ) of the renowned qaghan prosperous in glory, king of the 
Kadgan people (see SW 2008, 98-9)”, also entitled (BD1, Y11) “the lord 
ser”. — D It is not clear whether all these words belong to the name of 
the governor (in which case the repetition of  is presumably due 
to dittography) or whether Kera Tonga is the name of the governor and 
Tonga Spara that of the qaghan (as assumed in BD1, 144). In either case 

 no doubt represents Tk. to a “hero”, while  may be 
compared with a component attested in Tk. PNs and spelled p’r’ or 
’ p’r’ in Manichaean script (MÜLLER 1913, 14, line 119; GULÁCSI
2001, 234, line 16). The most problematic element is , which has 
no obvious Tk. or Iranian connections. As pointed out s.v., it is unlikely 
to be a variant of  (210).

: see  (507)

212. *  m.: B FN °  BD1, V16. — D Unclear. A connec-
tion with the doubtful Sogd. PN kyncny (kycny? ky ny?) (SW 1992, 15, 
no. 454; IPNB II/8, no. 613) cannot be ruled out.

213. (?), ,  m.: B (i) (?) ALRAM no. 
1466,  Sig 11 (see SW 2005a, 336-9, no. 3, with fig. 3 on p. 342); 
(ii)  Sig 19 (BIVAR 1968, pl. II/5, see SW 2005a, 338-9). — P

(i) Kidar/Kidir, name or title of one or more “Kidarite” Kushan-shahs 
(Brahmi Kidara or Kid ra, Sogd. ky r, see GRENET 2002, 207 with n. 7; 
LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 610). (ii) Kedir, a chiliarch (haz ruxt), owner of a 
seal. — D “Etymology ... unclear, but maybe Iranian” (LURJE, loc. cit.).

The coin-legend is conventionally read as “ ”, but no more than  (with 
an indeterminate number of omicra) can be seen on even the most legible specimens. 
DAVARY 1982, 91, 210-11, prefers to interpret this as * . The attribution of the 
coins in question to Kidara is challenged by GRENET 2002, 206-7, who interprets the 
legend as “Kay Wahram” (= Pahl. kdy wl l’n, ALRAM no. 1461-2, cf. 315, i-ii).
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The chiliarch  (ii) seems to bear an honorific title, for which see ( )-
[••••]  (491). Regarding the former reading of his name as and the expla-
nation of this form by HENNING 1965, 81, as an adjectival derivative of the name Kid ra
(“k d risch”) see SW 2005a, 338-9.

214.  m.: B BD2, ja1. — P Kilman, king of the Kadagan 
people and governor ( ) on behalf of the yabghu of Hephthal, 
sender of a letter. — D Unclear.

215. , ,  m.: B
(i) °  Sig 11 (see SW 2005a, 336-9, no. 3, with fig. 3 on p. 
342; LERNER 1999, 276, fig. 7); (ii) °  on two impressions of 
di erent but similar seals (Hc080, Khalili no. 144), °  on 
several impressions of another seal (Hc199 [= dd sealing], Khalili no. 
145, 146 and perhaps dc sealing), see SW 2005a, 339, Nos. 4, 5a-c, with 
fig. 4-7 on pp. 343-4, and BD2, 23-4; (iii) °  ibid., cl2, cm1f*; 
(iv) °  ibid., ck2; (v) °  ibid., ee2*, abbrev. ° -

( ) ibid., ee18*. — P (i) Kirdir-warahran, “the noble 
(see 115) of the late Kidir Kushan-shah”, owner of a seal. Possibly the 
same person as (ii) Kirdir-wara(h)ran, a governor ( ), owner 
of several seals, presumably a predecessor in o ce of the governor 
Keraw Ohrmuzdan (210, ii, fl. 421-422 C.E.), who uses one of these seals 
on his letters. (iii) Kirdir-warahran “glorious through Ohrmuzd (546, x)”, 
khar of Rob, sender of two letters. Probably the same person as (iv)
Kirdir-warahran “true to Paroz (377, iv)”, a hasht-walg, sender of a 
letter. Possibly the same person as (v) Kirdir-warahran Tetukan, hostig of 
Astiyakhirs, addressee of a letter. — D Compound of the well-known 
MP names Kird r (IPNB II/2, no. 497) and Warahr n (= Vahr m, ibid., 
no. 926; cf. also Bactr. , 315, and , 320).

216. *  m.: B FN °  BD1, ag13f. — D MP Kirm g, ex-
plained by GIGNOUX, IPNB II/2, no. 502, as a hypocoristic in - g from 
MP kirm “worm, dragon”.

: see  (197)

† : see  (535)
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217.  m.: B obl. °  SKB25, SKM21f. — P Kuzgashk, 
father of Burz-mihr (98, i). — D Hypocoristic in - , see s.v. 
(203). According to SW 1998, 89, the underlying nominal element 

- is also attested as -  in  (193), 
(226),  (257) and  (310) and may derive from 
*kuzu-k - “request”, cf. Chor. kwzy- “to request”, Khot. k - “to seek”. 
This interpretation is particularly favoured by the PN  “(by 
whom) a request has been granted”, since compounds with -
“given” as first component are formed with a semantically restricted 
range of second components: cf. the divine epithets , -

 “by whom favours are granted” (BD2, 225b) and the PN -
 “by whom rewards are granted” (228). Cf. also  (218).

† : see  (218)

218.  m.: B Rab12. — P The Kushan ruler 
Kujula Kadphises (Greek , gen. ,
Khar. gen. Kuyula Kadaphasa etc., ALRAM no. 1271 , HUMBACH
1966, 39), founder of the dynasty, who probably ruled mid to late 1st 
cent. C.E., father of Vima I Taktu (353). — D The first part of the name 
may be a hypocoristic in *-la- or *-ula- to a nominal derivative of the 
root *kuz “to request”, see SW 1998, 89; cf. also s.v.  (217). 
Khar. Kusulua, Kusulaka (see 117, 372) evidently represents the same 
name with an additional hypocoristic su x. The second part, also found 
in  (352), has given rise to much etymological specula-
tion, often involving insuperable phonological problems (BAILEY 1950, 
396-7; EILERS 1970, 119-20; cf. also HENNING 1958, 26, who com-
pares the doubtful Sogd. PN k ct, IPNB II/8, no. 533). Adapting the sug-
gestion of HUMBACH 1966, 40-41 (*kata-f uyaka- “lord of the house”), 
one could conceive of a derivation from *kata-f uyant- “id.” (cf. 
“house” < *kata-ka- and *  “lord” < *f uyant- in the PN -

, 496), the final -( )  representing either the nom. ending (*f uyans,
Av. f uii s) or the hypocoristic su x *-i a- (thus SW 2002a, 237).

Regarding the Chinese form Qiujiuque , which appears to represent the name 
of Kujula Kadphises, see SW 1998, 89-90. — HUMBACH 1966, 115, reads ( ) in 
one of the Tochi valley inscriptions (ITAB, line 8) and interprets it as a variant of this 
PN, but only the letter  is clear on the stone.
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219.  m.: B SW 2009b, Nn4. — P Kulzan (fl. 659 C.E.), 
leader of the people of Lizg, witness to a contract. — D Unclear. Con-
nection with *  (220) is quite uncertain.

220. *  or *  m.: B patr./FN  BD1, A5. — D

Probably identical with - as the first component of [ ]
(221). TREMBLAY 2003, 124 with n. 14, translates  as 
“noble” on the basis of a connection with OInd. kulá- “family” and com-
pares the name of the Scythian chieftain  as well as the Bactr. 
names in -  (see further s.v. , 322). However, if the PN 

 also belongs here, the variant  would 
seem to imply that - as the first component of compound names and 
probably -  as a second component derive ultimately from *kadu- or 
*kalu- (see discussion s.v. , 199).

Whether  (177) and/or  (219) are also compounds and, if so, 
whether they belong to this group of names is quite uncertain.

221. [ ]  m.: B BD2, jg1f*. — P Kul-wa[ra]z, c[ommander 
of the] a[rmy](?) (( )[ ] [ ] ) of Garokan, sender of a letter. — D

If rightly restored, a combination of the name-components - (see 
* , 220) and  (see , 356).

: see  (199)

222.  m.: B BD2, xb1f. — P Kumukan Pandukan, sender of 
a letter, perhaps an o cial of Sart Shaburan (421, ii), whose seal is 
employed to seal the letter. — D In origin presumably a patr./FN derived 
from an unattested *  (or * , * ), conceivably a hypo-
coristic based on a name such as MP Kum r or Kum rag (IPNB II/2, no. 
506a, 507), though this is no more than a distant possibility.

: see  (197)

223. (?) m.: B ALRAM no. 1486. — P Kurm-zad(?), a 
ruler, probably of some part of Gozgan or an adjacent region (see SW 
2009, 117). — D Written | . If the last three letters are inten-
ded to represent - , as seems likely, there can be no objection to read-
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ing either of the preceding omicra as , allowing interpretations such as 
-  or - . Compound name, whose second compo-

nent is probably  “born” or  “noble, free”. According to
DAVARY 1982, 214, the first component may mean “shooting star” (Av. 
st r k r må).

† : see  (279)

† : see  (208)

224.  m.: B BD1, ab22*. — P Lag, witness to a contract. — D

Cf. Sogd. PN kk’ (IPNB II/8, no. 425)? Connection with Oss. læg “man” 
and its Caucasian cognates (see BIELMEIER 1977, 180-85) is not impos-
sible. Cf. next.

225.  m.: B SW 2009b, Nn10, SW 2007, O10 , SW 2005, R6; 
cf. also the EN  SW 2009b, Nn10. — P Laguk, father of 
Bramarz (104, fl. 659-662 C.E.) and Moyan (275, ii, fl. 659-675 C.E.). —
D Hypocoristic to the preceding name.

226.  m.: B BD1, aa7, 20*, 27*. — P Lad-guzg, son of 
Yol-guzg (193), inhabitant of Frumuha-marg, a borough of Kandban/
Rob, party to a contract. — D Compound of  “given” and -
“request”(?), see under  (217).

227. *  m.: B GN °  BD2, dc4, 7f*. — D Hypocoristic to a 
name containing  “given”.

228.  m.: B BD1, aa37f*. — P Lad-muzd, witness to a con-
tract. — D Compound of  “given” and *  < *mi da- “reward”, 
cf.  (93). For discussion of compounds beginning with 

- see also under  (217).

229.  m.: B BD2, xk2, 7. — P Las-mir, named in a letter. —
D Compound name, whose second component is presumably the DN 

. LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 445, s.v. s, seems to suggest that the first 
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component may be  “ten”, but it is not obvious that the resulting 
compound would be meaningful.

† : see  (424)

230. (?) m. PN(?): B Inscription of Hunza-Haldeikish (SW 1992, 
25, 28, no. 665). — P Lah(?), a visitor to Hunza-Haldeikish(?). — D

Quite uncertain. If it is correctly read, and if it is a PN, one may compare 
Khar. Lahasa (BIVAR 1961, 319), gen. of a PN Laha, and the Sogd. PN 

x (SW 1992, 51; IPNB II/8, no. 456).

: see  (117)

231. [*  m. PN(?): B FN °  BD1, V9. — D In theory the 
FN  could be derived from a PN, but it is more likely to be 
connected with the name of the district of L gar south of Kabul as sug-
gested to me by P. LURJE.]

232.  m.: B SW 2005, S8. — P Maghatur Bukla 
(fl. 693 C.E.), a ruler or landowner, possibly to be identified with Puluo

(Late Middle Chinese p wk-la), younger brother of the Turkish 
yabghu of Tokharistan, who lived at the Chinese court from 705 to at 
least 718 C.E. (see YOSHIDA 2003, 158b, and SW 2004, 1057-8). — D

Both parts of the name are presumably Turkish. As pointed out by 
YOSHIDA, loc. cit.,  is a variant of Ba atur, a Tk. name-
component which is attested with initial m- in the Chinese transcription 
Moheduo , while  is probably the same name as Puluo,
whether or not the two persons are to be identified. 

† , † : see  (269) and  (272)

† : see  (519)

233.  m.: B Sig 37 (BIVAR 1968, pl. III/7). — P Malnut, 
owner of a seal. — D Unclear.

The seal was first published by BIVAR on the basis of a “plaster impression in the 
Kabul Museum, from a seal apparently missing” (BIVAR 1955, 209), but the seal itself has 
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since turned up in a private collection in London. The original seal is naturally clearer 
than BIVAR’s photo of the impression. The fourth letter is almost certainly an incomplete 

, hardly . The reading - - rather than - - also seems to be assured, as there is a clear
separation between the two letters. Readings such as  (GÖBL 1967, I, 243-4), 

 (DAVARY 1982, 112, 223), and even the tempting  (“New Moon”? 
cf. HUMBACH 1967a, 53; LIV IC in Kara-Tepe II, 65) must therefore be discounted.

234.  m.: B BD2, xq2*. — P Ma-m[ar]e[g ...]an, sender of a 
letter. — D “Slave of the Moon (god)”, a compound of - = ( )
“moon” and  “slave, servant”.

235.  m.: B BD1, ag5. — P Mawil, producer of wine at Golg. 
— D Probably an Indian formation with hypocoristic -ila- (SW 2002a, 
230). The preceding element may perhaps be compared with the name of 
the aka chieftain Maues (Greek gen. , Khar. gen. Moasa etc., 
KONOW 1929, xxix), on which see HUMBACH 1966, 27 n. 1, and 
LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 701. Cf. also  (275).

† : see  (145)

236. [ : this PN on Sig 56 (FRYE 1962, fig. 56) is pro-
bably the gen. of a Greek form *  or *  rather than 
a Bactr. name as assumed by GÖBL 1967, I, 252 (cf. HUMBACH 1966, 
75). However, the Greek form is no doubt an adaptation of an Iranian
name, perhaps a hypocoristic in -  derived from a name such as -

 (340)].

237. *  m.: B FN °  BD1, ag9f. — D Short name derived 
from a compound containing  “slave, servant”. The Bactr. name 
may also be attested as Mare a in the Khar. documents from Niya, see 
MARICQ 1958, 367.

238. *  m. PN(?): B GN °  BD1, P2, 3 f*, Q2, 4. — D

Uncertain. A hypocoristic in -  (cf. , 216)? Or a compound 
of - = ( )  “moon” (cf. , 234) and *rauka- “light” (cf. 
ABAEV 1979, 299, and perhaps the Pth. PN rwk, DIAKONOFF–
LIVSHITS 2001, 202)? However, a noun corresponding formally to OInd. 
loká- is not securely attested in Iranian.
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: see  (203, ii-iii)

239. [ : supposed PN or patr. in Uruzgan inscription no. 1 
(see HENNING 1965, 86 with n. 60; DAVARY 1982, 69, 229). However, 

 seems to be part of a phrase [ ] 
“under the care of the sun and moon”, parallel to  (264) in 
inscription no. 2, and is unlikely to be a PN].

† : see  (233)

240. (?) f.(?): B Hc146. — P Mah-far(?), owner of a seal 
(perhaps a woman, to judge from the portrait). — D “(Possessing) the 
glory of the Moon (god)”, a compound of ( )  “moon” and 
“glory”. Cf. the Sogd. m. PN m’xfrn (WEBER 1972, 197, IPNB II/8, no. 
648).

241. *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD1, J3, v5. — D Unclear. Cf. the 
next.

242. *  m.: B patr./FN ° B BD1, C4. — D Hypocoristic 
to the preceding name.

243.  m. PN(?): B BD2, bh8. — P Meg-asp, name or title 
of a horseman. — D Presumably a compound containing  “horse”. 
The first component is perhaps *maiga- “cloud” (Pth. myg, Sogd. my ,
NP m , etc.), cf. Av. ma a- as one of the four stallions who draw the 
chariot of Ardv s r (Yasht 5.120).

244.  m.: B (i) BD2, ea1, ed1; (ii) impressions of two di erent 
but similar seals (Hc011, 012); (iii) BD2, je1, 12; (iv) ibid., xs1; (v) SW 
2005, Uu11, 17, 20, 30; (vi) BD1, V6, 34, 33 f. — P (i) Meyam (fl. 461/2 
to 475 [or 465] C.E.), king of the Kadagan people and governor 
( ) on behalf of Peroz (377, v), sender of two letters. Possibly 
to be identified with a ruler whose name is written in Brahmi as Mehama
(on NumH 71 etc., and in an inscription tentatively dated to 492/3 C.E., 
see MELZER 2006, 262, 263-4, and SW 2008, 99); cf. also the abbrev.(?) 
Bactr. spelling  (246). Possibly also the same person as (ii) Meyam, 
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owner of two seals. (iii) Meyam, son of Bek (79, i), addressee of a letter. 
(iv) Meyam, named in a letter. (v) Meyam (fl. 722 C.E.), son of Piy (375,
ii), inhabitant of Lizag, party to a contract. (vi) Meyam (fl. 729 C.E.), 
son of Wahran (320, iii), whose estate is called Spandagan, party to a 
contract. — D Whether or not Meyam (i) is actually the same person as 
the ruler whose name is written in Brahmi as Mehama, the name 
is almost certainly a variant of  (247), q.v. for etymological dis-
cussion. In the Arabic documents from Afghanistan published by KHAN
2007 the name is attested both as mym (documents 31, 32) and as mhm
(document 23), though the two spellings do not necessarily refer to the 
same person (see ibid., 160).

It seems likely that “Meham al-B miy n ” in the Arabic document 23 (770 C.E.) is a 
member of the same family as “M r b. B k al-B miy n ”, i.e. Mir (253, ii), son of Bek 
(79, iii). If he is a grandson of Meyam (iii), and thus a great-grandson of Bek (79, i), as 
suggested to me by F. DE BLOIS, and if Bek (i) may be identified with Bek (ii) as pro-
posed above, Meham al-B miy n  would be a second cousin of M r b. B k. KHAN 2007, 
21, proposes to identify Meham al-B miy n  with Meyam (vi), fl. 729 C.E., further iden-
tifying the latter’s father Wahran (320, iii) with Mir’s brother Wahran (320, iv, fl. 747-50 
C.E.), but this reconstruction is extremely unlikely from a chronological point of view.

245.  m.: B BD1, ag7. — P Melmuk, producer of wine at 
Golg. — D No doubt a hypocoristic in - , but the etymology of the un-
derlying *  is unclear. Rather than *madmiya- (cf. Av. ma ( )miia-
“middling”), which would hardly explain the vowel - -, it may be better 
to think of a dialect variant of  (244),  (247) < *mai man-
“guest”, cf. in particular Pashto m lma, which has regular l < *  (see fur-
ther s.v. , 462, and note  also in ] , 564).

246.  m.: B NumH 62-3 (see also ALRAM 2000, 145, pl. 5/97). —
P Name of a ruler. — D Probably (with GÖBL 1967, I, 74), an abbrev. 
spelling of the name attested in Brahmi on the typologically very similar 
coins NumH 71 etc., for which Mehama now seems the most likely read-
ing (see 244, i). For the etymology of this name see under  (247). 
A connection with the Sogd. PN myw (IPNB II/8, no. 738) is much less 
likely.

247. ( )[ ] m.: B Hc095. — P Meham(?), owner of a seal. — D

This appears to be the oldest form of a name which is more commonly 
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spelled  (244) as a result of the loss of intervocalic -h- and inser-
tion of -y- to fill the resulting hiatus. Perhaps from *mai m , nom. sg. of 
*mai man- “guest”, NP mihm n (also attested as a PN, see JUSTI 1895, 
204a), Yazghulami me men, Pashto m lma etc. Cf. also  (246) and 
perhaps (245).

: see  (253) and  (504)

248. [† : supposed PN on Sig 11 (thus DAVARY 1982, 109, 
233, partly following HUMBACH 1969, 72-4). Di erently SW 2005a, 
337-8: -  “the noble”].

249.  m.: B SW 2005, S5, 9, 13, 30*. — P Miyar (fl. 693 C.E.), 
son of Farn-agad (490), from Bunsuglig, party to a contract. — D Pro-
bably connected with the Sogd. PN my’rx’’n (IPNB II/8, no. 724). Pos-
sibly Miyar’s name is in fact Sogdian, as may also be the case with those 
of his father Farn-agad and of his brother Potan (384). I owe to P. LURJE
the suggestion that the GN Bunsuglig ( ) may specifically 
refer to a Sogdian (* , cf. 441) settlement (  “land, landed 
property”).

250.  m.: B obl.(?) ° Ayrtam inscription, line 6 
(TURGUNOV et al. 1981, 41). — P Mihir-zad, writer of the inscription. 
— D *Mi ra-z ta- “begotten by Mithra”, MP/NP PN Mihrz d (NYBERG
1974, 133a, JUSTI 1895, 206b).

† : see  (9)

: see  (262)

† : see  (258)

(?): see  (251) and  (253)

251.  m.: B Bilingual inscription from Kara-Tepe (STAVISKIY
1984, fig. 21b). — P Miren (Pahl. mtlyn), a visitor to Kara-Tepe. — D
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MP PN Mihr n (IPNB II/2, no. 642), also transcribed into Sogdian as 
myr’yn (IPNB II/8, no. 730).

In Kara-Tepe IV, 170, STAVISKIJ cites his own reading of the Bactrian as “Mirano”, 
i.e. , and LUKONIN’s reading of the MP as “Mihran”, i.e. mtl’n. Relying on the in-
adequate photograph ibid., pl. 10, HUMBACH 1984, 94, read the MP version as Parthian.

252. ( )[ ] (?) m.: B Kara-Tepe inscription B1, line 1 (Kara-
Tepe II, fig. 19a). — P Mir-yan(?), a visitor to Kara-Tepe. — D If 
correctly read and restored, perhaps *Mi ra-y na- “favour of Mithra”, cf. 
Sogd. PN m yy’n (IPNB II/8, no. 699).

Uncertain. The drawing (Kara-Tepe II, fig. 19a) shows [•]  or [•] , but no 
photo seems to have been published. LIV IC (Kara-Tepe IV, 55) restored ( )[ ] , but 

( )[ ]  is perhaps more likely. HARMATTA (Kara-Tepe II, 83f) reads , a 
name which he also restores in another Kara-Tepe inscription (ibid., 108, line 8; cf. also 
IPNB VII/1B, no. 524), but the reading cannot be verified in either place.

: see  (259)

253.  m.: B (i) [ ](?) Kara-Tepe inscription B10 (LIV IC in 
Kara-Tepe II, 80); (ii) BD1, W10, 16 , 24 , X4, 10, 12, 17, 24, Y3, 6 (x2), 
8, 11, 17, 23, adj. Y17, 18 (x2), 19; cf. also the FN 
ibid., ag14*. — P (i) Mir(?) (fl. 257 C.E.), a visitor to Kara-Tepe. (ii)
Mir (fl. 747-771/2 C.E.), son of Bek (79, iii), inhabitant of Asp, party to 
three contracts. Also named as a taxpayer and landowner, and as the 
father of a son Q rw l or al-Q rw l (fl. 771-774/5 C.E., cf. the title 

 “leader of the people”) and of a daughter amra (fl. 765-766 
C.E., reading uncertain), in Arabic documents from Afghanistan, where 
his name is spelt myr, once byr, see KHAN 2007, 20, 93, and he is some-
times given the nisba “al-B miy n ”, i.e. “native of Bamiyan”. — D

Short name derived from a compound containing the DN *Mi ra-, cf. the 
following names.

In Kara-Tepe inscription B10, [ ] may be only the beginning of a longer name 
( [ ]  according to HARMATTA in Kara-Tepe II, 104, who finds the same name in two 
other Kara-Tepe inscriptions, see ibid., 94, 95). Since no photos seem to have been pub-
lished, these readings cannot be checked. On  as an abbrev. spelling of a patr./FN, pos-
sibly , see 504.
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254.  m.: B (i) BD2, bh9; (ii) ° ( )[ ] BD2, da6*(?). — P

(i) Mir-bam, named in a letter. (ii) Mir-ba[m](?) (fl. 421 C.E.), named in 
another letter. (Doubtful: could equally well be restored Mir-ba[ndag], 
see the next entry, in particular Mir-bandag (iii)-(iv), who could be the 
same person.) — D Compound of ( )  “Mithra” and *b ma- “light, 
ray, dawn”, cf. Sogd. f. PNs m’x ’mh, nw ’mh, nwy- ’mh, IPNB II/8,
no. 642, 835, 841. Cf. also  (263).

255. ,  m.: B (i) ° BD1, C9; (ii) °
BD2, cc11f; (iii) ° ibid., de12f*; (iv) ° ibid., ea13; cf. also the 
patr./FN  ibid., cr4. — P (i) Mihr-bandag (fl. 380 C.E. 
or earlier), inhabitant of Istakhirs, owner of a vineyard. (ii) Mihr-bandag, 
a messenger(?). (iii) Mir-bandag (fl. 422 C.E.), an o cial who “autho-
rizes” a letter for the governor ( ) Keraw Ohrmuzdan (210,
ii). Possibly the same person as (iv) Mir-bandag (fl. 461/2 C.E.), inhabi-
tant of Murwand, who carries out the same function on behalf of the 
governor Meyam (244, i). (For another possible reference to this(?) Mir-
bandag see the preceding entry.) — D “Slave of Mithra”, cf. the Arm. PN 
Mihrevandak, HÜBSCHMANN 1897, 52.

256. [† : supposed PN in a Kara-Tepe inscription (see 
HARMATTA in Kara-Tepe II, 119), but no photograph is available from 
which the reading could be verified].

257. ,  m.: B ° BD2, bc5*, ° ibid., 
bc8f*, 17, 19*. — P Mi(h)r-guzg, named in a letter. — D Compound of 

 “Mithra” and -  “request”(?), see under  (217).

258. [† , † , † : a PN ( )  is read 
by HARMATTA in several Kara-Tepe inscriptions (see Kara-Tepe II, 89, 
93, 108, line 12), none of which can be verified, and a variant
in inscription B1, line 4 (ibid., 83, 88-9), in place of which LIV IC at first 
read - ( ) - (ibid., 77, without word-division or interpretation), 
later ( )  (Kara-Tepe IV, 56; misquoted in IPNB VII/1B, no. 
363). No photo is available, but to judge from the published drawing of 
this inscription (ibid., fig. 19a), it may be possible to read  [ ]

( )[ ] “so whatever merit may arise hereafter”, a variant of a 
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well-known phrase (see SW apud KARASHIMA 2008, 89). DAVARY
1982, 76, 233, reads ( ) on the basis of the same drawing and 
interprets this as a PN].

259. *  m.: B FN  BD1, ag16*. — D Hypocoristic to 
 (253).

260.  m.: B BD2, bb2f*, bc2*, bd2f. — P Mihr-mareg, an 
o cer ( ), sender of three letters to Khwadew-wanind (524). 
— D “Slave of Mithra”, a compound of ( )  “Mithra” and 
“slave, servant”. H. FALK kindly draws my attention to the fact that the 
Bactr. name is also attested as Miramare a in a Khar. inscription pub-
lished by FACCENNA 1988, 447-8 (where the last ak ara is read as g(r)a
or mi( )).

† : see  (258)

261.  m.: B BD2, cr2*. — P Mir-spal (fl. 380 C.E.), a 
minor o cial, addressee of a letter. — D “Belonging to the army of 
Mi(h)r”. Regarding similar compounds with * “army” see s.v. 

 (7). Cf. also the inverted variant  (29).

: see  (267)

262. ,  m.: B

SKM24f;  SKM25,  SKA27. — P

Mihraman, son of Burz-mihr (98, i), writer of the inscriptions SKA and 
SKM. — D Evidently a compound containing the DN “Mithra”, but the 
second component is unclear. HENNING 1960, 48, transcribed the name 
as Mihr m n, perhaps implying an interpretation of the second compo-
nent as equivalent to Sogd. ’’m’n “power, authority” (cf. SW 1994, n. 8 
on pp. 177-8, and see MACKENZIE 1976, II, 74, where Chor. b-’m’n
“hopeless, despairing” is also cited). HUMBACH 1966, 98-9, gives a 
tentative derivation from *mi r- m na- and translates “sonnengleich” 
(but does not regard the word as a PN). GERSHEVITCH 1985, 70 n. 11 
(improving on his earlier formulation, ibid., 55), suggests “a haplology of 
*Mi ra-r man- ‘finding peace in Mithra’”.
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263.  m. PN(?): B BD1, af4, ak13f. — P Mihrbaman, 
person or family named in two lists. It is not clear whether both attesta-
tions refer to the same person or family. — D At least in origin a patr./
FN derived from * , a variant of the PN  (254).

* : see (322)

† : see  (438)

264. [ : supposed PN or patr. in Uruzgan inscription no. 2 
(see HENNING 1965, 86 with n. 60; DAVARY 1982, 69, 232). Apart 
from the final - , the reading is fairly clear, as is the meaning “under the 
care of the sun” (cf. , 350), but the word or phrase is un-
likely to be a PN, see discussion s.v.  (239)].

265. [† [ ]  m.: B Eight seal-impressions from D iga-tepe 
(NIKITIN 1994). — P Mihr-meh(?) (Pahl. mtrymsy), name of a satrap of 
Balkh, owner of a seal with bilingual inscription. — D One expects a 
Bactr. transcription of the MP name found on the same seal, but nothing 
can be seen on the published photos and the form [ ]  or 

[ ]  reconstructed by NIKITIN is quite implausible].

† : see  (9)

266. m.: B GKg001 (unpublished seal in the Aman ur 
Rahman collection). — P Mihr-san, owner of a seal. — D Evidently a 
compound containing the DN “Mithra”. The second component is pro-
bably to be identified with the attested noun  “pleasure” < * anah-
(BD2, 262b), cf. the El. PN Mitrizina < *Mi ra- anah- (MAYRHOFER
1973, 207, no. 8.1174, TAVERNIER 2007, 249, no. 4.2.1107), to which 
R. SCHMITT kindly draws my attention. Cf. also Av. X a r . inah-, OP 
Aspa-canah- (IPNB I/1, no. 396, I/2, no. 15), as well as
(342) and  (415). The alternative of equating the name with the 
noun ( ) , later  “east” < *mi r- s na- “sunrise” 
(BD2, 233b; cf. also s.v. , 9), is problematic, since the loss of 
the - - of the second syllable is not attested until much later than the 
likely date of this seal. In theory one could reconstruct a variant with 
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*s na- beside * -s na-, cf. Sogd. xw(y)rsn “sunrise”, but it seems 
unlikely that two such forms would have been in use simultaneously in 
Bactrian.

267. ,  m.: B (i) ° BD2, xl2f; (ii)
° BD1, J2, v4. — P (i) Mihr-shabur, khar of Rob, sender of a letter. 

(ii) Mir-shabur Yolaban (fl. 517 C.E.), witness to a contract. — D MP 
PN Mihr- buhr (IPNB II/2, no. 656, II/3, no. 243, JUSTI 1895, 206a).

268.  m.: B (i) BD2, cp4f, 24f, 27; (ii) ibid., cj5*. — P

(i) Muzda-bandag, named in a letter. Probably not the same person as (ii)
Muzda-bandag, nephew of Wan (303, i). — D “Slave of Mazda”, a com-
pound formed from the DN *Mazd - and  “servant, slave”.

269.  m.: B Sig 30 (BIVAR 1968, pl. III/3). — P Muzdak, 
owner of a seal. — D *Mazdaka-, hypocoristic to a PN containing the 
DN *Mazd -. An ancient and widely-attested name, cf. Neo-Assyrian 
Ma dakku, IPNB VII/1A, no. 91, Sogd. mzt’kk, IPNB II/8, no. 749, etc.

The former reading  (HUMBACH 1966, 74; GÖBL 1967, I, 240; DAVARY

1982, 112, 229; SW 1992, 28) was corrected by SW apud CALLIERI 1998, 308.

270.  m.: B (i) BD2, ca1, 19f; (ii) BD1, af2, aj2f. — P

(i) Muzda-mareg, an o cial, addressee of a letter. (ii) Muzda-mareg, 
named in two lists. It is not clear whether both these attestations refer to 
the same person. — D “Slave of Mazda”, a compound formed from the 
DN *Mazd - and  “slave, servant”.

271.  m.: B BD1, A22. — P Muzda-wanind, father of 
Ninduk Okhshbadagan (287, fl. 332 C.E.). — D “Victorious through
Mazda”.

272.  m.: B (i) Shatial 34:120 (SW apud FUSSMAN–KÖNIG
1997, 194, correcting the reading  given in SW 1992, 28, no. 234); 
(ii) BD1, E3 ; (iii) BD2, ee4, BD1, G2*, 6, H3; (iv) ibid., ee11f; (v)
ibid., K4, 16*; (vi) ibid., L5; (vii) ibid., L5, 10, 28. — For another pos-
sible attestation see ]  (566). — P (i) Muzd, a visitor to Shatial. (ii)
Muzd (fl. 466 C.E.), a supplier of grain. Probably the same person as (iii)
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Muzd Kharagan (fl. 472 C.E.), keeper of the granary, sender of a letter 
and party to two contracts. (iv) Muzd, inhabitant of Abasakhan, named in 
a letter. (v) Muzd Pazburan (fl. 579 C.E.), party to a contract. (vi) Muzd, 
father of Waraz-wyesh (311, fl. 602 C.E.), grandfather of the next. (vii)
Muzd (fl. 602 C.E.), son of Waraz-wyesh (311), inhabitant of Warnu, 
whose estate is called Zinadasagan, party to a contract. — D Probably, 
with SW 2000a, 8, a short name derived from a compound containing the 
DN *Mazd -, though the alternative of a derivation from *mi da-
“reward” cannot be ruled out, cf.  (93) and 
(228). Cf. also MP PN Mazd (or Mizd?), IPNB II/2, no. 600.

273. ( )[ ] m.: B GKc589 (unpublished sealing in the 
Aman ur Rahman collection). — P Muzduwan, owner of a seal. — D

Presumably a short name based on a compound containing the DN 
. The latter probably derives from *Mi dwan- “the Gracious 

One” as suggested by SW 1997; cf. also GNOLI 2009, 146, 149 (with 
references to earlier suggestions, to which one may add HUMBACH
1966, 45).

† : see  (9)

† : see  (258)

274.  m.: B BD1, M2, 6. — P Mus (fl. 610 C.E.), party to a con-
tract. — D Unclear.

275.  m.: B (i) BD1, M4, 5; (ii) SW 2009b, Nn10, SW 2005, 
R6, 8, 14, 19f. — P (i) Moyan (fl. 610 C.E.), party(?) to a contract. (ii)
Moyan (fl. 659-675 C.E.), son of Laguk (225), brother of Bramarz (104), 
inhabitant of Lizg, whose house is called Lagukan, party to two con-
tracts. — D In origin perhaps a patr. formation from a name cognate with 
that of the aka chieftain Maues (see above s.v. , 235).

Moyan (ii) may be the unnamed brother of Bramarz son of Laguk who is referred to 
in document O (662 C.E.), see SW 2009b, 197b.

276.  m.: B (i) BD2, da3*, db3*, dc2, dd3; (ii) ibid., df1, dg1, 
5. — P (i) Nabag (fl. 421 C.E.), a minor o cial, addressee of several 
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letters from the governor Keraw Ohrmuzdan (210, ii). Probably the same 
person as (ii) Nabag Pur[...], an o cial concerned with the supply of salt 
etc., addressee of two letters including one from Gurambad Kerawan 
(119, i). — D Probably the same as the common noun ,
“pledge, hostage” < *ni-p -ka- (BD2, 236a). Cf. also the Sogd. PN np’’k,
IPNB II/8, no. 809, if this is the correct reading.

277. •••  m.: B BD1, al9f*. — P Nab[...]-bid(?), commander of 
a fortress. — D In origin a title ending with -  “chief, master” < 
*-pati-.

: see  (288)

278.  m.: B BD2, jh2f*. — P Nakin, the leader ( ) of 
Ulishagan, sender of a letter. — D Unclear.

279. ( )  or (?) m.: B Sig 65 (BIVAR 1968, 
pl. II/1). — P Nanebaguk or Nanbaguk(?), owner of a seal. — D Appar-
ently a hypocoristic in -  to a compound ending in  “god”, cf. SW 
1992, 35 with n. 7, on Sogd. ’ y’mnyw’k and other instances of hypo-
coristic su xes attached to compound DNs “whose components have be-
come fused” (cf. also s.v. , 496). If either of the suggested 
readings is correct (see below), the first component of the compound will 
be the name of the goddess Nana or Nanai, cf. the next two names.

My reading is based on BIVAR’s photo, since the seal itself has been lost since at least 
1985. The first part of the word, which is read  by DAVARY 1982, 113, 213, and 
regarded by him as a separate PN, begins with two W-shaped -s (cf. 17, 90) separated by 
an  or . The following letter does indeed look like a , but can perhaps be interpreted as 
the lower part of a cursive ; alternatively, one may consider the possibility that it is a 
mere blunder on the part of the engraver.

280.  m.: B BD1, M2, 7. — P Nane-band (fl. 610 C.E.), 
party to a contract. — D “Slave of Nanai”. Although one would expect 
* , cf. Sogd. nny ntk and many other names in - /
- ntk (perhaps including [ ] , see 295), it does not seem 
likely that -  (twice!) can be a mere graphic variant of - .
Regarding a possible Sogd. PN nny nt see IPNB II/8, no. 804. Cf. also

 (70),  (373) and  (536).
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281. *  m.: B EN  SW 2009b, Nn9, 12f, 22, 7 . — D Short 
name derived from a compound containing the name of the goddess 
Nana or Nanai (cf. Sogd. PN nny, IPNB II/8, no. 783). A “reduplicative 
hypocoristic”, cf. the similarly-formed names listed s.v.  (425), is 
also possible.

: see ( )  (279)

[ ] : see [   ]  (295)

282. , m.: B (i) ° BD2, cb3*, cc1, 20*, cd1, 15*, ce1, 
8, cf1, 15, cg1, ch2*, ci4, 7 (x2), 11f, ° ibid., cg16; (ii) ° ibid., cp1, 
37; (iii) ° ibid., cj1, ck1, cl3, cm3; (iv) ° ibid., cn2*; (v) ° ibid., co2, 
co sealing*(?). — P (i) Nawaz Kha(h)rugan/Khar(ag)an, a nobleman, 
sender or addressee of several letters. Possibly the same person as (ii)
Nawaz, commander of a fortress, addressee of a letter, but apparently 
distinct from (iii) Nawaz, another nobleman, addressee of two letters. 
(iv)-(v) Persons named Nawaz, senders of two letters, who are not 
clearly identifiable either with one another or with any of (i)-(iii). — D

*N w- za- “pilot, sailor”, cf. Av. nauu za-, Pth. n’w’z, Sogd. nw’’z, etc. 
According to JUSTI 1895, 218b, and ABAEV 1979, 296, the proto-Oss. 
PN  also belongs here.

283. * (?) or * (?) m.: B EN  BD1, V16. — D

The spelling implies *N ruw n, in origin a patr. formation from a PN 
*N r, older *N ru-, or perhaps *N rug < *N ruka-. Connected with Av. 
Narauua- “descendant of *Naru-”, IPNB I/1, no. 230 (cf. also MAYR-
HOFER 1973, 212, no. 8.1250)?

284.  m.: B BD1, ag14. — P Narut, producer of wine at Golg. 
— D Unclear.

285.  m.: B (i) BD2, ca1, 18; (ii) ibid., xd6*; cf. also 
ibid., xi9*, which may be a patr./FN. — P (i) Nat, an o cial, addressee 
of a letter. (ii) Nat Kharagan, named in a letter, perhaps the father of the 
khar(?) Wirwareg(?) Natugan(?) (348). — D Possibly the genuine Bactr. 
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outcome of *na ta- “spoiled”, attested elsewhere in the non-Bactr. form 
 (BD2, 239a).

286. ••  m.: B BD1, ak8f. — P Nat[...]nd, named in a list. —
D Compound of  (285)?

287.  m.: B BD1, A9, 22, 23, 24, 29. — P Ninduk Okhsh-
badagan (fl. 332 C.E.), son of Muzda-wanind (271), father of Yamsh-
bandag (168, i), Pap (367, i) and Yat (180), party to a contract. — D

Hypocoristic in -  to a PN containing an otherwise unattested name-
component * .

288.  or  m.: B Hc079. — P Nud(?), owner of a seal. — D

Cf. MP PN N d, IPNB II/2, no. 691?

289.  m.: B °  Rab16, SKA9, SKB10f, 
SKM6f, obl. °  SKB26, SKM22f. — P Nukunzuk, a high o cial 
who bears the title [ ] in the Rabatak inscription (see SW 
1998, 86) and the title  “margrave” in the Surkh Kotal 
inscription. — D Possibly a hypocoristic in - , but otherwise unclear, 
since the etymological suggestions listed by DAVARY 1982, 239, are un-
convincing. The internal - - suggests non-Bactrian origin, but not neces-
sarily Indian as suggested by SW 1975, 98 n. 11.

HUMBACH 2003, 161-2, interprets  as an appellative “minister”.

290. *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD1, F4, 10 . — D Probably a 
“reduplicative hypocoristic” * , cf. the Sogd. PN nwn, IPNB II/8, no.
828, and the similarly-formed names listed s.v.  (425), plus hypo-
coristic su x -  as in the case of  (466) beside  (465).

291.  f.(?): B BD1, A11. — P Nog-sanind (fl. 332 C.E.), 
wife(?) of Far-wesh (493) and mother(?) of Ralik (385), party to a con-
tract. — D Compound of  “new (moon)” and *  “rising”,
present participle of *san “to rise” (Sogd. sn- etc.).

The context suggests that Far-wesh and Nog-sanind are the parents of Ralik. Of the 
two, Nog-sanind seems more likely to be a f. name; cf. the Sogd. f. PNs with first compo-
nent m’x “moon” or nwy “new (moon)” (IPNB II/8, no. 642, 647, 649, 841).
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292. *  m.: B EN °  BD1, W9, 12. — D Probably 
“(possessing) the glory of the new (moon)”. As noted s.v. * -

 (11), the form *  (~ Bactr. ( ) ) suggests a foreign origin. 
In this case the source is probably the Sogd. PN nwyfrn (IPNB II/8, no.
843; WEBER 1972, 199), with assimilation (cf. 490) of Sogd. nwy < 
*nawaka- “new” to its Bactr. equivalent .

293.  m.: B SW 2005, Uu14; cf. also the FN 
ibid., Uu17, 25. — P Nospil (fl. before 722 C.E.), inhabitant of Samin-
gan. — D Perhaps a compound with - for “new (moon)”, cf. the 
various spellings of the month-name - - , - -

 etc. (BD2, 203a), and unclear second component.

294. [† : supposed PN on Sig 11 (thus DAVARY 1982, 
109, 239-40, partly following HUMBACH 1969, 72-4). Di erently SW 
2005a, 337-8:  “deceased, the late”].

295. [ ]  m.: B BD2, cr2f. — P N[...]-bandag (fl. 380 
C.E.), a minor o cial, addressee of a letter. — D “Slave of N[...]”, per-
haps to be restored as [ ]  “slave of Nana” (cf. 279-281).

296. [† : supposed PN on Sig 6 (thus DAVARY 1982, 
108, 302). Di erently SW–TUCKER 2006, 588: a form of the Indian title 
devaputra- ( ? ?)].

297. (?) m.: B Hc082. — P Way-far(?), owner of a seal. —
D The reading is uncertain. If it is correct, perhaps a MP PN *Way-farr
“(possessing) the glory of Vayu” (cf. the next).

Cannot be read  as in 300.

298.  m.: B BD2, cl1, 12*. — P Way-shabur Shaburan, a 
nobleman, addressee of a letter. — D MP PN Way- buhr, as one may 
read the name written wyd pw ly or wyd pw ly and listed as V h-

buhr in IPNB II/2, no. 990, II/3, no. 356. Rather than *waidya- “wise”
(with GIGNOUX) the frequent first component wyd- may be a variant 
form of the DN w’d-, w’y-, i.e. Way (see IPNB II/2, no. 962-4, especially 
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wydgw nsp , no. 981, beside w’dgw nsp , no. 963, and wydbndky “Slave 
of Way”, no. 972). Cf. also  (297).

299.  m.: B (i) — (?) on a seal known only from an 
impression in the R. N. Frye collection (BIVAR 1968, pl. XXVII/8; see
also DAVARY 1982, 112, whose suggestion that this seal is the same as 
Sig 29 cannot be correct); (ii) ( )[ ] Hg004; (iii) SW 2009b, Nn8, 
12, 21. — P (i-ii) Two persons named Wanak, owners of di erent seals. 
(iii) Wanak (fl. 659 C.E.), son of Khwas (528), inhabitant of Lizg, whose 
house is called Nanan, party to a contract. — D Hypocoristic to 
(303).

300.  m.: B BD2, ch12f*. — P Wanafar, a prince ( -
). — D *Wana-farnah- “winning glory”, see SCHMITT 2006, 174, 

who points out that this PN is attested in Greek as  and in 
Brahmi as Vanaspara/Vana para, the name of a Kushan k atrapa.

301.  m. PN(?): B BD1, ag9. — P Wanekhan, person or 
family named in a list of producers of wine at Golg. — D Perhaps a com-
pound of * - (a derivative of , 303?) and . The latter is 
attested in the sense “house”, perhaps also as part of the GNs 
and  (BD2, 263b, 273a), and may be compared with Sogd. 
x’n (“house” or “spring, source”?) as a component in both GNs and PNs 
(SW 1992, 78).

The comparison with Sogd. (< MP) wnx’n “Tuesday” implied by LURJE, IPNB II/8,
no. 1329, does not account for - -.

302. *  m.: B GN °  SW 2005, S2. — D “Victor” < *wan-
ant-a-, cf. Sogd. PN wn’nt (IPNB II/8, no. 1314). The form  is
also attested as a name-component (51, 64, 162, 170, 271, 325, 524, 553), 
as a noun or adj. “victor, victorious” (Surkh Kotal), and as the name of a 
goddess (on coins of Huvishka, in this case presumably representing a f. 
form *Wanant- -).

303.  m.: B (i) BD2, cj2*; (ii) ibid., xj2. — For another possible 
attestation see s.v.  (52). — P (i) Wan, an o cial, uncle of 
Muzda-bandag (268, ii), sender of a letter to Kulu-ardag (199, ii) and 
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Nawaz (282, iii). Probably the same person as (ii) Wan, sender of a note 
enclosed within another letter to the same Nawaz. — D A short name 
derived from the root *wan “to win”, but the exact formation is unclear. 
According to HARMATTA in Kara-Tepe II, 91-2,  may derive from 
*wana- “conquering” as the first element of a governing compound like 
Av. van .v spa- “all-conquering”; cf.  (300) and the Sogd. 
names in wn- (IPNB II/8, no. 1319-20), which appear to be compounds of
this sort. On the other hand, the exact correspondence between 
(304) and Sogd. wnws’w suggests that  should be compared with 
the Sogd. name-component wnw/wnwn (ibid., no. 1324-8, cf. also hypo-
coristic wn’wk, ibid., no. 1316), which seems to derive from a formation 
with su x *-wan-.

304.  m.: B Shatial 47:16 (SW 1992, 14, 28, no. 452). — P

Wanu-saw or Wan-saw, a visitor to Shatial, perhaps the same person who 
is named as wnws’w in a Sogd. inscription at the same site. — D Whether 
or not both forms refer to the same individual, the name is no doubt ety-
mologically identical with the Sogd. PN wnws’w, which probably means 
“victorious strength” (see SW 1992, 75; IPNB II/8, no. 1328). Both
components are probably attested in Bactrian as PNs, cf.  (303) and 
*  (418).

† : see  (9)

305.  f.: B BD1, T6, 11, 18. — P Warag (fl. 700 C.E.), a slave, 
subject of a deed of gift. — D Etymologically ambiguous. Connection 
with the m. noun *warn-aka- “lamb”, NP barra (cf. HARMATTA in 
Kara-Tepe II, 84), or with the Babylonian m. PN U-rak (IPNB VII/1B, 
no. 600), or with the MP m. PN W rag (IPNB II/2, no. 938), is possible 
but not compelling.

According to HARMATTA a m. PN  is attested once or twice in the Kara-Tepe 
inscriptions, see Kara-Tepe II, 83f, 116, but his readings cannot be verified. The first 
occurrence is tentatively read  by LIV IC, ibid., 77-8, but neither reading agrees 
perfectly with the published drawing (ibid., fig. 19a).

306. [† ( ) : uncertain word in the Kara-Tepe inscription B1,
line 2, read thus and interpreted as a PN by LIV IC in Kara-Tepe IV, 56. 
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The drawing (Kara-Tepe II, fig. 19a) suggests a word beginning 
( / )- or perhaps [ ] ( / )-, but no photo seems to have been 

published. HARMATTA (ibid., 83-5) reads , a name which 
he also finds in another Kara-Tepe inscription (ibid., 109, line 19), and 
DAVARY 1982, 76, 243, reads ( ) , but none of these readings 
can be verified].

307.  m.: B BD2, je2. — P Warazan, father of Tir-spal 
(470). — D In origin a patr. formation from a PN * (= ,
356); cf. also the GN * attested through the ethnic adj. or 
noun  “(man) belonging to (the place or family) Waraz-
agan” (BD2, 241b).

The Bactr. name is also attested as wr’z’n and wrz’n in Arabic documents from 
Afghanistan, see KHAN 2007, 93. Regarding a claimed PN  see the prece-
ding entry.

308. [ ]  m.: B BD1, ak9f*. — P Waraz-warahran, 
named in a list. — D If correctly restored (see SW 2000a, 12a), a MP PN 
*War z-warahr n containing the components war z “boar” (= ,
356) and  (315).

309.  m.: B BD2, dd8. — P Waraz-bursam (fl. 421 
C.E.), a record-keeper ( ) who “authorizes” a letter for the gov-
ernor Keraw Ohrmuzdan (210, ii). — D MP PN *War z-burs m, a com-
bination of war z “boar” (= , 356) and the PN Aburs m (of dis-
puted etymology, but perhaps identical with MP aburs m “balsam”, with 
LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 50; di erently GIGNOUX, who reads burs m,
IPNB II/2, no. 14, cf. HUYSE 1999, 137, for further discussion).

310. ,  m.: B °  BD1, aa35f*, °
ibid., aa36*. — P Waraz-guz(a)g, a scribe, writer of a contract. — D

Compound of *  = *  “boar” (356) and -  “request”
(?), for which see s.v.  (217).

311.  m.: B BD1, L5, 5f, 9f, 28, 29 , v1*. — P Waraz-
wyesh (fl. 602 C.E.), son of Muzd (272, vi), father of Muzd (272, vii), 
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inhabitant of Warnu, whose estate is called Zinadasagan, party to a con-
tract. — D Inversion of *  (336), q.v.

312.  m.: B Hc092. — P Waraz-piroz, owner of a seal. 
— D MP PN *War z-p r z, cf. Arm. Varazp‘ero  (HÜBSCHMANN
1897, 82). Cf. also 570.

313.  m.: B BD1, A6. — P Waraz-ohrmuzd Khwas-
rawgan (fl. 332 C.E.), witness to a contract. — D MP PN War z- hr-
mazd (IPNB II/2, no. 942).

314.  m.: B (i) BD1, J6; (ii) ibid., J7, 16, 19. — P (i)
Waraz-shabur, father of Rishtak (397, fl. 517 C.E.). Probably an uncle or 
cousin of (ii) Waraz-shabur (fl. 517 C.E.), son of Burz-mihr (98, v), 
inhabitant of Malr, whose estate is called Burzmihran, party to a contract. 
(See SW 2009b, 197b. The alternative supposition that the document 
mentions only one Waraz-shabur, the son of Burz-mihr and father of 
Rishtak, would be hard to reconcile with the precedence given to 
Rishtak.) — D MP PN *War z- buhr, attested via Arm. Varaz apowh
(JUSTI 1895, 350; HÜBSCHMANN 1897, 81).

: see  (320)

315. , ,  m.: B (i)  (and 
corrupted forms) ALRAM no. 1446 ; (ii)  BD2, ba1*; (iii)

 Sig 10 (BIVAR 1968, pl. II/4); (iv)  BD2, ec2; 
(v) - ibid., xm2f; (vi)  ibid., xm3; (vii)
ibid., xm1; (viii)  ibid., xf8*; (ix)  Sig 14 (BIVAR
1968, pl. III/5), see also SW apud CALLIERI 1998, 311; (x)
Hc081; (xi)  Sig 28 (the drawing by P. HAMELIN in GHIRSH-
MAN 1948, 58, fig. 66, which seems to be the only available basis for 
reading this inscription, shows “ ” in clear but unjoined letters), 
Hc026(?), 070, Saeedi no. 7. — P (i) Warahran, name of several Sasan-
ian (and “Kidarite”?) Kushan-shahs (Pahl. wl l’n, ALRAM no. 1458 ), 
one of whom may be identified with (ii) Warahran “the great Kushan-
shah”, perhaps the husband or father of the princess Dukht-anosh (135),
with whom he is associated as sender of a letter. (iii) Warahran, a satrap, 
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owner of a seal. (iv) Wararan Springan, sender of a letter. (v) Warahran, 
a ruler (probably Bahram V, Sasanian emperor, who ruled 420-438 C.E., 
Pahl. wl l’n, ALRAM no. 861 ), alluded to in the expression -

 “the land is at peace through Warahran”, used as honorific 
title of the next. (vi) Warahran “the land is at peace through Warahran”, 
councillor for the elderly, sender of a letter. (vii) Warahran the sham-
wast, “ward of Tir-ushtad (471)”, a nobleman, addressee of the same 
letter. (viii) Warahran, named in a letter. (ix) Warahran Suwabsahan(?), 
owner of a seal. (x) Wararan Damug[an](?), owner of a seal. (xi) Several 
persons named Wararan, owners of various seals. — D MP PN Warah-
r n (IPNB II/2, no. 926, II/3, no. 341) < *W ragna-, Av. V r ra na-.
Cf. also the variant form ,  (320). The Bactrian equi-
valent  occurs as a DN on Kushan coins, and perhaps as the 
second component of a PN in  (195).

It is not clear how many distinct persons named Wara(h)ran are attested by these vari-
ous sources. GÖBL 1967, I, 229, suggests that the satrap Warahran (iii) might be the same 
as one or other of the Kushan-shahs of this name (i), but other identifications are equally 
possible. A MP letter found amongst the Bactr. documents of the Khalili collection (to be 
published by D. WEBER) names two people called Wahram (w’ l’m, w l’m), one being 
the sender, but there is no way to determine whether either is to be identified with a 
person mentioned in the Bactr. sources.

According to HARMATTA a variant , sometimes referring to one of the 
Kushan-shahs of this name (i), occurs many times in the Kara-Tepe inscriptions, see 
Kara-Tepe II, 94-5, 100, 102, 108 (lines 6, 7, 9 and 13), 109 (line 16), 116, 119, but these 
readings cannot be verified.

Regarding the proposed interpretation of the coin-legend “ ” as a Bactr. form 
of the name of “Kay Wahram” (Pahl. kdy wl l’n) see s.v.  (213).

316.  m.: B BD2, xb6. — P Wardug, named in a letter. — D

Cf. perhaps Pth./MP wrd, wrdg “captive, slave” < *warta-, *warta-ka-?
Or, as suggested to me by R. SCHMITT, to be compared with the Arm. 
PN Vardowk (JUSTI 1895, 353b s.v. “Ward k”)? Derivation from the 
well-attested name-component *warda- “rose”, as proposed by LURJE,
IPNB II/8, no. 1336, is also possible, but only if this is a foreign name,
since *-rd- gives Bactr. - - (reverting to - - towards the end of the 7th 
cent., considerably later than the likely date of xb).

317. (?) m.: B Three impressions of a seal from D iga-tepe 
(LIV IC apud KRUGLIKOVA 1984, 144, 151). — P Warzgan(?), a 
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eunuch(?), owner of a seal. — D If correctly read (see below), presu-
mably a patr./FN in origin. The underlying *  (or * ) is pro-
bably a derivative of *warz “to work”, cf. names such as Assyrian Uar-
zan (IPNB VII/1A, no. 152) and name-components such as Av. var sma-
“act” (IPNB I/1, no. 356-7), Sogd. wrz “miracle” (SW 1992, 76).

LIV IC’s reading  (misprinted in di erent ways on both the 
pages cited above) is plausible, but cannot be checked on the basis of the inadequate 
photos so far published (KRUGLIKOVA 1984, 143, nos. 11-13).

( ) : see ( )  (306)

318. [†  or †  m.: B Sig 66 (BIVAR 1968, 
pl. I/5). — P Name or title of the owner of a seal? — D Unclear. Read 
thus by HUMBACH 1969, 65, but only ] •[ is really warranted, 
since it is not clear that the inscription is complete at either end. The seal 
itself has been lost since at least 1985, but I was able to examine an old 
impression in sealing-wax (IM 73) in the British Museum’s Department 
of Coins and Medals].

319. *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD2, cm1, 25f*. — D Perhaps in 
origin a patr. formed from a name-component * , see s.v. -

 (328).

320. , ,  m.: B (i)  BD2, xr12f*; (ii)
 BD1, U2 ; (iii)  ibid., V6; (iv)  ibid., W10, 

19, 16 , 24 , X4, 10, 16, 12 , 24 ,  ibid., X12, 24. — P (i) Waran, 
addressee of a letter. (ii) Waran Spandugan (fl. 712/3 C.E.), witness to a 
contract. Probably the same person as (iii) Wahran, father of Absih, Sor, 
Wakhsh-burd and Meyam (6, 455, 321, 244, vi, all fl. 729 C.E.), whose 
estate is called Spandagan (see SW 1999, 250 n. 11). (iv) Wahran (fl. 
747-50 C.E.), son of Bek (79, iii), inhabitant of Asp, party to two con-
tracts. — D Variant of , ,  (315), q.v.

Regarding the identification of (iii) and (iv) proposed by KHAN 2007, 21, see the note 
to 244.

321.  m.: B BD1, V6, 34, 33 . — P Wakhsh-burd (fl. 729 
C.E.), son of Wahran (320, iii), whose estate is called Spandagan, party 
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to a contract. — D *Wax u-abi- ta- “received from the Oxus”, cf. Sogd. 
PN wx ’ y’rt, wxw w yrt (IPNB II/8, no. 1355). On the DN 
“Oxus”, perhaps referring also to river gods in general, see HUMBACH
2002, 417; on  see s.v.  (81).

322.  m.: B BD2, ch1, 23*. — P Wakhsh-gul, a ruler or 
nobleman, addressee of a letter. — D Compound consisting of the DN 

 (see s.v. , 321) and a second component -  which 
is also attested in  (366),  (389),  (427)
and  (503); cf. also * , the presumed Bactr. form of 
the name of the “Hunnish” ruler Mihiragula/Mihirakula (HUMBACH
1966, 59, where the variant -kula is tentatively ascribed to Sans-
kritization; cf. DAVARY 1982, 267, for further names of this type from 
Indian sources). Khot. names such as irguli, Sa g lai (BAILEY 1952, 
427; 1961, 190-91) may also belong here. TREMBLAY 2003, 124 n. 14, 
plausibly interprets - , -gula etc. as being cognate with the patr./FN 

 (see s.v. , 220), with regular voicing of *-k- in internal 
position. His further comparison with OInd. kulá- “family” and the name 
of the Scythian chieftain  is more problematic, since the name-
component - seems likely to derive from *kadu- or *kalu- (see dis-
cussion s.v. , 199).

Note that TREMBLAY, loc. cit., also takes the Khot. PN Ysarkula to be cognate with 
OInd. kulá- (in this following BAILEY 1953, 39). TREMBLAY’s etymology of -  cited 
above is presumably intended to supersede the derivation from *gada- “club” which he 
had previously mooted (TREMBLAY 2001, 184). The interpretation of -  as *gauda-
“covering, obscuring” (HUMBACH 1966, 59) does not suit the wide range of names in 
which this component can now be recognized. The hypothesis of HANSEN 1940, 160-62, 
according to which -gula in Mihiragula and similar names is a Saka word for “king”, 
reflected later in such typical Afghan names as Mahmad Gul, can hardly be taken 
seriously.

323.  m.: B BD1, L14, 17. — P Wakhsh-yamsh (fl. 602 
C.E. or earlier), a landowner. — D Combination of the DNs  (see 
s.v. , 321) and  (167). The intended meaning may be 
“dedicated to the Oxus (and) Yamsh”, cf. (468) and 
(471).
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324. , ,  m.: B ° BD1, 
U4, 19, 6 , 26 , ° ibid., U4 , ° ibid., U20 . — P Wakhsh-mareg/
Ukhsh-mareg Ur(o)l(y)an (fl. 712/3 C.E.), co-owner of a vineyard with 
his nephews(?) Urol and Hilitber (360, 481, ii, both fl. 712/3-747 C.E.), 
the sons of Bah (76, i), party to a contract. — D “Slave ( ) of the 
Oxus ( )”, cf. Sogd. PN wx mryk (IPNB II/8, no. 1356), a name
which may be borrowed from Bactrian.

325.  m.: B BD1, aa6f. — P Wakhsh-wanind, witness 
to a contract. — D “Victorious through the Oxus”.

326. ,  (or , ?) m. PN(?): B
° ° Hc009, ° ° Hc158 (published in AMAN UR RAHMAN et al. 2006
under its former number 128); cf. also Hc008, where this part of the 
inscription is missing. — P Uglarg/Ularg (or Bag-uglarg/Bag-ularg), 
name(?) of a ruler who bears the titles “king of the Huns, great Kushan-
shah, afshin of Samarkand”, owner of at least two seals. — D It is not 
clear whether U(g)larg is (part of) a PN or an epithet qualifying the 
following word “Huns”, nor whether the preceding  is a title or (part 
of) a PN. For discussion of some of the possibilities see AMAN UR RAH-
MAN et al. 2006, 126a, 128b (but see below, s.v. * , 338), and DE 
LA VAISSIÈRE 2007, 129 n. 10.

327. [ : this word, which occurs in BD1, T7, and was inter-
preted in the edition as a PN, seems more likely to be a variant of the title 

 “prince”. However, a Bactrian name * is implied by 
the PN wybwr in an Arabic document from Afghanistan, see KHAN
2007, 165].

328.  m.: B BD2, cl4f, cm4*. — P Welwatan, named in 
two letters. — D Perhaps in origin a patr. in - . The underlying PN 
* looks like a governing compound with first component
*  < *w daya- “leading”, cf. the present stem - “to lead” (BD2, 
245b) and the formation of OP D raya-vau- (IPNB I/2, no. 26). The 
second component * (for which cf. * , 319) has no obvious 
etymology, but  “fared”(?) < *pari-wa ta- (SW 1985a, 116)
suggests that it could represent *wa ta-, past stem of *waz “to drive”.
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† : see  (352)

329.  m.: B SW 2008a, am5+6A, 7, 10, 12*, 13, 14+15, 20, 23*, 
24*, 28*, 30+37 [these two fragments, treated separately in the edition, 
can in fact be joined], 31, 38A*. — P Wer, a servant. — D Probably a 
short name extracted from a compound. The numerous etymological pos-
sibilities include *wari- “breastplate” (cf. , 148), *wariya- “de-
sirable” (cf. El. PN Marriyadadda, Aram. PN wryzt, etc., MAYRHOFER
1973, 192, no. 8.990), *w ra- “man” (cf. Av. PN V r spa-, IPNB I/1, no. 
370, and especially MP PN W r, IPNB II/2, no. 1004).

†[ ] : see ]  (582)

330.  m.: B Hc051. — P Wesh, owner of a seal. — D Short name 
derived from a compound containing the DN  “Wesh”, which is 
common in Bactr. PNs (see 331-333, 493, 583; also in the later form 
*  “Wyesh”, see 47, 194, 311, 336), as well as being well-attested on 
Kushan coins. Although many attempts have been made, most recently 
by GNOLI 2009, 146-9, to find an Indian etymology for the DN ,
HUMBACH 1975, 402-8, gives good reasons to believe that it derives 
from *Wayu  (= Av. Vaiiu , nom. of Vaiiu-), cf. in particular its Sogd. 
counterparts wy ° (in onomastic usage, IPNB II/8, no. 1385, 1388(?) and 
1389) and wy prkr, the latter corresponding to Av. Vaiiu (y ) upar .-
kairii  “Vayu whose activity is above”.

331.  m.: B BD1, ab11, 20, 22*. — P Wesh-lad, party to a 
contract. — D “Given by Wesh”, Sogd. wy ’t (IPNB II/8, no. 1385).

332.  m.: B BD2, cl4, 7. — P Wesh-mard, inhabitant of 
Zwin, named in a letter. — D A compound of the DN  and the noun 

“man” (for which see s.v. , 145).

333.  m.: B BD2, cp7, 20. — P Wesh-fardar, a 
messenger. — D A compound of the DN  and the adj. 
“more, better, best” (see s.v. , 12), the meaning of the 
whole being perhaps “best (through) Wesh” or “best (gift) of Wesh” (cf. 

, 39).
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334.  m.: B BD2, da14f*, db2*, 10*, dc2, 11*, dd3, de2f*(?); 
cf. also the patr./FN  BD1, F3. — P Wibriy (fl. 421-422 C.E.), 
a minor o cial, addressee of several letters from the governor Keraw 
Ohrmuzdan (210, ii). — D Unclear. Possibly connected with MP PN 
wyply (read as V far in IPNB II/2, no. 997, as Wifr in HUYSE 1999, 142-

3). Cf. *  (359), which may be a later variant of the same name.

335.  m.: B BD1, J4f ( { } ), 7, 15, 21, 22, 28, v1. — P

Wyem (fl. 517 C.E.), son of Burz-mihr (98, iv), inhabitant of Malr, 
whose estate is called Wyeshwarazan, party to a contract. Presumably a 
cousin of Bag-re-mareg (54). — D A later variant of  (353), q.v.

336. *  m.: B EN °  BD1, J6. — D “Boar of Wyesh”, 
a compound of the DN *  =  (330) and *  = *
“boar” (356). Cf.  (311), which consists of the same com-
ponents in the opposite order, as well as the similarly-formed -

(53), MP Mihr-war z (IPNB II/2, no. 661), etc.

337.  m.: B SW 2005, Uu5, v4. — P Wiyus (fl. 722 C.E.), the 
foreman of Wulakh, witness to a contract. — D *Wiy-usa- “dawn”, Sogd. 
PN wy’ws (IPNB II/8, no. 1375).

338. *  or *  m. PN(?): B EN(?)  BD1, N8. 
— D If the EN  is in origin a patr. formation in -  or 
- , the underlying PN may be connected with Av. v - raiia- “to sup-
port” as suggested by LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 882. My former suggestion
(AMAN UR RAHMAN et al. 2006, 126 with n. 2) that *  may be 
connected with a GN(?)  seems less likely now that the latter is 
known to be a variant of  (326).

339. [† : supposed PN in a Kara-Tepe inscription (see HAR-
MATTA in Kara-Tepe II, 118), but no photograph is available from 
which the reading could be verified].

† : see (352)
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340. , [ ](?) m.: B (i)  BD1, P5, 14 ; 
(ii) [ ](?) on several impressions of the same seal (Hc027, 
028, 029, 116). — P (i) Wind-marg (fl. 669 C.E.), son of Bag-mareg (49,
ii), whose house is called Gabaliyan, party to a contract. (ii) Wind-
m[arg](?), owner of a seal. — D Evidently a compound containing 

- (cf. the following names), but it is not clear whether or not the 
second component is the attested noun  “meadow” (BD2, 231a). 
Cf. also 236.

341.  m.: B BD2, xh3*, 4. — P Wind, named in a letter. — D

Short name derived from a compound in -, cf. the preceding and 
following names.

342.  m.: B BD2, cr2*, 8*. — P Wind-sanag (fl. 380 
C.E.), a minor o cial, addressee of a letter. — D Evidently a compound 
containing - like the preceding and following names. If the second 
component derives from  “pleasure” (see s.v. , 266), 
perhaps a governing compound meaning “obtaining pleasure” (cf. in par-
ticular , 343).

* : see  (343) and [ ]
(345)

343. ,  m.: B (i) ° °
BD2, xn2; (ii) ° ° BD1, ak16 . — P (i) Wind-fruma-yamsh, 
sender of a letter. (ii) Wind-fruman-yamsh, named in a list. — D All 
three components of this name are well-attested in Bactr. onomastics. 
Rather than a tripartite compound meaning “(dedicated to) Yamsh who 
obtains command”,  is probably a mechanical 
juxtaposition of the short name  “Yamsh” (167) with a governing 
compound *  “obtaining command”. The latter is a typical
PN, which is possibly attested (see 345) and which is formed like -

 “obtaining pleasure” (342) or OP Vinda-farnah- “obtaining 
glory”, Pth. wyndprnk (IPNB I/2, no. 57, SCHMITT 1998, 184).

344.  m.: B BD1, A5 (cf. BD2, 35, ad loc.). — P

Wind-ohrmuzd Kulagan (fl. 332 C.E.), chief of the borough of (A)steb, 
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witness to a contract. — D Combination of  (cf. the preceding and 
following names) and the DN  (see 546). The MP PN 
Wind d- hrmazd (IPNB II/2, no. 1001) is a comparable formation with 
the past participle of the same verb as prior component.

345. [ ]  m.: B BD2, xi1f*, 15f*. — P Wind-[...]n, a noble-
man, addressee of a letter. — D Compound in -. Perhaps to be res-
tored as [ ] , a name whose existence seems to be implied
by  (343).

346.  f.: B BD1, Q11, v2*. — P Wiraz-finz (fl. 671 C.E.), 
wife of Deva (129), party to a contract. — D Compound of a m. PN 
*  (Av. PN Vir za-, IPNB I/1, no. 371, MP PN Wir z, cf. IPNB
II/2, no. 1005) and  “lady”, for which see s.v.  (497).

347.  m.: B BD1, al18*. — P Wirishtmish(?), a ruler or 
nobleman. — D Unclear.

348.  m. PN(?): B BD2, xi9*. — P Wirwareg(?) Natu-
gan(?), a khar(?), named in a letter. If this reading and interpretation are 
correct, perhaps the son of Nat Kharagan (285, ii). — D Possibly a 
compound with *w ra- “man” as first component. If -  is correctly 
read, which is quite uncertain, this could perhaps represent *wariya-ka-
“desirable” (for both *w ra- and *wariya- see s.v. , 329).

349.  m.: B BD1, Q12. — P Wisburg-mareg (fl. 671 
C.E.), son of Hin-sar (482), party to a contract. — D “Slave of the 
prince”, a compound of  “prince” < *wisah pu ra-ka- (BD2, 
247a) and  “slave, servant”. Cf. the next.

350.  m.: B BD1, W2f. — P Wisbur-ziniy Samsitan (fl. 
747 C.E.), o cer ( ) of the (family or estate) Shaburan, wit-
ness to a contract. — D “Under the care of the prince”, a compound of 
*  “prince” < *wisah pu ra- (cf. the preceding name) and 
* , older  < *zainiya-ka- “(in) trust”, a parallel formation to 

 “royal infant”, lit. “in the queen’s charge”, for which see s.v. 
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 (151). Cf. also  (239),  (264) and -
(472).

: see  (326)

351. *  or *  m. PN(?): B GN  BD2, jh3, 5, 6; 
cf. also the derivative  “belonging to Ulishagan”, ibid., 
jh1, 14. — D Unclear.

: see  (133)

352.  m.: B obl. °  Rab13. — P The Kushan 
ruler Vima II Kadphises (Greek nom. , Khar. gen. 

ima Kalpi asa, Uvima Kavthisasa etc., ALRAM no. 1286 , GLASS
2000, 98, 132, FALK 2009, 111), who probably ruled early 2nd cent. 
C.E., son of Vima I Taktu (353) and father of Kanishka I (203, i). — D

The name combines elements from the names of the ruler’s father and 
grandfather,  (353) and  (218) respec-
tively.

According to GÖBL apud HUMBACH 1960, 57-9, Vima Kadphises is also named as 
 on the reverse of a coin of Huvishka, but the form in question is generally read as 
 and understood as the name of a goddess, see (e.g.) SW–CRIBB 1996, 84. — HUM-

BACH 1966, 104, and DAVARY 1982, 69, 247, read  in the Jaghatu inscription, line 4, 
but the photo rather shows . In any case, there is no reason to interpret this as a PN 
or even as a complete word.

353.  m.: B Dasht-i Nawur inscription, line 3* 
(SW–CRIBB 1996, 95-6), Rab13. — P The Kushan ruler Vima I Taktu 
(Greek gen. , BOPEARACHCHI 2008, 24, Khar. Vema
Takho etc., FALK 2009), who probably ruled late 1st cent. C.E., son of 
Kujula Kadphises (218) and father of Vima II Kadphises (352). — D The 
first part of this name is also attested in  (352); cf. also 
the later variant  (335). The comparison with MP b m “fear” and 
the Skt. PN Bh ma (EILERS 1970, 120) is impossible from a phonolo-
gical point of view. The suggestion of HUMBACH 1966, 40, that 
derives from *waima- “rock” (less likely *hu-waima-) may be supported, 
as pointed out by SW 1998, 90, by the depiction of a rocky mountain-top 
on coins of Vima Kadphises. See also s.v.  (354). The second 
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part of the name seems likely to be non-Iranian, but may perhaps be 
related to the Sogd. PN tkwt, see SW 2002a, 237; IPNB II/8, no. 1226.
On its varying forms, especially in the Indian sources, see FALK 2009.

Regarding the Chinese form Yan Gaozhen , which appears to represent the 
name of Vima I, see SW 1998, 89-90, and FALK 2009, 113-14.

354. ,  m.: B , obl. ° , ° ,
ALRAM no. 1323 . — P The Kushan ruler Huvishka (Brah-

mi and Khar. Huvi ka etc.), who probably ruled ca. 150-190 C.E., son of 
Kanishka I (203, i). — D Hypocoristic in -( ) , see s.v. 
(203), possibly formed from the name of Huvishka’s grandfather 
( ) (352), see SW 1998, 90. Regarding Av. huu i ta- “eldest”, 
with which has frequently been compared (HENNING 1965, 84; 
BAILEY 1968; EILERS 1970, 115-16), see SW–TUCKER 2006. If Bactr. 

 is the comparative corresponding to huu i ta-, as argued there, 
one would expect initial - in the superlative too. Hardly “*hau iska-
‘The Wise’” with MORGENSTIERNE 1927, 107.

According to TURGUNOV et al. 1981, 43, and HARMATTA 1986, 132-3, the name of
Huvishka is also attested in the Ayrtam inscription, line 1, but the proposed reading is in-
compatible with the traces visible on the stone.

355.  m.: B BD1, ag2. — P Wulez-bang, producer of 
wine at Golg. — D Probably belongs to a group of words containing 
-  < *-p na-ka- “protector, keeper”, cf.  “armour”(?) < 
*wara-p na-ka-, Arm. varapanak (BD2, 248b), the title(?) -

 (BD2, 285a) and the PN  (531). Like this last, 
is probably a title or occupational designation in origin, 

but the meaning and etymology (*wi-daiza-?) of * are unknown.

356.  m.: B BD2, jd2. — P Wuraz, sender of a letter. — D

*War za- “boar”, well attested as a PN by Av. Var za-, MP War z, etc. 
(IPNB I/1, no. 355, II/2, no. 940, II/3, no. 346; JUSTI 1895, 348-9). The 
Bactr. name is also attested in Arabic as wrz, see KHAN 2007, 93; cf. 
also Bactr.  = Arabic wr(’)z’n (307). As a Bactr. or MP name-
component, /  is also attested in 53, 221(?), 306(?), 308-
314, 336, 492, 505, 570-571.
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357. *  m.: B FN °  BD1, ag7f. — D *Warsaina-ka-
“hairy”? PNs possibly derived from *warsa- “hair” (Av. var sa-) include 
El. Mar akka (MAYRHOFER 1973, 193, no. 8.996), MP Warsin (IPNB
II/2, no. 956) and Sogd. wrsw (IPNB II/8, no. 1342).

: see  (360)

358.  m.: B BD1, ag3. — P Wuhirzuk, producer of wine at 
Golg. — D Probably hypocoristic to a name-component *  < *wi-
h za-, OInd. vi-s ja- “discharge, shoot, etc.”, cf. Bactr. - “to leave,

set free, etc.”.

359. *  m.: B FN °  SW 2005, Tt9*. — D Perhaps a later 
variant of  (334), see AMAN UR RAHMAN et al. 2006, 126a: 
Urbiy < *Wurbiy < *Wubriy < Wibriy. If the FN  is not con-
nected with , the underlying PN could be reconstructed in various 
other ways, e.g. as *  or *  (cf.  s.v. , 360).

† : see  (305)

, : see  (195) and  (360)

360. , ,  m.: B  BD1, U4, 19, 6 ,  ibid., 
U4 ,  ibid., W5, 6, 26; cf. also the patr./FN/EN  ibid., 
U4, 19, 26 ,  ibid., U4 ,  ibid., U6 ,  ibid., 
W6. — P Urol/Url/Wurol (fl. 712/3-747 C.E.), whose house is called 
Wurolan, son of Bah (76, i), father of Zard (146), perhaps nephew of 
Wakhsh-mareg Urolan (324, fl. 712/3), party to two contracts. (The 
FN/EN (W)urolan implies the existence of an earlier *(W)urol, who may 
be the father of Wakhsh-mareg and Bah and thus the grandfather of the 
(W)urol who is party to these contracts.) — D Cf. the “typically Parthian 
name” (HENNING 1952a, 178 n. 2) best known in the form Orodes 
(Greek , Latin Orodes), Aram./Pth. wrwd, which can hardly be 
separated from the name attested in KZ as Pth. wrwd, Greek ,
MP wyrwd (this last being interpreted by GIGNOUX, IPNB II/2, no. 
1008, as a hypocoristic in - y). In AMAN UR RAHMAN et al. 2006, 126 
with n. 3, following a tentative suggestion by HUYSE 1999, 176-7, the
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name is explained as *w ra-rauda- “of manly appearance”, cf. Av. v r .-
rao a- “in human form”.

The sequence (195) may contain a patr./FN , but this cannot be 
equated with  in U6 , which clearly results from an extremely recent loss of - -.

: see  (36)

: see  (546)

361.  m.: B SW 2005, Uu9; cf. also the patr./FN 
BD2, ca3, cb2,  BD1, A6, ( )[ ] Saeedi no. 16. — P

Pabag, father of Khay and Khatul (511, ii, 518, ii, both fl. 722 C.E.). — D

MP PN P bag, IPNB II/2, no. 723, hypocoristic to P b, cf.  (367). 
The name is also attested in Sogdian, see IPNB II/8, no. 868, especially
p’p’kk ZK kw ’’n BRY “Papak the son of Kushan”, whose patronym sug-
gests a Bactr. background.

362. *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD1, K5. — D Probably a 
compound with - as a sandhi form of  “son”. Connection with 

 (102) is much less likely. Various derivations of the prior compo-
nent are theoretically possible, e.g.  “breast, face” (cf. the Av. PN 
P zinah-, IPNB I/1, no. 252?) or  “five” (cf. MP pan  as a compo-
nent of PNs, IPNB II/2, no. 751-3?), but the most likely is a PN * ,
to be understood as a hypocoristic formation from *  (cf. 365-5). 
Both the formation of the name and the simplification of the consonant 
cluster are paralleled by  (430), if this is correctly interpreted as 
“son of Sinz (i.e. , 433)”.

363. *  m.: B FN °  BD1, ag15*. — D Probably a hypo-
coristic in - . Cf. Av. p iiu- “protector”, Neo-Assyrian PN Paiukku etc. 
< *P yu-ka-, IPNB VII/1A, no. 100, perhaps also Sogd. PN pykk, Brahmi 
Pekako, IPNB II/8, no. 977 (where an alternative connection with
*payah- “milk” is suggested, cf. 375).

364. *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD1, I4 *, BD2, xb2. — D Cf. 
MP PN Pandag (IPNB II/2, no. 748), hypocoristic to Pand (ibid., no. 
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747), interpreted by GIGNOUX as a short name derived from MP pand
“counsel” < *pant -.

365. *  m.: B FN °  BD2, cp10, 11. — D The FN 
 could derive from a PN * , *  or even *

(cf.  s.v. , 72). Any of these would imply a 
name-component , perhaps from *-p na- “protecting” (as a short 
name, with or without hypocoristic su x). Cf. MP p n- and -b n in 
names such as durb n, P nd d, X gb n (IPNB II/2, no. 36, 749, 1021). 
Cf. also the next.

366.  m.: B NumH 245-6 etc. (see HUMBACH 1998, where 
the former reading  is corrected). — P Pan-gul (Pahl. pngwl), a 
“Turk Shahi” ruler. — D Compound consisting of two components of 
uncertain meaning. For - one can only compare  (365) and a 
possible *  (see s.v. * , 362); regarding a supposed PN 

 (HUMBACH 1998, 250) see s.v.  (9). For -  see 
s.v.  (322).

Regarding Pan-gul’s title(?) ( )  see 14. — HUMBACH 1998, 250, suggests 
that the name may mean “a horse of a glassy or silvery white colour” in some unspecified 
language from which Skt. has borrowed the word pa gula- in this sense.

367.  m.: B (i) BD1, A22, 25, 29; (ii) ibid., ak7*; (iii) SW 2005, 
R4, 8, 13, 17. — P (i) Pap (fl. 332 C.E.), son of Ninduk Okhshbadagan 
(287), party to a contract. (ii) Pap, named in a list. (iii) Pap (fl. 675 C.E.), 
son of Sawug (419), inhabitant of Gaz, party to a contract. — D *P pa-,
MP P b, GIGNOUX, IPNB II/2, no. 722. In origin perhaps an informal 
word for “father, papa” (cf. , 41, and , 463) as suggested by 
GIGNOUX, or merely a “reduplicative hypocoristic”, cf. the similarly-
formed names listed s.v.  (425). Cf. also  (361).

368.  m. PN(?): B BD1, ag5f. — P Parsa-sharab, 
producer of wine at Golg. — D The same form occurs elsewhere as a 
title “Persian satrap” (probably from  “Persian” plus 
“satrap”, with loss of - (g)- before - -, as proposed in BD2, 253a), but 
here it is perhaps used as a PN as suggested by TREMBLAY 2003, 122.
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: see  (377)

369. , ,  m.: B °  BD2, da2, 14*, 
db2*, 9*, dc2, °  ibid., dc10f, °  ibid., dd2, 10f*; cf. also the 
patr./FN  ibid., ea4, 5, eb1, 18f*,  ibid., ec1, 
20f. — P Pesh(a)-lad/Pesh-dad (fl. 421 C.E.), a minor o cial, addressee 
of several letters from the governor Keraw Ohrmuzdan (210, ii), perhaps 
father of Deyag Peshladan (131) and Shabur Peshladan (548, iv). — D

Apparently an adaptation of P d d, the MP translation of Av. Para ta-
(IPNB I/1, no. 245), a name belonging to the heroic tradition. For the al-
ternation between the genuine Bactr. form with -  and the borrowed 
form with -  one may compare  (160) and its variants 
* und d, zw(n)d’d, etc. The variant with compound vowel - - is more 
di cult to explain, though it has a close parallel in  beside 

 (87).

370. ,  m.: B °  BD1, L7, °  ibid., L5 . —
P Peshtams/Peshtasm, father of Bazanuk (59, fl. 602 C.E.). — D If °
is a metathesized variant of °  (rather than vice versa), the name may 
be a hypocoristic in - , but it cannot be analysed further. Connection 
with Av. PN Pa atah- (IPNB I/1, no. 238) does not seem likely, while a 
superlative *  “foremost” (to MP p  in , 369) would 
be a quite artificial construct.

371.  or (?) m.: B Rab16* (see SW 2008c, 65b; not 
read in SW–CRIBB 1996 or SW 1998). — P Pyash(?), a high o cial 
who bears the title  “margrave”. — D Unclear.

372. , , (?) m.: B (i) ° ° BD1, A9, 12, 15, 16, 18, 
19; (ii) ° ° BD2, cp2, ° °(?) cp sealing* (see ibid., 22); (iii) ° ° ibid., 
xn1, 13, 16. — P (i) Piduk (fl. 332 C.E.), son of Bag-farn (56), party to a 
contract. (ii) Piduk/Pidak(?), a scribe, sender of a letter. (iii) Pidik, a 
“Persian satrap”, addressee of a letter. — D *Pati-ka-, probably hypoco-
ristic to *pati- “chief, leader”, Bactr. - , which is common as a com-
ponent of PNs derived from titles. Cf. Khar. Patika, a name with clear 
Kushan associations: the aka ruler Kusulua Patika has a first name rela-
ted to that of Kujula Kadphises (218), while Liaka Kusulaka, the father of 
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Patika (probably the same Patika, see SALOMON 2005, 372), also shares 
a name with (117). *Pati-ka- is also attested in the WIran. 
world, cf. El. PN Battikka (MAYRHOFER 1973, 142, no. 8.281). The 
name of Mani’s father, MP/Pth. ptyg, Greek , etc., may also 
belong here, if its unexpected -t(t)- is an archaism or due to expressive 
gemination (di erently IPNB II/8, no. 949).

373. (?) m.: B Hc072, Saeedi no. 9. — P Pidod-band(?), 
owner of a seal. — D Di cult. If the second component is *
“slave, servant” (see s.v. , 280), one would expect the first 
part of the compound to be the name or epithet of a god. However, the 
only known Bactr. form which it resembles is the GN * , which 
is indirectly attested by the adj. ( )  “(inhabitant) of Pidud” 
(BD2, 255b). Regarding the possibility that a city (or its river?) might 
have been deified see s.v. (208).

374.  m.: B BD1, ak18f*. — P Piyar-yamsh, named in a 
list. — D Compound containing the name of the god Yamsh (167), with 
unclear prior component.

The initial letter is unclear ( ? ? ?), but cannot be read - or - (despite ,
249, , 431). A Bactr. cognate of Sogd. ’py’rh “(last) night” might be expected to 
show - (or -) rather than -.

375.  m.: B (i) BD1, K3, 8, 11, 12, 13, 16; (ii) SW 2005, Uu12. —
P (i) Piy (fl. 579 C.E.), headman of Sursah, party to a contract. (ii) Piy, 
father of Meyam and Zulad (244, v, 160, x, both fl. 722 C.E.). — D

Unclear. Probably a short name, perhaps derived from a compound or 
derivative of *p wah- “fat” (cf. IPNB I/1, no. 155) or *payah- “milk” (cf. 
363 and IPNB I/1, no. 239).

376. [ m.: B SW 2008a, am9B*. — P Pil[...] Kharagan, khar [of 
Rob(?)]. — D Unclear.

377. , ,  m.: B (i) °, ° ALRAM no. 
1429 ; (ii) ° Hc073; (iii) ( ) [  ...]...... Khalili no. 133; (iv) °
BD2, ck2; (v) ° ibid., ea1, ed2*, also on a unique gold coin in the 
Aman ur Rahman collection (SW 2008, 95, fig. 2); (vi) ° BD2, je5,
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9f; (vii) ° BD1, ai4*(?); cf. also the EN  ibid., W13
(“Piroz’s peak”, cf. Av. bar nu-?) and the likely patr./FN [ ] ,
Hc048. — P (i) Piroz (Pahl. pylwcy, Brahmi Piroso, Piluca, ALRAM no. 
1436-7, 1441-2), name of one or more Sasanian Kushan-shahs. (ii) Piroz, 
councillor ( ) of Balkh, owner of a seal. (iii) Piro[z] or 
Piro[z-...], owner of another seal. (iv) Paroz, alluded to in the expression 

 “true to Paroz”, used as honorific title of Kirdir-warahran 
(215, iv), see SW 2005a, 340-41. Probably the same as (v) Piroz, i.e. 
Peroz, Sasanian emperor (ruled 457(?)-484 C.E., Pahl. pylwcy, ALRAM
no. 876 ). (vi) Paroz, son of Sag (403, v), named in a letter. (vii)
[Pir]oz(?), named in a list. — D MP PN P r z, IPNB II/2, no. 759; II/3, 
no. 270. Cf. also  (545).

* : see ]  (570)

* : see  (380)

378.  m.: B BD2, xp10; cf. also the FN  BD2, 
dc3. — P Purlang, abbreviation or mistake for the name of Purlang-zin
(379). — D “Leopard” (or “panther”), see the next.

The form in xp may be a mere mistake, but the existence of this name is proved by 
the FN .

379.  m.: B BD2, xp6, 8, 9, 10, 18, 23, 24, abbrev. 
( ) ibid., xp10 (cf. 378). — P Purlang-zin, a ruler or noble-

man. — D “He who wears a garment made of the skin of a leopard (or 
panther)” < *p dankV- “leopard/panther” (Sogd. pwr nk’, NP palang) +
*izaina- “(garment) made of leather” (Av. za na- “made of leather”, NP 
z n “saddle”, BAILEY 1979, 32). Cf. the z n-i palang of Rustam in the 
Shahnama, which was certainly understood as a saddle made of leopard 
skin but which probably originally referred to a garment, cf. pwr nk’ crm 
n w nn “leopard-skin garment” in the Sogd. Rustam fragment (SW 
1976, 55, lines 26-7).

380. , [ ] (?) m.: B  BD1, U2, ( )-
[ ] (?) ibid., U1 f*. — P Puruk/Pur[-as]p(?) Samsitan (fl. 712/3 C.E.), 
witness to a contract. — D Since both forms refer to the same person, it 
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is likely, as suggested in BD1, 220a, that ( )[••]  is a compound PN 
and that  (cf. El. PN Barukka, MAYRHOFER 1973, 141, no. 
8.264) is a hypocoristic derived from its first component. For examples 
of the use of a compound PN and a hypocoristic to refer to one and the 
same person see SCHMITT apud MAYRHOFER 1973, 283-4 with n. 71. 
The reconstruction *  (from *Paruw-aspa-, cf. Av. pouru.aspa-
“having many horses”) is of course quite hypothetical.

381. [ ] m.: B BD1, ah9. — P Pusi[...], named in a list. — D

Perhaps a derivative of  “sheep”, cf. the next and the Sogd. PN psw
(IPNB II/8, no. 936).

382.  m.: B BD1, P10 . — P Pusk (fl. 669 C.E.), son of Bag-
mareg (49, ii), whose house is called Gabaliyan, party to a contract. — D

Hypocoristic in -  to a name containing  “sheep”, cf. PNs such as 
El. Ba- u-ka4 < *Pasu-ka- (TAVERNIER 2007, 268, no. 4.2.1250), proto-
Oss.  (ABAEV 1979, 298) and perhaps Sogd. psw’k (IPNB II/8, 
no. 937, very uncertain).

383.  m.: B BD1, af3; cf. also the FN  ibid., aj4. — P

Pushey, named in a list. — D Unclear.

384.  m.: B SW 2005, S4, 8f, 13, misspelt (under the 
influence of ) ibid., S29. — P Potan (fl. 693 C.E.), son of Farn-
agad (490), from Bunsuglig, party to a contract. — D Unclear. Since the 
whole family seem to be Sogdian (see s.v. , 249), it may be worth 
considering a derivation from Sogd. pwt- “Buddha”, either a patr. forma-
tion in - n or possibly a simplification of the well-attested Sogd. PN pwt-
y’n “favour of the Buddha” (IPNB II/8, no. 966).

385.  f.: B BD1, A11, 13, 16, 19, 20, 23, 25, 26 (x2), 30, 31. —
P Ralik (fl. 332 C.E.), probably the daughter of Far-wesh (493) and Nog-
sanind (291), wife of Bab (41, i) and Piduk (372, i), party to a contract. 
— D Probably a hypocoristic in - , perhaps from a derivative of the 
root *r d “to succeed, care for” (Av. r d, OInd. r dh).
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386. (?) m.: B Kara-Tepe inscription B2, line 2. — P

Raman-zad(?), a visitor to Kara-Tepe. — D If correctly read (see below), 
a compound meaning “begotten by (the god) Raman” (cf. HARMATTA
in Kara-Tepe II, 91) or perhaps “born on (the day) Raman” (Av. R man ,
Sogd. r’mn/r’m, name of the 21st day of the month). For the co-existence 
of - with the more common  (see 388), cf. Sogd. r’m’n [,
perhaps to be restored r’m’n [ntk] (IPNB II/8, no. 1000), beside r’m and
its derivatives and compounds (ibid., no. 990 etc.).

Very uncertain. No photo seems to have been published. The reading above is that of 
HARMATTA, loc. cit., approved by LIV IC in Kara-Tepe IV, 56, though the drawing (Kara-
Tepe II, fig. 18v) seems to show - - rather than - -.

387.  m. PN(?): B BD2, jf18. — P Ramin, person or place 
named in a draft letter. — D Although  is attested elsewhere as a 
GN (see BD2, 259b, s.vv. , ), here it is at least equally 
likely to be a PN, cf. the well-attested WIran. PN *R m-(a)ina- (Pth. 
rmyn, DIAKONOFF–LIVSHITS 2001, 202a; MP R m n, IPNB II/3, no. 
281; cf. also El. f. PN Ramena, MAYRHOFER 1973, 223, no. 8.1400), a 
hypocoristic formation from the DN *R man- (cf. the next). In view of 
the ambiguity of Bactr. - -, it is impossible to decide whether the present 
form derives from a form in *-ina- (for which see SCHMITT 1998, 188) 
or *-aina-. In either case, it is likely to be a WIran. form (cf. above on 
* , 125).

388.  m.: B BD2, cq1, 14; cf. also the patr./FN(?)  BD1, 
Ii10. — P Ram, a nobleman, addressee of a letter. — D Short name (= 
MP R m, IPNB II/3, no. 280; Sogd. PN r’m, IPNB II/8, no. 998) derived
from a compound containing the DN *R man-, cf. 387 and the following 
names.

389.  m.: B BD1, Iv2*, Ii5. — P Ram-gul (fl. 483 C.E.), son 
of Zinduk/Zanduk (156, i), party to two contracts. — D Compound con-
sisting of the DN  (cf. 388) and a second component -  of un-
certain meaning (see s.v. , 322).

390.  m.: B BD2, co1, 11f*; cf. also patr./FN 
ibid., ee1f*, ( )  ibid., ee17*. — P Ram-yol, a nobleman, 
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addressee of a letter. — D Compound consisting of the DN  (cf. 
388) plus *yauda- “warrior” (cf. , 192).

391.  m.: B SW 2005, Uu4, v5. — P Rahul (fl. 722 C.E.), 
leader of the people of Lizag, witness to a contract. — D Skt. PN R hula
(see SW 2002a, 230).

392.  m.: B BD2, ch10*. — P Rashten, named in a letter. —
D Pth. PN r’ tyn (DURKIN-MEISTERERNST 2004, 293b), hypocoristic
in *-aina- to Pth. r’ t “right”, cf. also MP PN R st n (IPNB II/2, no. 797) 
< MP r’st “id.”. As pointed out s.v. *  (125), all Bactr. names with 
this su x are probably WIran. forms. Connection with (397), 
as implied in IPNB II/8, no. 1019, is unlikely.

393.  m.: B BD1, al9. — P Red-far, member of the fortress 
guard. — D Compound containing < *farnah- “glory”. Rather than 
*  “face” (conceivably attested as  in jj16, 17, SW forthcoming 
(b)), the prior component may be *  “seed” (OInd. rétas-, perhaps 
ultimately cognate with Bactr.  “attendants”, Rab21, MP r dag
“young man, page”), giving a name approximately synonymous with 
OIran. * i ra-farnah-, on which see SCHMITT 2006, 123, 165. The
interpretation suggested by TREMBLAY 2005, 426 n. 30 (“who com-
mands with glory”, cf. Sogd. *’rwtprn in the PNs ’rwtprnc and ’rwtprn-

’yh, IPNB II/8, no. 148-9) is morphologically unacceptable.

394. *  or *  m.: B GN  BD1, C2 ,  ibid., C2; 
cf. also the derivative  “(inhabitant) of Rewgan”, ibid., C5. 
— D *Raiw h, nom. of *raiwant- “rich”, possibly alluding to “the Rich 
God”, see s.v.  (54), with or without hypocoristic su x
- . Cf. *ryw “rich” in Sogd. PNs (IPNB II/8, no. 1046-54).

395.  m.: B Seal in the Royal Albert Museum, Exeter 
(MIDDLETON 1998, 101-2). — P Rewand, owner of a seal. — D *Rai-
want-a- “wealthy, rich”, see s.vv.  (54) and *  (394); 
cf. also the Indian DN Revanta- (see SCHMIDT 1977, 149; SW 1992a, 
183 n. 41) and perhaps the Toch. A PN Reuwänt (K. T. SCHMIDT apud
TREMBLAY 2005, 430 n. 47).
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396. [ m.: B BD1, ab22*. — P Rizm-[...], witness to a contract. 
— D Compound or derivative of *  “(line of) battle” (see 68).

397.  m.: B BD1, J6, 12, 14, 16, 19. — P Rishtak (fl. 517 
C.E.), son of Waraz-shabur (314, i), inhabitant of Malr, whose estate is 
called Burzmihran, party to a contract. Presumably a cousin of Waraz-
shabur (314, ii). — D Hypocoristic in -  to a name containing the DN 

 < * ti- “Justice” (on which see GRENET 1984a, 258-61, 262) or, 
as suggested to me by R. SCHMITT, the well-attested name-component

* ti- “spear”, cf. Av. PN Ti iiar ti- (IPNB I/1, no. 30), El. PN I -ti-ba-

ra < * ti-bara- (MAYRHOFER 1973, 171, no. 8.683) etc.

† : see  (133)

398.  m.: B BD2, ji1, 15*. — P Rahulabhadra, a Buddhist 
teacher, addressee of a letter. — D Buddhist Skt. PN R hula-bhadra.

399.  m.: B BD2, xo5*. — P Rosan-khez, sender of a 
letter. — D Possibly “(born at) the rising of the lights”, compound of 
* , pl. of  < *rau ah-, Av. rao ah- “(pl.) light; day” (attested 
in Bactrian only in the second meaning) and *  “rising” (cf. - “to 
arise, occur” and  “mountain slope”, BD2, 206b).

400.  m.: B BD1, X2 (cf. BD2, 37, ad loc.). — P Sävüglig 
(fl. 750 C.E.), the lord of the Wargunan people, commander of the army 
( ) of Kadagstan (see SW 2008, 98-9), witness to a contract. 
— D Tk. sävüglig “lovely, dear”. For the related form (o)  see 
542.

( ) : see ( ) ( )  (542)

401.  m.: B Sig 45 (BIVAR 1968, pl. III/9). — P Sang, owner of 
a seal. — D “Stone” (see 99), like the Sogd. PN snk, snk’ (IPNB II/8, no. 
1081). Thus already HUMBACH 1966, 75, while DAVARY 1982, 265, 
seems to prefer an unlikely derivation from  (= Skt. sa gha-)
“community of monks”. The comparison of  with Oss. sag “stag”
(ABAEV 1979a, 13 n. 1) is phonologically impossible. Cf. also the next.
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402.  m.: B BD2, cg4*, 11f*. — P Sang-khird, named in 
a letter. — D “Bought ( ) for a stone (* , cf. 401)”, alluding to 
a custom whereby the child is given away and then bought back for a 
trivial price. See LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 1418, with references to this and 
other names containing OIran. *xr ta- “bought”.

403.  m.: B (i) BD2, bb6, 8, 10; (ii) ibid., cb5(?); (iii) ibid., dd4; 
(iv) BD1, L8, 20, 23, 30, 18 *; (v) BD2, je5; (vi) BD1, X sealing A (see 
ibid., 19). — P (i) Sag, an o cial. (ii) Sag(?), named in a letter. (Un-
certain: it is not sure that  here is a PN or even that it is a complete 
word.) (iii) Sag, father of Shabur (548, iii, fl. 421 C.E.). (iv) Sag (fl. 602 
C.E.), son of Bazanuk (59), inhabitant of Malr, whose estate is called 
Hunsekhan, party to a contract. (v) Sag, father of Paroz (377, vi). (vi)
Sag, father of Stiy(?) (453, fl. 750 C.E. or earlier). — D Perhaps “stag”, 
cf. Oss. sag < *s ka-, a common element in proto-Oss. PNs (ABAEV
1979, 300-301), less likely the ethnic name “Saka” (cf. perhaps the MP 
PN Sagbus “Saka-son”, IPNB II/2, no. 821, though this is explained 
di erently by HUYSE 1999, 148b).

404.  m.: B Sig 21 (BIVAR 1968, pl. II/6). — P Saglukh, a 
wuzurg-fram d r, owner of a seal. — D Possibly a compound or deri-
vative of  (403), but -  is unexplained. The interpretation of 
ABAEV 1979a, 13 n. 1, who compares Oss. sagdux “having the strength 
of a stag”, is phonologically impossible, since -dux does not derive from 
an OIran. form with *d (~ Bactr. ) but is a sandhi-form of tyx/tuxæ.

† , † : see  (424)

405.  m.: B (i) BD2, xa2f; (ii) ibid., eb2f; (iii) BD1, F5. —
P (i) Sadayol Aramigan, sender of a letter. (ii) Sadayol Beranan, sender 
of a letter. Perhaps the same person as (iii) Sadayol, former owner of the 
slave Zer (153, fl. 470 C.E.). — D *Sat -yauda- “having a hundred (or: 
hundreds of) warriors” or, as suggested to me by R. SCHMITT, “fighting 
(against) hundreds”. An archaic formation with compound vowel - - as a 
result of the original initial laryngeal of the root *yaud < *H eudh (SW 
1999a, 197, cf. also MAYRHOFER, IPNB I/1, no. 32). Cf. 
(147).
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406. , [ ] , ,  m.: B

ALRAM no. 1314-15 (cf. GÖBL 1984, pl. 78, no. 785-7; 
CRIBB 1985a), [ ]  in the colophon to a Pr timok as tra manu-
script, lines 6-7 (see SW apud KARASHIMA 2008, 89),  BD2, 
za6,  ibid., zb10*. — P Sakyamuni, epithet used as PN of the 
historical Buddha Gautama. — D Buddhist Skt. kya-muni “sage of the 

kyas”, cf. Gandhari akamu i, Pth. ’qmn, Sogd. ’kmn, etc. (see 
HUMBACH 1966, 48; IPNB II/8, no. 1148). 

The variant spelling - is perhaps intended to indicate the long vowel, see SW 
2000, 277.

407.  m.: B SW 2005, Uu7. — P Salak (fl. 722 C.E.), witness 
to a contract. — D Presumably a hypocoristic in - , perhaps formed to 
a base extracted from  “leader” (see BD2, 263a s.v. ), 
cf. the NP PN S l r (JUSTI 1895, 280).

, : see  (443)

408.  m.: B BD1, L4, v5. — P Samb Abkharagan (fl. 602 C.E.), 
witness to a contract. — D Unclear. Possibly connected with the Sogd. 
PN cnp’k as suggested by LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 374. Alternatively, if
the initial - derives from OIran. *s- rather than * -, cf. perhaps the MP 
PN Samb-r m (IPNB II/2, no. 825) and other Iranian(?) names beginning 
with Samb- (JUSTI 1895, 281b; IPNB VII/1A, no. 116).

409.  m.: B BD2, xk1. — P Sam, satrap of Kurwad, sender of a 
letter. — D Probably to be identified with the MP PN S m (IPNB II/2, 
no. 823), NP S m, whether as a borrowing or as a Bactr. cognate (cf. also 
the Sogd. PN s’m, IPNB II/8, no. 1061, and Av. FN S ma-, IPNB I/1, no.
280). Cf. the following names.

The Bactr. name is also attested as s’m in Arabic documents from Afghanistan, see 
KHAN 2007, 146.

410.  m.: B BD1, ah4. — P Sam-burag, named in a list. 
— D “Son of  (409)”, cf. the formation of  (362), -

 (430) and  (548). For -  < *pu ra-ka- beside -
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< *pu ra- cf. ,  “prince” beside * , *
(see 327, 349-350). Cf. also 563.

411.  m.: B BD1, N10, 21, 23, v1; cf. also the patr./FN 
, ibid., U2, W3. — P Samsit (fl. 629 C.E.), son of Biyan-bid 

(87, ii), inhabitant of Mahon, whose estate is called Biyanbidan, party to 
a contract. — D Apparently a combination of the PNs  (409) and 

 (436).

412.  m.: B NumH 244 (see HUMBACH 1998, 249). — P

Sandan, a “Turk Shahi” ruler. Possibly to be identified with a ruler whose 
name is written in Pahl. script as cnd’n on Km 43, 49 (read thus by 
HUMBACH 1966, 67, and GAUBE 1973, 113, 115, but not connected by 
them with ). MA 2006 identifies  with Zhantan
(Late Middle Chinese t ian-t an, characters also used as transcription of 
Skt. candana-), named in 762 C.E. as younger brother of the king of 
Jibin, which may well be correct as regards the name but hardly as 
regards the individual. — D Probably from Skt. candana- “sandalwood” 
(also used as a PN), with DAVARY 1982, 266; cf. also the Sogd. PN cntn
(LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 376).

Regarding Sandan’s title(?) ( )  see under 14. — BAILEY 1979, 98-9 (who
misquotes both the Bactr. and the Brahmi legends of NumH 244), compares a Khot. 
hapax legomenon candarnaa-, supposedly “military captain”, but this word may rather 
mean “drummer” with BAILEY 1967, 80-81, and EMMERICK 1968, 397.

413. *  m. PN(?): B GN °  BD1, N4. — D Skt. PN Can-
dra? Cf. the spelling  for the name of the Buddha Candra-
bh nu (BD2, 262b).

414.  m.: B BD1, V9, 22, 28, 35 . — P Sand (fl. 729 C.E.), party 
to a contract. — D Unclear. Hardly from *sanda- “will”, which gives 
Bactr.  (Rabatak).

415.  m.: B Hc071, 152. — P San, a general(?) ( ), 
owner of a seal. — D Probably a short name derived from a compound 
such as (266) or  (416).
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416.  m.: B Hc141, Saeedi no. 8. — P San-bar, commander 
of a fortress ( ), owner of a seal. — D Presumably identical with 
the name of the Indo-Parthian ruler Sanabares (Greek , gen. 

, Pth. s’nbry, ALRAM no. 1191-6); cf. also the spelling 
 on coins of Heraios, which may be an abbrev. form of the same 

name (ALRAM 1986, 294). Evidently a compound, but etymologically 
di cult. Since the first element apparently contains a long vowel it can-
not be  “pleasure” < * anah- (cf. , 266; ,
342). JUSTI 1895, 282a, identifies it with NP s n “Kriegsrüstung”, in 
which case the compound would mean approximately “bearing arms, 
equipped for combat”, while HENNING 1958, 41 with n. 1, prefers 
*s na- “enemy” (Sogd. s’n, Oss. son), giving a compound meaning “lea-
ding away the enemy” (in which case one might compare the formation 
and meaning of the MP PN H n-bar, see below on , 482) or 
even “riding the enemy” (for which HENNING compares Yasht 19.29: 
yat barata a r m ma iium).

† : see  (366)

417.  m. PN(?): B Inscription on a clay vessel from Dal’-
verzin-tepe, unpublished (known to me from a photo kindly provided by 
È. RTVELADZE). — P Sawes, owner or maker of the vessel. — D Hypo-
coristic in -  to  (442)? Or hypocoristic in -  to *  (418)? 
But there are no other forms in Bactrian to justify the assumption of a 
su x -  < *-ai a-.

: see  (406)

418. *  m.: B patr./FN  BD1, W14. — D *Sawah-, most 
likely a short name derived from a compound of *sawah- “strength”, cf. 
the Av. PN Sauuah- (see IPNB I/1, no. 276, where the theoretical possi-
bility of a derivation from an adj. *sawah- “strong” is also considered) 
and the Sogd. PN sw’ (II/8, no. 1106). Cf. also  (304), 
(417),  (419),  (442),  (445), *
(446) and  (447).
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419.  m.: B SW 2005, R4f. — P Sawug, father of Pap, 
Gamanig and Gazar (367, ii, 111, 110, all fl. 675 C.E.). — D Hypocoristic 
in -  to *  (418).

 etc.: see  (30)

420. *  m. PN(?): B GN(?) °  BD2, jg8, 10. — D Per-
haps a compound containing MP gu n “male, stallion”, a common name-
component.

421.  m.: B (i) BD2, xc2; (ii) on three(?) impressions of a single 
seal (xb sealing*, xc sealing*(?), see BD2, 28, and Hc105); (iii) BD2, 
jb1, 14*; cf. also the patr./FN  on three seal-impressions 
(Hc017, 099, 112). — P (i) Sart Khahran, a prince ( [ ]), sender 
of the letter xc. Probably the same person as (ii) Sart Shaburan, owner of 
a seal employed to seal several letters, including xb and probably xc.
Possibly the father of hude-band Sartan, khar of Rob (536, i) and the 
grandfather of (iii) Sart Khudebandan “the glorious yabghu of Hephthal, 
the khar of Rob, the scribe of the Hephthalite lord(s), the judge of Tukh-
aristan (and) Gharchistan”, addressee of a letter. — D Unclear. Possibly 
*s rai- t - “standing at the head”, cf. the El. PN ari da (MAYRHOFER
1973, 230, no. 8.1500), Sogd. s’rst “magnificent, noble, beautiful” < 
*s ra-st -; see GERSHEVITCH 1969, 230-31, whose explanation needs 
only a slight modification to account for the Bactr. form. A connection 
with Skt. s rtha-, Pth. s’rt, Sogd. s’rth “caravan”, Tk. sart “merchant”, 
perhaps as a shortening of the title “caravan-leader” (cf. Skt. s rthav ha-,
Pth. srtw’, Sogd. s’rtp’w), also seems possible.

Alternatively to what is proposed above under P, (iii) could be the same person as (i-
ii). The use of several “surnames” for the same man can be explained as follows: Kha-
hran is an epithet indicating that he belongs the the royal family of the khars of Rob; Sha-
buran is his FN (cf. 160, iii; 506, ii-iv; 548, vi-vii); and Khudebandan is his patronymic. 
In this case, hude-band Sartan, khar of Rob (536, i), could be the son rather than the 
father of Sart Khudebandan.

422.  m.: B BD1, Ii6. — P Sasan, father of Ohrmuzd (546,
xiv, fl. 483 C.E.). — D MP S s n (IPNB II/2, no. 827; cf. also IPNB II/8, 
no. 1065), in origin probably a patr. formation from the PN *S sa- (cf. 
425), as suggested by SCHWARTZ 1998, 253. Cf. also the next.
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423. ••  (or °?) m.: B Hc013, 075, 139. — P Sasan-
m[...]g (or Sas-num[...]g?), a kanarang, owner of a seal. — D Compound 
containing as its first component either the PN  (422) or the 
underlying *  (= , 425).

424.  m.: B Sig 7 (CUNNINGHAM 1893, pl. X/2, a clearer 
photo than that in BIVAR 1968, pl. III/8). — P Sas-rew, a high o cial
bearing the title  (cf. 38), owner of a seal. — D Combination 
of the names or name-components *  (= , 425) and *
(394).

DAVARY 1982, 108, 216, o ers the alternative reading  (following HUMBACH

1966, 71), but the initial - is sure (see SW apud CALLIERI 1998, 308). Cannot be read 
 or  with LIV IC in Kara-Tepe II, 64 (cf. also ABAEV 1979a, 13 n. 1).

† : see *  (446)

425.  m.: B BD2, xk4, 5. — P Sas, named in a letter. — D

Since  [hs] is an almost impossible sequence of consonants, it seems 
likely that  here indicates [ ]; cf. the case of (128), which pro-
bably stands for [d s] rather than the apparent [dahs]. If is to be 
read as [s s] it may be identified with the name of the Indo-Parthian ruler 
Sases (Gk. gen. , ALRAM no. 1208), as well as with the Sogd. PN 
s’s (IPNB II/8, no. 1064) and the Scythian PN  (JUSTI 1895,
291a). According to SCHWARTZ 1998, 253, *S sa- is in origin a “redup-
licative hypocoristic name like Italian Sasa < Salvatore ...”, an explana-
tion which may also apply to some or all of the names  (41), *
(281), *  (implied by * , 290),  (367), *  (see s.v. 

, 435),  (463),  (465),  (474). Cf. also 
(36),  (422) and  (424).

426.  m.: B Three impressions of two di erent but similar seals 
(Hc102, Saeedi no. 5, Khalili no. 139). — P Seg, an o cer ( -

), owner of two seals. — D Perhaps etymologically identical with 
Sogd. sy  “fine”, which occurs as a name-component in the f. PN ’p’t-
sy [h] (HENNING 1946, 737 n. 1; IPNB II/8, no. 416).
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427.  m.: B Inscription on a silver dish in a private collec-
tion, unpublished. — P Sen-gul (fl. 265 C.E.), son of Friy-gul (503), 
owner and subsequently donor of the dish. — D Compound consisting of 
two components of uncertain meaning. The first may perhaps be identi-
fied with the well-attested name *Siyaina- “eagle” (for which see s.v. 

, 433), less likely with - < Skt. sen - “army” in 
(432). For -  see s.v.  (322).

428.  m.: B SW 2005, S3, 6, 11 (cf. BD2, 36, ad loc.). — P Ser 
(fl. 693 C.E.), a Turk bearing the title “tudun of Gaz”, witness to a 
contract. — D Probably a title in origin, and apparently so used both on 
coins (ALRAM no. 1482, see also LEE–SW 2003, 171-3) and in docu-
ments (BD1, W10, Y11). I owe to F. DE BLOIS the suggestion that 
[s r] may be a Turkicized form of the local royal title r, attested in 
Arabic sources as yr and ’r and mainly used for the rulers of Bamiyan 
and Gharchistan, which is itself a dialectal variant of ,  < 
*x riya-, the title of the rulers of Rob.

An equation with MP/NP r “triumphant, brave” and the Sogd. PN cyr (HUMBACH

1966, 62; IPNB II/8, no. 403) seems less likely. HUMBACH 2002, 416, contemplates a
connection with Greek  “Chinese; silkworm”.

429. *  m.: B patr./FN °  BD1, J2, v3, L3. — D Hypo-
coristic in -  to an unidentified base. Cf. perhaps the NP PN S bak from 
s b “apple” (JUSTI 1895, 293a)? LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 1135, tentatively 
compares the Sogd. f. PN sypwnh.

430.  m.: B BD2, co5, 7. — P Siz-bur, named in a letter. —
D Probably “son of Sinz (i.e. , 433)”, with simplification of the 
consonant cluster, cf. (362). Connection with  (102) is 
much less likely.

A connection with the so far unexplained name of the Tk. ruler who died ca. 576 C.E.
and who is referred to as  by Menander Protector and as Sinjib  by abar
(see BOSWORTH 1999, 153 n. 394) may also be worth considering.

431.  m.: B { }  BD2, cd2f. — P Siyar Kasan, sender of 
a letter. — D Unclear.
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432. *  m. PN(?): B patr./FN °  BD2, za18. — D Skt. PN 
Sen -pati, with partial assimilation of Skt. pati- “chief, leader” to its 
Bactr. equivalent - ? Cf. also 427.

433.  m.: B BD1, W14. — P Sinz Sawan (fl. 747 C.E. or earlier), 
a landowner. — D Perhaps to be identified with the Pth. PN syn  [s ni ] 
(DIAKONOFF–LIVSHITS 2001, 204), a hypocoristic in *-i a- to the PN 
*Siyaina- “eagle”, Av. Sa na- (IPNB I/1, no. 273-4), MP S n (IPNB II/2, 
no. 838), El. i-ya-a-na (MAYRHOFER 1973, 234, no. 8.1560), etc. For 
the phonological development (*-i a- > -  after a nasal) cf. *
(s.v. * , 362) and  (487). Cf. also  (427) and 

 (430).

434.  m.: B Hc047. — P Sir-khumar, owner of a seal. —
D Probably “(he who brings) consolation to his family”, a compound of 
* , older *  < * i ra- “seed, lineage” (cf. 437-7) and *
“consolation” (cf. 539).

435.  m.: B BD1, L3, v4*. — P Sisan Sibukan (fl. 602 C.E.), 
witness to a contract. — D Perhaps a patr. formation to * , a “redup-
licative hypocoristic” like the similarly-formed names listed s.v. 
(425). Less likely equivalent to MP/Pth./Sogd. sysyn, sysn “Sisinnius”, 
the name of the successor of the prophet Mani, derived by SCHWARTZ
1998, 255, from a Mesopotamian word for “the fruited branch of a date-
palm” (Akkadian sissinnu, Syr. sysn’).

436.  m.: B SW 2005, R3, S3, 11. — P Sit (fl. 675-93 C.E.), trea-
surer of Gaz, witness to two contracts. — D Probably “spirit”, a variant 
spelling of -  in the DN  “the spirit Ram” (BD2, 259b), 
whose - - indicates a borrowing, probably from Sogdian, cf. the Sogd. 
PNs cyt ntk, cytcyt(?), and especially r’mcytk (IPNB II/8, no. 408, 409,
1003). Cf. also  (411).

The Sogd. names cyt ntk and cytcyt are judged di erently by LURJE, but he does not 
take into account the fact that “words which normally appear in Sogdian with a *k-su x 
commonly lack this extension when they are used as names or name-components” (SW 
1992, 37). His tentative comparison of  with the Sogd. f. PN ctth (IPNB II/8, no. 386) 
is not compelling.
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437.  m.: B Dadam Das 48:45 (SW 1992, 23, 28, no. 643). —
P Sihrag, a visitor to Dadam Das. — D * i ra-ka-, hypocoristic to the 
common name-component * i ra- (cf. , 434, and -

, 438). The name is well attested from an early date, cf. El. Zí-ut-
rák-qa and Zí-i - á-qa, Pth. rk, and the patr. formation * i rak na- in 
Neo-Assyrian í-ti-ir-ka-a-nu ~ Aram. [t]rkn (MAYRHOFER 1973, 256, 
no. 8.1873; SW 1992, 28; SCHMITT, IPNB VII/1A, no. 124). SCHMITT
2008, 205, draws attention to the contrasting phonological development 
of the homonymous appellative * i ra-ka- > Bactr.  “evidence, 
proof (of receipt)”.

438.  f.: B Sig 26 (LERNER 1999, 276, fig. 10; SW 2005a, 
342, fig. 1). — P Sihr-azad, owner of a seal. — D * i r- z t - “noble in 
respect of (her) lineage”, Arabic PN ahr z d (SW 2005a, 335). See also 
JUSTI 1895, 163a, who refers to the Av. expression ra uuat i r m
z t - “noble in respect of (her) rich lineage” (Yasht 5.64).

HUMBACH 1966, 74, and DAVARY 1982, 111, 232, read  on the basis of 
inadequate photos.

439.  m.: B Km 27 etc. (see SW forthcoming (c)); adj. -
 SW 2005, R18. — P Skag Gozgan, a ruler of some part 

of Gozgan, who apparently ruled at least 675-95 C.E. — D Sogd. PN 
sk’kk, IPNB II/8, no. 1071 (SW 2004, 1056 with n. 28).

440. /  or /  m.: B °  BD1, C6 , °  ibid., 
C5. — P Skakh (Iskakh?) or Skat (Iskat?), father of Shahr-wanind (553,
fl. 380 C.E.). — D Since both forms refer to the same person, one spell-
ing or the other is probably erroneous, but it is not clear which. It is also
unclear whether the initial  is the article or a prothetic -, which seems to 
be attested in this document in  “service” (BD1, C12 , beside 

, ibid., C11) and perhaps in  “native of Astakhirs” 
(ibid., C9, 10 f, cf. BD2, 197b). LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 155, compares the 
Sogd. PN ’sk’tc (with irregular correspondence of Bactr.  ~ Sogd. t, for 
which see s.v. , 436).

441. *  or *  m. PN(?): B FN °  BD1, ag2f. — D

Cf. Sogd. *sw - “Sogdiana” (attested via adjectival derivatives). The 
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FN may derive from a PN meaning “Sogdian”, e.g. *  (= Sogd. 
adj. sw ’k) or a hypocoristic * , or it may be formed directly 
from an ethnic adj. and refer to a family of Sogd. origin. In Bactrian one 
might expect * -, with [ l] < *gd, and such a form may be attested in 
the GN  (see s.v. , 249), but [ l] probably reverted 
to [ d] in late Bactrian (cf. Manichaean Bactr. my dyg “fruit”, M1224, 
R2) just as [vl] reverted to [vd] (cf.  “custom” beside earlier

 “manner”, BD2, 182b) and [rl] to [rd]. A direct borrowing from 
Sogdian, where neither FNs in -k n nor PNs meaning “Sogdian” are 
attested, seems less likely.

442.  m.: B Shatial 54:31 (SW 1992, 18, 28, no. 534). — P Swe, 
father of Shabur (548, viii). — D Perhaps connected with *  (418)
and other forms derived from the root of *sawah- “strength”, but the for-
mation is unclear. From a comparative *sawyah- “stronger”? Cf. also 

 (417), which may be a hypocoristic derived from .

443.  (or °, °, °) m. PN(?): B BD1, C seal-
ing A* (see ibid., 14). — P Sulhan (Sulahan? Sal(a)han?) (fl. 380 C.E. or 
earlier), former(?) owner of a seal used by Shahr-wanind (553), son of
Skakh (Iskakh?) or Skat (Iskat?) (440). — D Perhaps a patr. in origin, 
but otherwise obscure.

In theory it is possible that  is Shahr-wanind’s FN, but we have no other 
example of a seal bearing a FN and no PN. — If the correct reading is -, it is con-
ceivable that the same name or even the same person may be mentioned in aa14, cf. BD2, 
37, ad loc.

444.  m.: B BD1, ah8*. — P Sumor, named in a list. — D

Probably “marten, sable”, cf. MP/NP sam r “id.”, Sogd. PN sm’wr’kkh
(IPNB II/8, no. 1076).

445. (?) m.: B Hodar 48:2 (SW apud BANDINI-KÖNIG
1999, 284). — P Suwa-dad(?), a visitor to Hodar. — D Perhaps a com-
pound PN containing a component connected with *  (418) etc. Since 
the reading is quite uncertain it is hardly worth speculating further.
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446. *  m. PN(?): B patr./FN(?) °  Sig 14 (BIVAR
1968, pl. III/5). — D Presumably a compound PN, which could be ana-
lysed either as * - -  (as proposed by SW apud CALLIERI
1998, 311) or as * - . In either case the first component may 
be connected with *  (418) etc., but the remainder of the name is 
quite obscure.

The supposed PN apud DAVARY 1982, 269, is part of this word.

447.  m.: B BD2, ji7*. — P Swusiy or Suwsiy(?), sender of a 
letter. — D Unclear. Perhaps yet another name connected with *
(418) etc. The su x -  is attested as a late variant of -  < *- iya-
ka-, see BD2, 263b.

448.  m.: B BD1, N9, v4. — P Suren (fl. 629 C.E.), o cer 
( ) of the khars of Rob, witness to a contract. — D MP PN 
and FN S r n (IPNB II/2, no. 853; HUYSE 1999, 135b). A typical WIran. 
name, cf. s.v. *  (125).

449. ,  m.: B °  BD2, ea16, ed4*, 15, °  ibid., 
ea2f. — P Spalb/Spalf (fl. 461/2-475 [or 465] C.E.), a minor o cial, 
addressee of two letters from the governor Meyam (244, i). — D Perhaps 
a shortened form of “army-chief, general”, attested as a PN 
in the spelling  (28). A possible alternative is *sp da-p -
“protecting the army”, cf. similar formations listed s.v.  (188).

 etc.: see  (30)

450. ( )[ ]( )  m.: B Hc052. — P Sp[and]-mareg(?), 
owner of a seal. — D “Slave of the Holy (Spirit)”, a compound of the 
DN *Spanta- (cf. s.v. , 30) and  “slave, servant”.

: see { }  (211)

451. ,  m.: B (i) ° BD2, cr6*(?); (ii) ° BD1, E2 ; (iii)
° BD2, jb11*, adj.  ibid., jb8. — P (i) S[pi]y(?) (fl. 380 C.E.), 

a scribe who “authorizes” a letter for the governor Keraw Ormuzdan 
(210, i). (ii) Aspiy (fl. 466 C.E.), inhabitant of Kandban, party to a 
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contract. (iii) Spiy, named in a letter. — D Perhaps *asp-iya-, either as 
an adj. “horsey” (thus SW 2000a, 7b, cf. MP PN Asp-g n “horse-like”, 
IPNB II/2, no. 143) or as a MP hypocoristic in -iy to the name-component 
asp “horse”.

452. ,  m.: B (i) ° BD2, ef1; (ii) ° ibid., xi2*; 
(iii) ° ibid., jf19; (iv) ° Hc033; (v) ° SW 2005, Tt9; cf. also the 
patr./FN  BD2, ec2. — P (i) Aspring, addressee of a letter. 
(ii) Aspring, a nobleman, addressee of another letter. (iii) Spring, named 
in a draft letter. (iv) Spring, judge of Arzind(?), owner of a seal. (v)
Aspring Kanduran Urbiyan (fl. 705 C.E.), lord of Lizg, party to a con-
tract. — D Cf. perhaps the Sogd. PN sprynk (derived from *spara-
“shield” by SW 1992, 70, and LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 1089) and/or the 
MP PN ’splngy (read Asp-rang by GIGNOUX, IPNB II/2, no. 147; simi-
larly JUSTI 1895, 46b), but both are etymologically unclear.

† : see  (467)

453.  m.: B BD1, X sealing A* (see ibid., 19). — P Stiy(?) (fl. 
750 C.E. or earlier), son of Sag (403, vi), former(?) owner of a seal used 
by Kamird-far (200, ii) and Bab (41, iv), the sons of Bek (79, iii). — D

Unclear. Derivation from *Stiw h (= Av. *Stiuuå, nom. sg. of the PN 
Stiuua t-, IPNB I/1, no. 301), seems worth considering. Possibly connec-
ted with the GN , * , *  (these variants 
being implied by the adj. ,  “native of Asta-
khirs”, BD2, 197b), which may mean “the purchased property (*
= , cf. ( ) , BD2, 199a) of *Astiy”.

454.  m.: B BD1, D5* (cf. BD2, 35, ad loc.). — P Soras (fl. 
417/8 C.E.), perhaps a tenant farmer. — D Perhaps a hypocoristic in -
to the next.

455.  m.: B (i) SW 2005, R10; (ii) BD1, V3; (iii) ibid., V5, 34, 
33 . — P (i) Sor (fl. 675 C.E.), leader of the people of Walakh, witness to 
a contract. (ii) Sor (fl. 729 C.E.), lord of Spandagan, satrap of Rizm, 
witness to a contract. Possibly the grandfather or uncle of (iii) Sor (fl. 
729 C.E.), son of Wahran (320, iii), whose estate is called Spandagan, 
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party to the same contract. — D Probably equivalent to Sogd. cwr, Tk. 
or, which is used both as a title (of unknown meaning) and as a name-

component (cf. SW–HAMILTON 1990, 75; IPNB II/8, no. 391). Cf. also 
 (454).

456. *  m. PN(?): B FN °  BD2, cp9f; cf. also the deriv-
ative  “belonging to the Sohukan family” ibid., cp5, 5f, 17. 
— D Probably a hypocoristic in - , but otherwise obscure.

457. ,  m.: B NumH 206-7, 240; cf. also the FN -
 BD1, ai3*. — P Tegin “king of the East”, a “Turk Shahi” ruler 

(Brahmi Tigina, Pahl. tkyn hwl’s’n MLK’, NumH 208, Chinese Wusan 
teqin sa [= ] , for the correction to the reading of the fourth 
character see CHAVANNES 1903, 132 n. 3), who ruled at least 703-738 
C.E. (see SW 2009, 123), father of Frum Kesar (507). — D Tegin
“prince”, a Tk. and “pre-Tk.” title, see SW 2002a, 234-5. Cf. the next.

HUMBACH 1966, 111, also reads ( )  in one of the Tochi valley inscriptions 
(ITSB, line 1), but the reading is quite hypothetical and a PN does not suit the context.

458.  m.: B BD1, ag10f. — P Taginuk, producer of wine at 
Golg. — D Hypocoristic in -  to the preceding name, see SW 2002a, 
234-5.

† : see  (8)

459.  m.: B BD1, F5. — P Tayag, native of Pidud, former 
owner of the slave Zer (153, fl. 470 C.E.). — D Unclear. Possibly a hypo-
coristic in -  to a base - (cf. , 460, and perhaps ] , 572), 
but *t yu- “thief” is hardly a plausible name-component.

460.  m.: B Jaghatu inscription, line 2 (SW 2008b). — P

Tayamsh, father of Bay (67, ii). — D Compound containing the DN
Yamsh (see 167), preceded by an element which can perhaps be identi-
fied with the base of  (459).

461.  m.: B BD1, N12, 25, 30. — P Tak (fl. 629 C.E.), son of Bet 
(83), inhabitant of Madr, whose estate is called Burzmiran, party to a 
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contract. — D Unclear. Possibly OIran. *Taka- (El. Dakka, MAYR-
HOFER 1973, 147, no. 8.339) plus hypocoristic *-ka-?

: see  (353)

462.  m.: B BD1, F3, v3*. — P Talm-zen (fl. 470 C.E.), 
overseer of the market (of Lan?), witness to a contract. — D Evidently a 
compound, whose second component is most likely *  “weapon” (cf. 

, 483, and the title  “chief armourer” cited under 568), 
though “(saddle or garment) made of leather” (cf. , 379)
or even “(in) trust” (cf. , 350) are also possible. Since 
*t dma-, * t ma- etc. do not suggest any likely cognates, it is worth

considering whether - could be a local replacement of MP tahm < 
*taxma- (OP *tahma-) “brave” on the analogy of cases such as 
(245) beside  (247), where dialectal(?) lm appears to stand beside 
regular hm < * m. MP *Tahm-z n “Brave-weapon” is an unattested but 
plausible name. Cf. also ]  (564).

: see ( ) ( )  (542)

463.  m.: B BD2, xe3f*. — P Tat, sender of a letter. — D *T ta-,
in origin perhaps an informal word for “father, dad” (cf. , 41, and 

, 367), with ZADOK, IPNB VII/1B, no. 517-23, or merely a “redup-
licative hypocoristic”, cf. the similarly-formed names listed s.v. 
(425). Cf. also LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 1219, who compares PNs such as 
Sogd. t’tc, Chor. t’tk and Toch. B Tati, but comes to no definite conclu-
sion about their etymology. Di erently TREMBLAY 2009, 350, who pro-
poses a derivation from *ta ta-.

464. [† : the last word of the Tochi inscription ITSB as read 
by HUMBACH 1970, 47, and 1994, 143, 149. HUMBACH interprets this 
sequence as a PN derived from a patr., but it is more likely that the final 

 “son” (line 5) belongs to a real patr. phrase (cf. s.v. , 151)
and that the end of line 4, now largely broken away and illegible, origi-
nally contained two PNs. HUMBACH supports his interpretation by refer-
ring to a supposed nupuru or naputra at the end of the associated Skt. 
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inscription, but H. FALK (personal communication) sees here Kha ana-
pure, the locative of a city-name].

465.  m.: B BD1, K2f, 7, 11, 12, 13, 15. — P Tet (fl. 579 C.E.), 
headman of Shaburan, party to a contract. — D Probably a “reduplicative 
hypocoristic”, cf. the similarly-formed names listed s.v.  (425). 
The same name may be attested as Tita, gen. Titasa, in a Khar. inscrip-
tion from Miran (BOYER 1911, 415). Cf. also  (466).

466.  m.: B (i) BD2, bh1, 12; (ii) ibid., cn1; (iii) ibid., xc1, 17; 
(iv) BD1, af1; cf. also the patr./FN  BD2, ee3. — P (i) Tetuk 
Adurfarnigan, a nobleman, addressee of a letter. Possibly the same 
person as (ii) Tetuk, a nobleman, addressee of another letter. (iii) Tetuk, 
addressee of a letter. (iv) Tetuk, apparently an inhabitant of Astakhirs, 
named in a list, possibly the father or a more distant ancestor of Kirdir-
warahran Tetukan, hostig of Astiyakhirs (215, v). — D Formed from the 
preceding name by means of the hypocoristic su x -  (cf. the forma-
tion of * , 290). The same name may be attested as ttk on several 
Aram. tallies from Late Achaemenian Bactria to be published by J. 
NAVEH and S. SHAKED, though this is uncertain in view of the lack of 
vocalization. The Sogd. PN tytyk, however, is probably Tk. tetig “quick-
witted” (with LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 1296).

: see  (457)

467. [†  m. PN(?): B SKB27. — P Name of one of the 
masons who carved the inscription? — D Illegible form, read as 
by GÖBL 1965, 11 (rejected by GERSHEVITCH 1985, 72), as ( ) -

 by HUMBACH 1966, 86].

† : see ( )[ ]  (252)

468.  m.: B Sig 33 (BIVAR 1968, pl. II/7). — P Tir-wad, 
owner of a seal. — D Compound combining the DNs T r ( ) and 
W d “Wind” ( ), both of which are attested on Kushan coins, see 
DAVARY 1982, 285, and SW apud CALLIERI 1998, 311. The intended 
meaning may be “dedicated to Tir (and) Wad”, cf. (323)
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and  (471). Names referring to Tir (cf. also 469-471 below) 
are rare in Sogd. (IPNB II/8, no. 1289) but common in Chor. (ibid.), Pth. 
(DIAKONOFF–LIVSHITS 2001, 204-5) and MP (IPNB II/2, no. 896-907, 
II/3, no. 328-331).

Less likely “der das Leben von T r besitzt” as suggested by HUMBACH 1966, 74.

469. *  m.: B FN °  BD1, ag11f, ai2*. — D “Slave of 
Tir”, a compound of the DN *  (cf. 468) and  “slave, ser-
vant”.

470.  m.: B BD2, je2. — P Tir-spal, son of Warazan (307), 
sender of a letter. — D “Belonging to the army of Tir”. See s.v.
(468) for the DN *  and s.v.  (7) regarding similar 
compounds with * “army”.

471.  m.: B BD2, xm1, 9*. — P Tir-ushtad, guardian of the 
nobleman Warahran (315, vii). — D I am grateful to R. SCHMITT for the 
suggestion that the second component of this name may be the MP DN 
A t d, Bactr.  (attested as a day-name, SW–DE BLOIS 1998,
151b), in which case the name is of the same type as (323), 

 (468) or MP Mihr-a t d (IPNB II/3, no. 229) and may perhaps
be understood as “dedicated to Tir and Ashtad”.

472.  (and ?) m.: B NumH 32 etc.; cf. also the FN 
 BD1, ag12. — P Tuba-zini, a “Hunnish” ruler. — D Com-

pound name containing - , a variant of - , - “(in) trust”
(cf. 350 etc.) as its second component. The prior component is perhaps 
the name of the Tk. tribe of the Tupa (Chinese Dubo  or ,
Early Middle Chinese *t pat or *t pa, possibly attested in Manichaean 
script as wp’, MÜLLER 1913, 32), nowadays the Tuva (HAMILTON
1962, 27 with n. 18 on p. 54). Such a name might have been given to a 
prince who spent some time as a hostage “under the protection of the 
Tupa”. Cf. also IPNB II/8, no. 1261.

Often read  or , but initial - is more probable than - and there 
is no justification for the reading with - -. HUMBACH 1966, 54, reads . On most 
specimens the fourth letter appears to be  and the end of the name is corrupt or reduced 
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to - , but a coin in the Jean-Pierre Righetti collection (no. 36) has ( )  | ( ) ,
with - - joined (or at least in contact) and a clear final - .

: see { }  (211)

473.  m.: B Inscription on a silver-gilt plate, Shelby White and 
Leon Levy collection, New York (SW 1994, 176-7). — P Tudak, owner 
of the plate. — D Cf. Sogd. PN tw ’kk, for which SW 1992, 74, and 
LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 1249, consider connection with Sogd. tw ’k
“heap” or with a GN tw . Another possibility is that  is a hypo-
coristic in -  to  (474), with regular voicing of the postvocalic plo-
sive as in the case of  (361) beside  (367).

474.  m.: B BD1, L8, 20, 24, 30. — P Tut (fl. 602 C.E.), son of 
Bazanuk (59), inhabitant of Malr, whose estate is called Hunsekhan, 
party to a contract. — D Probably a “reduplicative hypocoristic”, cf. the 
similarly-formed names listed s.v.  (425). Cf. also  (473).

: see  (484)

475. [†  or † : however this sequence on Sig 9 (BIVAR 1968, 
pl. II/2) is to be read, it is hardly a PN with DAVARY 1982, 286, but 
rather a part of an epithet of the river-god Wakhsh. The first letter is 
enigmatic, as pointed out by HUMBACH 1969, 70. GRENET 1983, 381, 
reads , which might mean “Wakhsh the lord of the 
world (Skt. loka-)” (though this is not GRENET’s intention). An alterna-
tive might be  “Wakhsh the one god”, cf. 175].

476.  m.: B BD1, L3, v3. — P Torman Aspandagan (fl. 602 
C.E.), witness to a contract. — D No doubt identical with the name of the 
Hephthalite ruler Toramana (attested as Toram a in Brahmi script on 
coins, e.g. NumH 119, 133, and in literary sources), cf. SW 2002a, 233. 
TREMBLAY 2001, 184, proposes a derivation from *Tarwa-manah-, but

there is no real reason to expect a name of Iranian origin.

A supposed Sogd. equivalent †twrm’n is more likely to be read ywrm’n or rwrm’n
(see SW 1992, 15, no. 460; cf. also IPNB II/8, no. 1533).
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477.  (or ?) m.: B BD2, ja4f. — P Tos(?), named in a 
letter. — D NP PN T s, T s, s (JUSTI 1895, 322)? Connection with 
the Sogd. PN ’wtws (IPNB II/8, no. 482) seems less likely. Cf. also the 
next. If -  forms part of the name (rather than being a word for “tax”, 
the explanation preferred in BD2, 205b), this may be a derivative of the 
root *bau  “to save”, cf. perhaps  (94),  (108) and ]
(576).

478.  m.: B (i) BD2, jc1, 18; (ii) ibid., xb1, 10. — P (i) Tosuk 
of Marg, addressee of a letter. Possibly the same person as (ii) Tosuk, 
addressee of another letter. — D Hypocoristic in -  to the preceding 
name. Cf. also T sik, which is recorded by abar  as the name of the 
ruler of P ry b/F ry b, modern Dowlatabad between Andkhoy and Mai-
mana, in 90 A.H. = 708/9 C.E. (HINDS 1990, 154).

479.  m. PN(?): B Sig 36 (BIVAR 1968, pl. III/2). — P

Hazarukht, name or title of the owner of a seal. — D At least in origin a 
title and clearly attested as such on Sig 19 (for which see 213, ii; 491). As 
noted by HENNING 1965, 81, the form has its nearest equivalent in Arm. 
hazarawuxt, a (vulgar?) variant of MP haz ruft < *hazahra-pati-
“chiliarch” (cf. 14); see further SCHMITT 2007, 361.

480. * , *  or * , *  m. 
PN(?): B ethnic adj.  SKB25f, obl. -

 SKM22. — D The attested form, formerly regarded as a PN, 
was recognized by HENNING 1965, 79-80, as an ethnic adj. “(native) of 
(H)astilgan” and is nowadays understood as qualifying the name of Burz-
mihr (98, i). The underlying GN *( )  may well be an EN 
derived from a PN *( )  or *( ) , although such a name 
has no obvious etymology. Di erently HUMBACH 2003, 164, who inter-
prets *( )  as “hast-  log n ‘settlement of the Log or Log n 
people’”.

481.  m.: B (i) SW 2005, Tt4, 13; (ii) BD1, U4f, 19, 6 , 
W5, 26. — P (i) Hilitber (fl. 705 C.E.), name or title of the “leader of the 
people of Lizg”. (ii) Hilitber (fl. 712/3-747 C.E.), whose house is called 
Wurolan, son of Bah (76, i), perhaps nephew of Wakhsh-mareg Urolan 
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(324, fl. 712/3). — D In origin a title (Tk. iltäbir, Arabic rutb l etc., see 
BD2, 272b, and SW 2002a, 235) and used as such also in Bactrian (e.g. 
BD1, N6f, P4 f*, Q5f). The Arabic form ’l-rtbyl is also attested as a PN
in documents from Afghanistan, see KHAN 2007, 17-18, 164.

482.  m.: B BD1, Q13. — P Hin-sar, father of Khudew-
mareg and Wisburg-mareg (532, 349, both fl. 671 C.E.). — D It is tempt-
ing to interpret this name as synonymous with the Pth. PN spdsrk (cf. 
SCHMITT 1998, 182), hence “head ( , cf. also Av. PN Auruuas ra-,
IPNB I/1, no. 56) of an army (Av. ha n -, OP hain -, OInd. sen -)”, 
despite the fact that OIran. *hain -, having been specialized in the sense 
“enemy army”, is scarcely attested in Iranian onomastics (see SCHMITT
2006, 242 with n. 71; cf. also the MP PN H n-bar, IPNB II/2, no. 435, 
which can perhaps be understood as “leading away the enemy army” in 
accordance with one possible interpretation of the Indo-Parthian name 
Sanabares, see s.v. , 416).

483.  m.: B Sig 24 (VON DER OSTEN 1934, pl. XXXV/625; 
BIVAR 1968, pl. IV/2-3). — P Huzin, owner of a seal. — D *Hu-zaina-
“well-armed” (= Av. huza na-), cf. also the PN Ozines in Curtius Rufus, 
see BIVAR 1955, 208; HUMBACH 1966, 74.

484.  (less likely ) m.: B Inscription on a bronze 
statuette in a private collection, unpublished ( °
“H. has given (this) to the god Zun”). — P Hri-lad (Tri-lad?), donor of 
the statuette. — D Perhaps “given by the Three (cf.  < * r yah,
BD2, 272a)”, a name synonymous with MP S -d d (IPNB II/2, no. 834). 
Which divinities(?) are referred to in this and similar names is a matter of 
debate, see GIGNOUX, ibid., s.v. S -buxt (no. 833).

485. *  (or *  or * ) m.: B patr./FN °  BD2, jc2. 
— D Probably a derivative (with or without hypocoristic su x) of the 
DN *Hauma-, cf. PNs such as MP H m (IPNB II/2, no. 437, II/3, no. 
159), El. U-ma-ka (MAYRHOFER 1973, 245, no. 8.1715), Sogd. xwm ’t
(IPNB II/8, no. 1438).
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486. *  m.: B EN °  BD1, Q10. — D Probably attested as 
’l-hwryk in an Arabic document from Afghanistan (read ’l-hwrbk in 
KHAN 2007, 143), where the use of the article suggests that the word 
was originally a title (cf. ’l-’ bhb  s.v. , 28, al-Q rw l s.v. 

, 253, and ’l-rtbyl s.v. , 481). The similarity with the 
patr. attested in KZ in the forms Pth. wrkn, MP wlk’n, Greek 
(HUYSE 1999, 126) is probably coincidental.

487.  m.: B BD1, P5, 9, 14 , 24 . — P Fanz (fl. 669 C.E.), son of 
Bag-mareg (49, ii), whose house is called Gabaliyan, party to a contract. 
— D Connection with the NP PN Fan  or Fun  (Shahnama) seems
unlikely. Possibly a hypocoristic in *-i a- (> -  after a nasal, cf. ,
433), but it is di cult to find a plausible etymology for an underlying 
*  < *f( ) n-. It may therefore be worth considering the possibility 
that * derives from *  as a non-native variant of 
“glory” < *farnah- (see s.v. * , 11), with simplification of 
*-rn- to -n- as in /  beside  (101) or Late 
Sogd. fn < frn. In that case  would represent the well-attested PN 
*Farni a-, El. Parnizza (MAYRHOFER 1973, 214, no. 8.1285), Aram. 
prny , Pth. prny  (SCHMITT 1998, 186), Sogd. prnc (IPNB II/8, no. 907).

488. *  or *  m.: B patr./FN  BD2, bg1. — D

Probably a short name consisting of the common name-component 
“glory”, with or without hypocoristic - . Di erently LURJE, IPNB II/8, 
no. 306, who compares the patr./FN  with the Sogd. PN 
r ’n’k and interprets both as “native of Farghana”.

489.  m. PN(?): B BD1, ag sealing* (see ibid., 21). — P Faral, 
owner of a seal? — D *Fr da-? Perhaps (with SW 2009a, 279 n. 7, 285) 
identical with the OP PN Fr da- (IPNB I/2, no. 30), cf. also 
(186), Pth. PNs such as prdk < *Fr daka- (DIAKONOFF–LIVSHITS 2001, 
199) and the Av. PN Fr dat.x ar nah- “promoting x ar nah-”.

490.  m.: B SW 2005, S5. — P Farn-agad, father of 
Potan and Miyar (384, 249, both fl. 693 C.E.). — D As noted s.v. 
* (11), the form *  (~ Bactr. ( ) ) suggests a 
foreign origin. In this case the source is probably the Sogd. PN prn’’ t
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“(to whom)(?) glory (has) come” (SW 1992, 63; IPNB II/8, no. 897), 
with assimilation (cf. 292) of Sogd. ’’ t < * -gata- “having come, came” 
to its Bactr. equivalent .

491. [ ( )[••••] : this form on Sig 19 (BIVAR 1968, pl. II/5, 
most recently discussed by SW 2005a, 339) was regarded as a Pth. PN by 
HENNING 1965, 81, but seems most likely to be an honorific title, the 
name of the seal-owner being Kedir (213, ii). As noted s.v. * -

 (11), the form *  (~ Bactr. ( ) ) indicates a foreign 
origin, in this case probably MP. The last part of the compound could be 
MP wist x “confident, bold”, although, as pointed out by HUMBACH
1966, 73, HENNING’s restoration [ ]  does not seem to be 
su cient to fill the lacuna in the middle of the word. DAVARY 1982, 
110, 186, and TREMBLAY 2003, 126, read , ignoring the 
lacuna altogether].

492.  m.: B BD1, C4. — P Far-waraz (fl. 380 C.E.), 
inhabitant of Malrug, witness to a contract. — D Combination of 
“glory” and *  “boar” (see s.v. , 356).

493.  m.: B BD1, A11. — P Far-wesh (fl. 332 C.E.), 
father(?) of Ralik (385), party to a contract. — D Combination of 
“glory” and the DN .

494.  m.: B Hc010. — P Farkhund, owner of a seal. — D

“Fortunate” < *farnah-want-a-, a secondary thematic form which is com-
mon as a PN (Sogd. prnxwnt, IPNB II/8, no. 910, Pth. prn wnt, DIAKO-
NOFF–LIVSHITS 2001, 199) beside the older *farnah-want-, nom. sg.
*farnah-w h (e.g. Pth. PN prn w, obl.(?) prn wty, ibid., MP PN Farrox,
IPNB II/2, no. 352, II/3, no. 121).

495. [ : there is no basis for the suggestion of DAVARY 1982, 
188, that this word in the Dilberjin inscription, fragment 5, line 12, may 
be a PN].

496. (?) m.: B Sig 67 (BIVAR 1968, pl. I/6). 
Written , emended by HUMBACH 1969, 65-6, on the 
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assumption that some letters have been inaccurately transposed from 
cursive script. — P Findfarriz(?), owner of a seal. — D HUMBACH, loc. 
cit., identified the components *  “lord” < *f uyant-, Chor. fynd
“husband” (see also s.v. , 218, and cf. the attested 

 “lady” < *f uyant- - -, Bactr. loanword in NP fin ) and 
“glory, majesty”. If -  may be regarded as a WIran. (Pth.?) hypocoristic 
su x, cf. s.v. (44), the formation of the name would be similar to 
that of Pth. wyprny  (SCHMITT 1998, 186) and Sogd. k’wyprnc (SW 
1992, 35 with n. 7); cf. also s.v. ( )  (279).

497.  m.: B (i) SW 2005, R6f, 9, 14, 20; (ii) ibid., Ss3*(?). 
— P (i) Finz-lad (fl. 675 C.E.), inhabitant of Khag, party to a contract. 
(ii) Fin[z-lad](?) (fl. 698 C.E.), market-trader of Amber, party to a 
contract. — D “Given by the Lady”. The title  “lady, mistress” < 
*f uyant- - - (BD2, 274b, cf. also , 346) presumably refers 
here to an unnamed goddess.

: see  (507)

† : see  (498)

498. ( ) (?) m. PN(?): B Kara-Tepe inscription B11. — P Fra-
lad(?), person(?) mentioned in an inscription at Kara-Tepe. — D If this 
word is indeed a PN, which is quite uncertain, it may represent the Bactr. 
equivalent of well-known the PN *Fra-d ta-, Babylonian Ip-ra-da-a-
ta/tú, Greek , Pth. prdt, cf. SCHMITT 1998, 179. HARMATTA,
in Kara-Tepe II, 114, gives the same etymology, but reads  and 
assumes that this is a WIran. name.

Read from the original in the Hermitage, see SW forthcoming (d). Hardly legible 
from the published photos (Kara-Tepe II, pl. 10-11). LIV IC (ibid., 80) reads ( )
or ( ) .

499.  m.: B Sig 70 (BIVAR 1968, pl. XXVII/1), see also 
HUMBACH 1969, 72; 1976, 65. — P Framan (Khar. gen. Vhrama asa), 
owner of a seal with bilingual inscription. — D Short name consisting of 
the name-component * , a variant spelling of the attested -

 “command” < *fram n -, cf. Sogd. prm’n as a name-component 
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(SW 1992, 63). Cf. also  (343),  (500), 
and perhaps  (505) and  (506).

500.  m.: B Hc050, 069. — P Framans, owner of a seal. —
D Hypocoristic in - to the preceding name.

: see  (506)

† , † : see  (498)

501.  m.: B Sig 3 (BIVAR 1968, pl. I/2). — P Frey-
khwadew, owner of a seal. — D “Friend of the lord”, etymologically 
identical with the Sogd. PN pryxwt’w (IPNB II/8, no. 932) and syno-
nymous with MP Xwad y-d st (IPNB II/2, no. 1026). The variant with 
*-ka-su x, , is attested as an appellative with the same 
meaning (rather than as a patr. with HENNING 1965, 84 n. 50), see SW 
apud CALLIERI 1998, 310.

502.  m.: B BD2, jf17. — P Friyak, named in a draft letter. —
D Hypocoristic in -  to  < *friya- “dear, friend” (also -, see 
the preceding and following names), which is well-attested as a name 
and name-component from OIran. onwards, cf. Av. Friia- (IPNB I/1, no. 
146), MP Friy (IPNB II/2, no. 380), Friyag (IPNB II/3, no. 142), etc.

503.  m.: B Inscription on a silver dish in a private collec-
tion, unpublished. — P Friy-gul, father of Sen-gul (427, fl. 265 C.E.). —
D Compound consisting of  “dear” (see s.v. , 502) and a 
second component -  of uncertain meaning (see s.v. ,
322).

504. m.: B Sig 34 (BIVAR 1968, pl. III/1). — P Friy-
yamsh-khwadew Mi<...>, owner of a seal. — D “Friend of Yamsh the 
lord”, cf.  (172) and (501).

The whole inscription runs as follows: . The interpretation adop-
ted here is based on the idea that  may be an abbreviation for a patr./FN such as 
Mihran. Previously I translated “dear (to?) Yamsh (is?) my lord” (SW 1994, 177 with n. 
10, and apud CALLIERI 1998, 311-12), but there is no good evidence for a first person sg. 
enclitic pronoun *-  and no parallel for such a usage.
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505.  m.: B BD2, xd2. — P Fruma-waraz, khar of Rob, 
sender of a letter. — D Compound with an ambiguous first component, 
for which see the next, and *  “boar” (= , 356) as its 
second component.

506. ,  m.: B (i) ° Hc077; (ii) °
BD2, xr2*; (iii) ° BD1, L8f*; (iv) ° ibid., N5 (cf. BD2, 35, ad 
loc.). — P (i) Fruma-rizm, owner of a seal. (ii) Fruma-rizm Shaburan, 
sender of a letter. Possibly an ancestor of (iii) Fruma-rizm Shaburan (fl. 
602 C.E.), named in a document as a ruler or landowner of Malr. This 
last is almost certainly the same person as (iv) Frama-rizm Shaburan (fl. 
629 C.E.), “the tapaghlïgh iltäbir of the qaghan prosperous in glory, khar
of Rob, lord of Parpaz”, witness to a contract. — D Compound with 
*  “(line of) battle” (see 68) as its second component. The first com-
ponent may be just a variant of /*  “command” as in 
the case of - -  beside - -  (343), in 
which case the name as a whole is probably to be understood as a mecha-
nical combination of two well-established name-components. Alterna-
tively,  may be a governing compound, in which * -
has the force of a form of the verb - “to command”, hence 
“commanding the battle-line” (cf. the formation of the Sogd. PN wnrzmk
“conquering the battle-line”, IPNB II/8, no. 1320). Either of these expla-
nations may also be applied to the preceding name.

507. , , also abbrev. m.: 
B NumH 247-251 etc. — P Frum/Furum Kesar, a “Turk Shahi” ruler 
(Chinese Fulin jisuo [= ], see HARMATTA 1969, 411-12), 
who ruled ca. 738/9-745 C.E., son and successor of Tegin (457). See 
HUMBACH 1966, 20-23; 1983; 1987; 1989; HARMATTA 1996, 382; SW 
2009, 123-7. — D The name means “Caesar of Rome” (cf. Pth./Sogd. 
frwm beside MP hrwm), as was first recognized by HUMBACH 1966, 21-

2, who also noted the survival of the name in Tibetan Phrom Gesar, the

name of an 8th-cent. ruler and epic hero.

508.  m.: B BD1, aa18*. — P Frodag, father of Froduk (510). 
— D Hypocoristic in -  to the following or a similar compound name.
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The Bactr. name may also be attested as frwdy and frdy, i.e. Fr d (?), in Arabic docu-
ments from Afghanistan, see KHAN 2007, 146.

509.  m.: B BD1, ah3*. — P Frod-asp, named in a list. —
D Only the second component  “horse” is certain. “Understanding 
horses”, cf. Pth. frwd- “to understand, know”? If one may assume the 
survival of *-t as -d- in compound junction (as in MP/NP Zardu t), an 
etymon such as *Frawat-aspa- (cf. MAYRHOFER’s interpretation of Av. 
Frauua- as a short name based on *Frauu spa-, IPNB I/1, no. 131) or 
*Frau at-aspa- (cf. Av. frao at.aspa- “having snorting horses”, Yt. 
5.130) could also be considered. A connection with the Sogd. PN ’prwt-

ntk (as suggested in IPNB II/8, no. 119) is unlikely on both formal and 
semantic grounds. Cf. also (508) and  (510).

510.  m.: B BD1, aa18*, 29*, 30f*, ab7f, 13f. — P Froduk, 
son of Frodag (508), party to two contracts. — D Hypocoristic in -  to 
the preceding or a similar compound name.

511.  m.: B (i) SW 2009b, Nn8, 11, 13, 21; (ii) SW 2005, Uu8, 
15, 19. — P (i) Khay (fl. 659 C.E.), son of Khwas (528), inhabitant of 
Lizg, whose house is called Nanan, party to a contract. (ii) Khay (fl. 722 
C.E.), son of Pabag (361), inhabitant of Lizg, party to a contract. — D

Probably *x aya-, a short name based on a compound such as OP PN 
X ay r an- < *X aya- an- “ruling heroes”, IPNB I/2, no. 66; cf. also the 
Scythian PNs in - and Sogd. PN nnyxs’y (SW 1992, 61; IPNB II/8, 
no. 806). In theory  could attest a name-component *x ya- cognate 
with Oss. xai “part, share”, cf. OIran. PN * tax ya- (El. Ir-da-ka-ya,
Greek , Aram. ’rt y) as interpreted by GERSHEVITCH 1962, 
91; 1969, 192, 215; but this may rather be a “zweistämmiger Kosename” 
* ta-x-aya- (SCHMITT 1972; MAYRHOFER 1973, 163, no. 8.581). See 
further s.v.  (512).

512.  m.: B SW 2005, Tt14. — P Khay-bet (fl. 705 C.E.), a 
ruler or o cial. — D Perhaps a mechanical combination of the two 
names  (511) and  (83).

513.  m.: B BD1, P9, 12 . — P Khalas (fl. 669 C.E.), a slave-
boy, subject of a purchase contract. — D The Bactr. form is also attested 
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as an ethnic name (BD1, T2, 21) and no doubt derives from the name of 
the Khalach people, Tk. Xala , see SW 2002a, 234-5.

514.  m.: B BD1, X24 . — P Khamir (fl. 750 C.E.), son of Ka-
mird-far (200, ii). — D The Arabic title am r, for which a Central Asian 
pronunciation xam r is also attested by Sogd. xmyr (used both as a title 
and as a PN, see IPNB II/8, no. 1407), Chor. xmyr and Tk. xam r. See 
SW 2002a, 236, and LURJE 2009, passim, especially 48-50.

515.  m.: B BD1, aj1. — P Kharag, named in a list. — D

Hypocoristic in -  to either  “ruler” or  “donkey” (BD2, 
277b), for both of which see the following names. The apparent deriva-
tive , , ,  (BD1-2, passim) is 
used like a patr. or FN. However, in all or most cases this is certainly to 
be interpreted not as “son/descendant of Kharag” but as “member of the 
family of the khars”, i.e. as a derivative of  “ruler” rather than of 

. Similar cases are ,  (105) and -
 (537).

516.  m.: B Sig 4 (BIVAR 1968, pl. I/1). — P Khar-
balag, name or title of the owner of a seal. — D Perhaps a compound of 

 “ruler” < *x riya- and  “family” < *pada-, Sogd. p - (BD2, 
277b, 251a), with expected voicing of *-p- in internal position and *-ka-
as a bahuvr hi-su x, thus in origin a title meaning “belonging to the rul-
ing family; prince” (SW apud CALLIERI 1998, 310). An alternative, 
suggested to me by R. SCHMITT, would be *xara-pad-aka- “donkey-
footed”, cf. the Av. PN Sp .pad- “dog-footed” (or Asp .pad- “horse-
footed”?), IPNB I/1, no. 294.

517. * (?), * (?) m.: B FN  BD1, V17, 
 ibid., V17 . — D Since this document attests  < 
 (105), it is quite possible that ( )  is a simpli-

fication of * ( ) . In that case the underlying PN may be 
* ( ) , in origin a title meaning “master of donkeys” (cf. ,
27). But it is equally possible that the PN should be reconstructed as 
* or *  (“he who protects the ruler” or “he who protects 
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the kingdom”, a local variant of  “satrap”, see s.v. * ,
188?).

518.  m.: B (i) Inscription on a silver bowl in the Hermitage, 
Inv. S. 250, unpublished ( ( ) (?)  “Lord Khatul. 
[Weight?] 218(?)”); (ii) SW 2005, Uu9, 15f, 19. — P (i) Khatul, a noble-
man, owner of a bowl. (ii) Khatul (fl. 722 C.E.), son of Pabag (361), 
inhabitant of Lizg, party to a contract. — D Unclear.

519. [†  m. PN(?): B Sig 47 (BIVAR 1968, pl. III/6). — P

Name of the seal-owner? — D Thus read by DAVARY 1982, 113, 290. 
HENNING 1965, 80-81, tentatively suggested , while HUM-
BACH 1969, 71, preferred  or . None of the pro-
posed readings is convincing. The inscription is very poorly engraved 
and its authenticity seems doubtful].

520.  m.: B (i) Inscription on a silver bowl in the Datong City 
Museum (SW–TUCKER 2006, 589); (ii) NumH 61. — P (i) Khingila, 
owner of the bowl. Possibly the same person as (ii) Khingila (Brahmi 
Khi gila, NumH 81 etc., see also MELZER 2006, 258-60), a “Hunnish” 
ruler. — D As pointed out by SW 2002b, 144, the apparent hypocoristic 
su x -ila suggests an Indian or at least Indianized name. However, as O. 
VON HINÜBER has kindly informed me, the supposed Indian *khi ga-
“strong” referred to there is very weakly attested (khi g  “stout, able-
bodied” is not Pali but Panjabi). A di erent approach was proposed by 
TREMBLAY 2001, 183-4 (followed by DE LA VAISSIÈRE 2007, 129),
comparing the name with Xiongnu kenglu “sword”, Sogd. xn r,
etc. Cf. also (138).

The reading  on NumH 61, suggested by HUMBACH (1966, 57) but later aban-
doned by him (1967a, 43), seems quite secure.

521. [ : this sequence in SKM21, interpreted as a PN 
by BENVENISTE 1961, 139, GERSHEVITCH 1985, 70, LAZARD et al. 
1984, 213-14, and SW 1994, 177 n. 8, is almost certainly to be under-
stood as  (meaning unknown) +  “by me”, see HUMBACH
1970, 48, and 2003, 162-4].
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† : see  (526)

522.  m.: B BD2, bg8, 11*. — P Khwadew-bandag, a 
satrap (of Rizm?). — D “Slave of the Lord”, Sogd. xwt’w ntk (IPNB II/8, 
no. 1458).

523.  m.: B BD1, A5. — P Khwadew-lad Yastunikan (fl. 
332 C.E.), witness to a contract. — D “Given by the Lord”.

524.  m.: B BD2, ba1f*, 22*, bb1*, 13f*, bc1, 26f, 
bd1, bf14f*, bg5, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14*, 18*, 19, abbrev.  ibid., 
be21*. — P Khwadew-wanind, commander of a fortress, sender or 
addressee of several letters. (It is probable but not absolutely certain that 
the same person is referred to in all these letters.) — D “Victorious 
through the Lord”.

525. [ m.: B BD2, xo2. — P Khwadew-h[...], a nobleman, 
addressee of a letter. — D Compound of  “lord” and an uniden-
tifiable second component.

526. (?) m.: B BD1, al10*. — P Khwade(w)-spad, a 
soldier(?). — D The text of the edition gives , with - -
marked as doubtful. Since there are no sure examples of double - - in 
this document, I now prefer the suggestion in the footnote (BD1, 163 n. 
161) to read the first part of the compound as - and to interpret 
this as a mistake for  “lord”. The following component is even 
more problematic, since neither *  “cast down” < *sp ta- (attested 
in the compound  “on bended knee”, BD2, 265a) nor 

 “*founded, built” < *( ?)-sp ta- (SW–CRIBB 1996, 87-8) seems 
to o er a suitable meaning, while *  “army” as a dialectal variant 
of *  would be unparalleled.

527.  m.: B BD1, af3. — P Khwarm-yoz, named in a list. 
— D Presumably a compound. The first component is obscure, but the 
second may perhaps be compared with that of Pth. rzmywz “pugnacious”, 
cf. the MP honorific name *Razmy z n (attested via Arm. azmiozan,
see HÜBSCHMANN 1897, 69). Cf. also  (187).
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528.  m.: B SW 2009b, Nn8, 12, 21. (For another possible 
attestation see s.v. , 540). — P Khwas, father of Khay, Yoz and 
Wanak (511, i, 187, ii, 299, iii, all fl. 659 C.E.). — D Cf. the Pth. PN 
wsk, of unknown etymology, perhaps to be read Xwasak or Xw sak

(SCHMITT 1998, 173)? See also LURJE, IPNB II/8, no. 1450, who sug-
gests inter alia a connection with the Sogd. PNs xwsw and xwswc.

529.  m.: B (i) BD2, xp6, 13, 21; (ii) ibid., cb1, 11; cf. also 
the patr./FN , BD1, A6, BD2, xp28f*. — P (i) Khwasraw, 
an o cial. (ii) Khwasraw Khahran, a nobleman, addressee of a letter. —
D The name can hardly be dissociated from the Sasanian royal name MP 
wslwb (and other spellings), read by GIGNOUX, IPNB II/2, no. 465, 

II/3, no. 166, as Husrav (i.e. Husraw) and derived by him from *hu-
srawah- “of good renown”, nor from that of the Av. hero Haosrauuah-
(IPNB I/1, no. 167). The spelling in Bactrian suggests a reinterpretation 
of the first element of the name as *hwa- > *xwa- “self” in place of *hu-,
perhaps as a result of the development of the initial *hu- to xu- (cf. Greek 

, Arm. Xosrov, NP Xusraw, Syr. kwsrw, Arabic Kisr , Sogd. 
’kwsrh etc., IPNB VII/1A, no. 168; LURJE 2009, 34-5; IPNB II/8, no. 
65), which gave a sequence which would have been uncommon in early 
Bactrian. Cf. also (541).

530. * , *  or *  m.: B FN °  BD1, 
ag8. — D The appellative  < *f u-p na- “shepherd” (BD2, 279b), 
with or without a hypocoristic su x.

531.  m.: B BD1, ag15f*, ai9*. — P Khudar-bang, 
producer of wine at Golg. — D “Mill-keeper, miller” < *hwatah-arna-
“mechanical mill”, lit. “self-grinder” (cf. Sogd. xwt’rnk, Yaghnobi 
xutánna “id.”) + -  < *-p na-ka- “keeper” (cf. 355). Similarly-
formed names are Pth. wtrn (DIAKONOFF–LIVSHITS 2001, 192b) and 
Sogd. xwtyyw’rn (see SW 1992, 80-81, and IPNB II/8, no. 1475). Cf. also 

 (175).

532.  m.: B BD1, Q12, 15f, 19. — P Khudew-mareg 
(fl. 671 C.E.), son of Hin-sar (482), party to a contract. — D “Slave of 
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the Lord”, synonymous with  (522) and
(536).

533. [ m.: B BD1, ai5*. — P Khude[w-...], named in a list. — D

Unidentifiable compound or derivative of  “lord” (see 537).

534.  m.: B Hc043. — P Khudewuk, owner of a seal. — D

Hypocoristic in -  to the name-component  “lord” (see 537). 
Regarding the letter here transliterated as  see above, p. 6.

535. [†  or † : name or title of a late Kushan 
ruler supposedly attested on coins (ALRAM no. 1388-9). The reading 

goes back to GÖBL 1979. If it is correct, one might envisage a 
combination of  “lord” and  “king” as proposed by MAYR-
HOFER apud GÖBL 1979, 121 n. 9, though the reduction of  to 

- as early as the late Kushan period would be extremely surprising. 
However the word is to be read, it must be admitted that several letters 
are badly formed. CRIBB 1990, 155 n. 7, plausibly argues that the form is 
a blundered attempt at  (203)].

536.  m.: B (i) Hc017, 099, 112 (three impressions of the 
same(?) seal); (ii) BD2, xq8; (iii) BD1, ag3f; cf. also the patr./FN 

 BD2, jb1*, 14. — P (i) hude-band Sartan, khar of Rob, 
owner of a seal, probably the father or son of Sart Khudebandan, khar of 
Rob (421, iii). (ii) Khude-band, named in a letter. (iii) Khude-band, pro-
ducer of wine at Golg. — D “Slave of the Lord”, synonymous with Sogd. 
xwt’w ntk (SW 1992, 80) and with  (532). The first 
component is  [xud w] “lord”, abbrev. spelling  (see the 
next). For the loss of the final [w] before the following labial cf. -

 (54) and  (172). For the second component 
see s.v.  (280).

537. [* : this spelling is the standard abbreviation for 
[xwad w], later  etc. [xud w] “lord”, a common name-compo-
nent (cf. 172, 501, 504, 522-525, 526(?), 532-536). The fact that the deri-
vative  [xwad w n] is used like a patr./FN in BD2, eb2, sug-
gests the possible existence of a PN *  (short name derived from a 
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compound containing this component), but it is at least equally likely that 
 is an epithet derived from the common noun “lord”, in which 

case Gurambad Khwadewan “G. of the family of the lords” (119, ii), the 
person referred to in eb, may be the same as Gurambad Kerawan “G. son 
of Keraw” (119, i). Cf. the cases of ,  (105) and 

 etc. (515). However, a Bactr. name Khudew is attested indirectly 
by the PN xdw in Arabic documents from Afghanistan, see KHAN 2007, 
165 (where less likely etymological suggestions are mentioned); cf. also 
the hypocoristic forms xdywwyh (ibid., 160) and xdywj = *
(ibid., 165) as well as Bactr.  (534)].

538.  m.: B BD1, N8, v3. — P Khulkhan (fl. 629 C.E.), “the 
ïnal tarkhan, lord of Wilargan”, witness to a contract. — D Unclear, per-
haps Turkish.

539. (?) m.: B Hg015. — P Khumarg(?), owner of a seal. —
D Although the fourth letter does not appear to be joined to the right, it 
seems likely that  (rather than ) was intended. If so, the 
name may be understood as a hypocoristic in -  to *  < *wahu-
man ra- “consolation” (Sogd. xwm’r), which is attested as a name-com-
ponent in  (434). Cf. also IPNB II/8, no. 1202, 1441.

540.  m.: B Tang-i Safedak inscription, line 2. — P Khuras, 
father of Alkhis (18, fl. 714 C.E.). — D Unclear, perhaps a hypocoristic 
in - .

A reading  (cf. 528) is possible but less likely, see LEE–SW 2003, 166.

541.  m.: B BD1, P5 , v4*, Q6. — P Khusaru (fl. 669 C.E.), a 
tarkhan, witness to a contract and father of another (unnamed) tarkhan.
— D Perhaps a variant spelling of  (529).

† : see  (519)

542. / /  m.: B

BD1, T1f, 20f (° ), 1 f (° ), 20 *. — P Qutlugh Tapaghlïgh Bilgä 
Sävüg (fl. 700 C.E.), husband of Bag-aziyas (45), a Turkish ruler. — D

Tk. qutlu  “fortunate” + tapa lï  “revered” (cf. also -
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, BD2, 269a) + bilgä “wise” + sävüg “beloved” (cf. ,
400).

On the forms tapa lï  and sävüg see ERDAL 2004, 92-3. Ibid., 93 n. 166, Bilgä Sävüg
is mistakenly cited as the name of the queen rather than that of her husband.

† : see  (519)

543.  m.: B BD2, ce2*, 11*, cf2, cg2*. — P Khol Aramigan, 
sender of several letters to Nawaz Kha(h)r(ug)an (282, i). — D Short 
name derived from a compound containing *  < *xauda- “hat” (cf. 
OP tigra-xauda- “wearing a pointed hat”)? Or cf. the proto-Oss. PNs 

 and  (for which ABAEV 1979, 309, proposes a 
connection with Oss. xudyn/xodun “to laugh”)?

544. [ ]  m.: B BD1, ak5f. — P Kh[...]yog, named in a list. —
D Unclear. Possibly contains a name-component  (cf. ,
185) or - g as a hypocoristic su x (cf. , 216).

545.  m.: B BD1, Y26. — P Oz (fl. 771/2 C.E.), treasurer of Kur-
wad. — D Perhaps a short name derived from a compound containing 

 “force, compulsion” < *au ah- (though probably not from  < 
*pariy-au ah-, 377, which had presumably ceased to be analysable long 
before the time when this name is attested).

: see  (190)

546. , , , ,  m.: B
(i-ii) °, °, ° ALRAM no. 1411-18; (iii) ° BD2, 
xp11f*, 13, 14f*, 15, 18f*, 20, 22, 24; (iv) ° Kara-Tepe inscription 
B1, line 1 (see LIV IC in Kara-Tepe IV, 55; the reading conforms to the 
drawing, Kara-Tepe II, fig. 19a, but no photo seems to have been pub-
lished); (v) ° BD2, bb5, 7f, 12; (vi) ° ibid., bg1*, 22*; (vii)

° BD1, C3; (viii) ° BD2, xa1; (ix) ° ibid., xr3*; (x) °
ibid., cl1f, cm1; (xi) ° ibid., ee1, 16*; (xii) ° ibid., ee7*, 10*, 
ef4f*, 17f, eg1, eh19f*, ° BD1, G3f*, 8, H4, 10; (xiii) ° BD2, 
eg2; (xiv) ° BD1, I1f*, Ii6*; (xv) ° ibid., Ii4; (xvi) ° BD2, 
xk1, 3*(?), 13*; (xvii) ° ibid., xh2*; (xviii) ° ibid., xf2*; (xix)
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° ibid., xq1, 14f*; (xx) ° SW 2008a, am1A*, 1B, 2A*, 4*, 
34+35A, abbrev. ( ) ibid., am32+33; (xxi) ° BD1, aj10*; 
(xxii) ° Sig 15 (BIVAR 1968, pl. XXVII/5; not quite clear in the 
photo, but the drawing in HORN–STEINDORFF 1891, pl. VI, no. 1620, is 
unambiguous); (xxiii) abbrev. (?) Hc089; cf. also the patr./FN -

BD1, ag4f, BD2, cr1, da1*, db1*, dc1, ibid.,
dd1. — For yet another possible attestation see ]  (566). — P (i-ii)
Ohrmuzd, name of two(?) Sasanian Kushan-shahs (Pahl. ’w rmzdy,
ALRAM no. 1419-28), one of whom also styles himself “Kushan Shahan-
shah”. One of the two is possibly to be identified with (iii) Ohrmuzd, 
apparently a ruler (unless the god himself is meant here). (iv) Ormuzd, a 
visitor to Kara-Tepe. (v) Ohrmuzd, a weaver of damask. (vi) Ohrmuzd 
Faragan, a ruler or nobleman, addressee of a letter. (vii) Ohrmuzd Burz-
aduran (fl. 380 C.E.), witness to a contract. (viii) Ohrmuzd of Pustan, a 
nobleman, addressee of a letter. (ix) Ormuzd, named in a letter. (x) Ohr-
muzd, a ruler—probably Hormizd III, who disputed the Sasanian throne 
with his brother Peroz (377, v) during the years 457-459 C.E.—alluded 
to in the expression  “glorious through Ohrmuzd”, 
used as honorific title of Kirdir-warahran (215, iii), see SW 2005a, 340-
41. (xi) Ormuzd Ramyolan, a ruler or o cial, addressee of a letter. (xii)
O(h)rmuzd Burnikan/Bunukan (fl. 472 C.E.), an o cial concerned with 
the supply of grain etc., party to two contracts and addressee of two 
letters. (xiii) Ormuzd Khahran, a chief scribe, sender of one of the same 
letters. (xiv) Ohrmuzd (fl. 483 C.E.), son of Sasan (422), inhabitant of 
Malr, party to two contracts. (xv) Ormuzd Garbidan (fl. 483 C.E.), wit-
ness to one of the same contracts. (xvi) Ormuzd of Marg, addressee of a 
letter. (xvii) Ormuzd Bag-to[...], sender of a letter. (xviii) Orm[uzd], 
sender of a letter. (xix) Ohrmuzd, addressee of a letter. (xx) Ormuzd, a 
servant. (xxi) Ohrmuzd, named in a list. (xxii) Ormuzd, owner of a seal. 
(xxiii) Ohrmuzd(?), owner of another seal. — D MP PN hrmazd (IPNB
II/2, no. 702, II/3, no. 258), see SW–CRIBB 1996, 85, with which the 
native Bactr. form  (attested in the Rabatak inscription as a
DN) may have fallen together. For compounds containing 
(in various spellings), see 57, 100, 167, vi(?), 196, 344, 549.

According to HARMATTA a variant  or , sometimes referring to 
one of the Kushan-shahs of this name (i-ii), occurs several times in the Kara-Tepe in-
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scriptions, see Kara-Tepe II, 83f (= , iv), 89, 111, but the readings of these last 
two passages cannot be verified.

547. *  or *  m.: B FN/EN °  BD1, A9f, 
23. — D A compound with -  < *-p ta- or synonymous -  < 
*-p ta-ka- “protected”, perhaps “protected by the Oxus”. Though there 
may be exceptions (e.g. *Gasta-p ta- “protected from evil”, postulated 
by MAYRHOFER 1973, 134, no. 8.177), names with second component 
*-p ta- or *-p ta-ka- usually contain the name of a divinity as first com-
ponent. It therefore seems possible that - is a variant of , -
“Oxus” (see 321-325), perhaps a foreign form like - “W ragna” in 

 (119), the only other PN in *-p ta- which has so far been 
noticed in Bactrian.

548.  m.: B (i) ALRAM no. 1445 (see BRUNNER 1974, pl. 
XXIV/10, for a legible photo); (ii) BD2, bd7; (iii) ibid., dd4, 12*; (iv)
ibid., ea4, 7, 8, 11, 18, eb1, 18, ec1, 20; (v) ibid., xl8; (vi) Hc025; (vii)
BD1, J7; (viii) Shatial 54:31 (SW 1992, 18, 28, no. 534); (ix) Hc005, 
123, 138; cf. also the patr./FN/EN  in documents (ibid., J7, 
K3, L9, N5, P4 , Q5, W3, BD2, cl1, 12f*, xr2f*) and on seal-impressions 
(xb sealing*, see ibid., 28; Hc025, 105). — P (i) Shabur II, Sasanian 
emperor (ruled 309-379 C.E., Pahl. pw ry, ALRAM no. 768 ). (ii)
Shabur, named in a letter. (iii) Shabur (fl. 421 C.E.), son of Sag (403,
iii). (iv) Shabur Peshladan/Pushladan (fl. 461/2 C.E.), a nobleman, 
addressee of two letters, probably brother of Deyag Peshladan (131) and 
perhaps son of Pesh-lad (369). (v) Shabur Yolkan, an o cial. (vi) Shabur 
Shaburan, owner of a seal. Probably the same person as (vii) Shabur 
Shaburan (fl. 517 C.E.), a ruler or landowner of Malr, perhaps a member 
of the royal family of Rob (see 421, note). (viii) Shabur, son of Swe 
(442), a visitor to Shatial. (ix) Several persons named Shabur, owners of 
various seals. — D MP PN buhr (IPNB II/2, no. 858, II/3, no. 313), 
also attested (as a WIran. or Bactr. name) in Sogd. ’p’wr, ’pwr (IPNB
II/8, no. 1154) and Arabic bwr (in a document from Afghanistan, see 
KHAN 2007, 160).

549.  m.: B BD2, ed4f*. — P Shabur-ormuzd (fl. 
475 or 465 C.E.), named in a letter. — D MP PN * buhr- hrmazd, a 
combination of the names buhr (548) and hrmazd (546).
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550.  m.: B Sig 23 (BIVAR 1968, pl. III/4). — P Shane (Brahmi 
ne or ni), owner of a seal with bilingual inscription (on the reading 

of which see SW and O. VON HINÜBER apud CALLIERI 1998, 311). —
D Unclear. Possibly connected with the Sogd. PNs ’n, ’n’kk (IPNB II/8, 
no. 1150-51).

551. [ m.: B BD1, aa14*. — P Shahr-spa[...], a landowner. 
— D Perhaps to be restored as [ ] “Shahr-spa[l]”, a com-
bination of the name-components *x a ra- “dominion, empire” (see 
below) and * “army” (see s.v. , 7). As an appella-
tive, Bactr.  (Rabatak), later ,  (BD1-2), has come to 
mean “city”, but in PNs it probably retains its older sense as in the Av. 
PN X a r . inah- “desiring dominion” (IPNB I/1, no. 396) etc., cf. the 
following names.

552.  m. PN(?): B Kara-Tepe inscription B6 (LIV IC in 
Kara-Tepe II, 79). — P Shar-abird, a visitor to Kara-Tepe? — D If the 
reading is correct (see below), perhaps “he who has obtained dominion”, 
a compound of *x a ra- “dominion” (see 551) and *abi- ta- “found, ob-
tained” (see 81), cf. LIV IC, loc. cit.

Unlike HARMATTA’s reading  (Kara-Tepe II, 98-9, with a remarkable ety-
mology < *x ara-b ta- “seed-born”), the reading given here conforms to the drawing 
(ibid., fig. 18b), but no photo seems to have been published and there is no context to 
indicate that this is a PN.

553. ,  m.: B ° BD1, C5, 6, 20, °
ibid., C7 , 16 *, abbrev. ( ) ibid., C15. — P Shahr-wanind 
(fl. 380 C.E.), inhabitant of Rewgan, son of Skakh (Iskakh?) or Skat 
(Iskat?) (440), party to a contract. — D Combination of the name-com-
ponents *x a ra- “dominion” (see 551) and *wanant-a- “victor, victo-
rious” (see 302).

554.  m.: B °  Rab7, 16, obl. °  Rab15. — P Sha-far, a 
high o cial who bears the title  “margrave”. — D As noted 
by FALK 2007, 147-53, the Bactr. name is also attested as phara in a 
4th(?)-cent. Brahmi inscription from Abbottabad (now in the Museum of 
Chandigarh, see FALK apud SW 2008c, 62b). The name probably means 
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“(possessing) the glory of the king”, a compound of  “king” (< 
*x wan-) and “glory”. If so, the name shows a simplification of  
-rr- to -r-, the older form  being attested in the Rabatak inscription 
(probably as part of a compound < *hu-farnah- “(possessing) 
good glory, glorious”, see SW 2008c, 64a). As the name of a divinity,
both  and (for the latter see GÖBL 1984, Taf. 16 and 24) are 
attested on the coinage of Huvishka. FALK’s idea, based on a suggestion 
by Philip HUYSE, that / phara might be a shortened form of a 
name such as Khar. Da avhara (KONOW 1929, 165) is unnecessarily 
complicated.

555. [† : supposed PN in the Kara-Tepe inscription B11 (see 
HARMATTA in Kara-Tepe II, 115). After examining the original in the 
Hermitage I prefer to read ( )[ ] ( ), cf. Pth. yrg’mg “well-
wisher”, or possibly [ ] ( ) “id.”; see SW forthcoming (d)].

556.  m.: B Hc078. — P Shkur, owner of a seal. — D Unclear.

557.  m.: B °  Ayrtam, lines 2*, 4*, obl.(?) °  Ayrtam, 
line 6*. — Read ,  by TURGUNOV et al. 1981, passim, and 

 by HARMATTA 1986, 133f, but on the stone the  is clear at 
least in line 4. — P Shudba, name or title of a high o cial. — D Possibly 
a compound in *-p -, see s.v.  (188). If so, the first component can 
perhaps be identified with  < * yuta- “outgoings, expenditure” 
(BD2, df7*), giving a title for an o cial with financial responsibilities.

558.  m.: B BD2, cj9. — P Shumug-bandag, named 
in a letter. — D “Slave of Shumug”, a name which is strikingly similar to 
the Sogd. PN ’x wm ntk, IPNB II/8, no. 212. Both words evidently con-
tain the name of a divinity, who is also alluded to in the Sogd. month-
name ’x wmyc/x wmyc but otherwise unknown. Bactr. - seems to 
be identical with a word for “moon” which is widespread in the modern 
languages of northern Afghanistan, Munji yumagå, Yidgha imo o, San-
glechi wulm k, Ishkashmi lömik, Wakhi mak, all of which can most 
simply be derived from a f. adj. *ux ma-k - “growing, crescent” (rather 
than *ux -m h-k - with MORGENSTIERNE 1938, 190), while Sogd. 
*’x wm- may represent *ux m -, without the *-k-su x. The further ques-
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tion of a possible connection with the various Pashto dialect words for 
“moon” (spo m y, o m y, wa m y etc., cf. MORGENSTIERNE 2003, 75) 
and the synonymous WIran. word represented by ’dy my in the Pahlavi 
Psalter, Kurdish h w, Zazaki ma, Harzani ö ma, Keringani m , etc. 
(BENVENISTE 1936, 231; HENNING 1955, 174) raises problems which 
do not need to be discussed in this context.

559.  m.: B Sig 5 (BIVAR 1968, pl. I/3). — P Shu-gaw, 
name or title of the owner of a seal. — D Perhaps a compound with 
second component *gau- “cattle” or *kawi- “giant, hero” as suggested by 
SW apud CALLIERI 1998, 310. HUMBACH 1966, 70, suggests “* uva-
gava- < * uvat-gu-”, by which he presumably means * yuwa(t)-gaw-a-
“driving cattle”. LIV IC in Kara-Tepe II, 59, proposes *f u-gaw- “need-
ing cattle”, which is unlikely from the point of view of both phonology 
and word-formation.




